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HEALTH CARE TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT

THURSDAY, JUNE 7, 1984

U.S. SENATE,
O COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN,RESOURCES,

Washington; DC
The committee met, pUrsuant to notice, at 9:45 a.m., in room 562,

(Dirkseti Senate c>ffice Building, Senator Dan Quayle (acting chair-
/ man of the committee) presiding.

Present: Senator Quayle.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR QUAYLE
Senator QUAYLE. The committee will come to order.
Today on behalf of Chairman Hatch I have the opportunity to

hold hearings on health technology assessment. This will be the
s. first in aitseries of three hearings that I have the opportunity to

chain to examine the health care cost conteinxnent issue. The first
will be today on health technology assessment. The second hearing
,will be on June 21. That will focus on general cost containment
strategiesin other words, whether we should take a very compre-
hensive approach or should we have a more incremental, approach.
The hearing will basiSally be a dialog and the discussion that day
and will .determine how we will go forward. The third hearing will
be held on July .10, and we will explore the cost implications of de:
Pensive medicine and medical malpractice.

After these hearings, obviously we will be in a better position to
make a determination on where we are going to go in the whole
health care area. In general, I have always been very up front in
trying to approach this issue, as I do other issues, in a market-ori-
ented fashion. I believe this approach is the best means to assure
the desired ends of an efficient allocation and utilization of our
health care resources.

k I am concerned, however, that with respect to the application of
new and existing health care logy, that perhaps the market
alone may not provide sufficie = . L:rmation upon which to deter-
mine the best use of heatth'car esources. It has become increase

o ingly clear in recent years that there may also be ipsufficient in-
centives to promote the most cost effective use of ne medical tech-

. nologies:'
By saying that, I don't mean that technology by itself is bad, be-

(cause technology in mild of itself is generally good. Technology by
itself does not necessarily increase cost, but sometimes the utiliza-
tion of technology is the issue on cost. I do believe that, as we are
.looking at and goping with technologyand I have always been
one that has advocated entrepreneurship, incentives, and trying to

(1)
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go as far and as fast and as quickly as possible--we need to realize
that cost is going to be a kctor and that the cost factor in technolo-
gy is here to stay.

I think what we are trying to examine today --nand our leadoff
witness can certainly give us some insightis legislation that I
have introduced and legislation thot has been introduced-in the,
House concerning how we can get knowledge about technology, as-
sessment and how we can disseminate that knowledge.

Furthermore, I think that the most im. rtalit thingand I hope
to itis that we have

n. How are we going
a determination on

all of our witnesses will. direct themsel
talked a lot about public/private partici
to get the credibility that is necessary, so a
technology assessment is reached, that it is going to be accepted,
that it is going to be utilized, and how can we do this in the most
efficient manner?

We have explored.this in the past. We have done technology as-
sessment and there are a lot of entities that do- it but it has been
pretty much a Government function. For political reasons the legiS-
lation providing for the Government function was phased out. Now
there is talk about phasing it back in but with a different face, and
I think it is important that we examine how best we can support
an entity to deal with technological assessment and to do it in a

. way that is-going to be accepted and cone that we can promote the
issue of thee' quality of medical care. We also want to maintain
access and we also want to be very sensitive to the costs, not only
from the Federal budget standpoint but also the impact to busi-
nessgs, insurance premiums, and also the individual.

Al this point in the record I shall insert a statement of the chair-.
-man, Senator Hatch. Senator Thurmond and Senator Kennedy will
also supply statements for thsertion.

[Statements of Senators Hatch, Thurmond, and Kennedy follow:]

STATEMENT o' SENATOR ORRINIIATCH, UTAH

Today we are holding full Labor and Human Resources Committee hearings to
consider one of the important factors in the high cost of health carethat is, how
we can better determine what kinds of medical services should by paid for by the
Medicare and Medicaid programs. The process of considering what health services,
diagnostic tests and therapeutic procedures are cost-effective and beneficial, is
known as "technology assessment," and is currently conducted in the National
Center for .Health Services Research and the Health Care Financing Administra-
tion. However, there are ninny who feel that insufficient attention has been paid to
evaluating just what we actually pay for in the name of health care services.

These hearings will give us an opportunity to learn more about what has been
done and what we are now doing, and to consider proposals to improve our ability to
direct public funds to purchase effective and eebnomic health care services. I believe
this is a critical issue during this time when health cost increases threaten the via-
bility of the Medicare Trykt fund. I look forward to the testimony of our expert wit-
:losses.

6
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MR. WIRMAN:

IT IS A PLEASURE TO ,BE, HERE'TODAY TO RECEIVE NY ON

I WANT JO COMMEND YOU,-MR. CHAT RI' FOR.T 7 XCittENT JOB

THAT YOU DO IN FOCUSING THE ATTENTION OF THIS COMITTE ON THE

NATION'S MOST IMPORTANT HEALTH CARE ISSUES.

THE PROPER ASSESSMENT OF HEALTH CARE rEcHNoConlEs, I RELIEVE,

IS ESSENTIAL IF WE ARE TO ACHIEVE THE MOST' EFFECTtVE OPERATION

A OUR HEALTH CARE SYSTEM. THESE TECHNOLOGIES -.WHICH HAVE BEEN

S.

HEALTH CARE TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT.

BROADLY DEFINED TO INCLUDE DRUGS, DEVICES, MEDICAL OR SURGICAL

PROCEDURES, AND THE KNOWLEDGE NECESSARY FOR THEIR APPLICATION

ARE CRITICAL TO VIRTUALLY ALL SEGMENTS OF THE HEALTH,CARE INDUSTRY.

HOWEVER, THERE APPEARS TO BE SOME OUESTION'AS TO THE (FFECTIVE-

, NESS OF HEALTH CARE ASSESSMENT TODAY AND IN THE PAST.

MR. CHAIRMAN,.I AM HOPEFUL.THAT THROUGH This HEARING WE WILL

LEARN MORE ABOUT HOW THE ASSESSMENT or HEALTH EAU TECHNOLOGY

MIGHT BE IMPROVED IN OUR COUNTRY, WE RAVE A DISTINGUISHED GROUP

OF WITNESSES WITH US AND I LOOK FORWARD TO THEW TESTIMONY.

I

7
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR EDWARD M. KENNEDY ON
HEALTH CARE TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT

e 1

I am pleased that the Congress is re-examining-the issue% of

health

care technolbgy assessment'. In 1978, when I chaired the

Health Subcommittee ofithis,Cbmmittee, we conducted hearings.

that led to the passage of legislatidn establishingcthe NationAl

Center for Health Care Technology. Those hearings demonstrated

concausivelyithe national need for a comprehensive, expandvd,

national technology assessment effort. Hearings conducted o the

House side reached a siAilar conclusidn. As the House report

stated, "Thereeis ,an emenping consensus
. . . that many technologies

have been widely adopted into medical practice in the face of

disturbingly scanty information about their health benefits,

clinical ricks, cost effectiveness, and side effects.

In addition, the use of some technologies persists long after

it becomes evident thAt these technologies arb of marginal
4'

utility, outmoded, and even harmful."

Although the current Administration forced the termination

of the National Center in 1981, those findings are as true today

as when the National Ceriter was established.. Dr. Arnold Reiman,

the distinguished editor df the New England Journal of Medieime,,

recently testified that "fifteentO twenty percent of all the
s:

tests, procedw-es, drugs and devices nImplOyed in the diagnosis

and treatment of disease . . . are not worth the moneV\we spend

on them. They are either of no value, they are redundant and t

add little or nothing to less eapensive technologies already in

use or, in a few cases, may actually be harmful."
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Dr. John Wennberg of Dartmouth hes 4tudied elective surgery
. A

on the elderly and'found thati basedsolely on where patients

live, they may be three or four times moplikely to undergo

'prostatectomy for benig n prostatic hypertrophy, or lens

extraCtion for cateract. As Dr. John Dunker of 41.antord recentl*,,,

a

testified, "The symptoms of a small or.42§rately enlarged

prostate are widespread in men over the age of 65. The risks
-

of.surgery is a matter over whichurologic surgeons differ

widely. Much the same scenario can be painted for cataracts and

their surgical correction, and for a host of other condictions

and therapies." 4

%

Clearly, using the prostate surgery example, eithcr some

sur(jeons are performing far too many unnecessary and dtinlmous 'e

operations or other s rgeons are failing to recommend surgery

when it is necessaly and desirable. '

Clinicians want to provide their patients with the best

.medical treatment 4vailable. But in the absence of controlled,'

scientific assessment of safety and efficacy, much of medical

practice must remain based on custom and intuition.

As. Dr. Seymour Perry of the Georgetown University Medical

Center recently stated, "the majority of diagnostic devices and

therapeutic procedures currently used in the practice of'medicine

have never been subjeseted to care ?ul evaluation." A 1978 report

of the Office of Technology Assessment estimated hat only 10

. to 20 percent of all procedures in medical practice had been

subjected to controlled evaluation.

' This situation serves,neither the,patients, the physicians,

nor our society well. It results in needless risk, illness, and

suffering and further inflates our Nation's already swollen

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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medical bill.

During its brief life, the Natibnal. Center demonstrated,the'

' utility of systematic technology assessment. The Center studied

seventy -five technologies for the purposes of Neditire reimburs

ment and found that 40% were ineffective or without evidence o

benefit. Evaluations bfHarvard and UCLA Sthools of Public Health

showed that the Center's regammendations concereing,bnly six

technologies siived.14edicare $1,00 to $200 million a year.

4 Even with'the'demise of the National Center, activity in

the technology assessment area continues. According to

DS. Perry; there'are atneast 45 organizations,involved in
technology assessment. But the amount'of resources devoted,to

that endeavor, are tiny considering the need and potential

benefits. The largest single investment in medical technology

assessment is'the National Institute of Health's clinical

trials program, but this program accounts for lessthan 4% of

ohs NIH budget', about $150 million a year, and NIH expenditures

for clinical trials tare aotually at a lower level than they were

in 1980. This expenditure of $150 million for systematic

clinical assessment scan be contrasted to the more than $9 billion

a year the Nation spends on health research and development.

Earlier this year, I introduced an ',Omnibus Health

Reauthorization bill, S. 2452, which was co-sponsored by all the

other Democratic members of this Committee. S. 2452 included a

ptovisiOn which would tialee re-established the Natibnal Center of

Health Care Technology Assessment. I am not wedded to that

organizational form, aedI hope that based on these hearings, -

4

Senator Quayle and 1 and other.interested members of this

*fa

Y90`,.) T238
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Committee will be able to work Elate legislative proposal that

will meet the national need for health technology assessment.

In my view, whatever organizational form ifrdevised must

meet the following criteria;

- - It must promote interchange and coordination among the

organizations engaged in technology assessment to avoid needlew

duplication;

-- It must provide a mechanism for setting technology

assessment prioritieS, so that limited assessment resources can

be used most effectively;

-- 'It must encourage dissemination of the results of

technology assessment so that practitioners and patients can

benefit from the most current research.

-- It must provide authoritative guidance for public and

private insurers needing, to make decisions on 'insurance covefage;

-- It must be responsive to the needs of both the public

and private sector; and

- - It must be provided adequate resources to meet our

national need for technology assessment. In my judgement this

' last criteria means tt; there must be a substantially

increased commitment of Federal resources to this activity,

although the Federal government shquld not be the exclusive

source of funding.
!

I look forward to the guidAR of our experte witnesses on

this important topic.

.
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Senator-4.411Avi.t:. Our first witness today 'is Dr. Brandt,' who is
Assistant Secretary for Health and Human Services. He is accom-
panied, I believe, by Dr. John Marshall, the Director of the Nation-
al al Center for Health Services Research. Dr. Brandt is well known
to all of us, has been before this committee numerous times. He
needs no introduction so, Dr. Brandt,. welcome back and proceed at
your will.

STATEMENT OF zEDWARD N. BRANDT, MD., ASSISTANT SECRE-
TARY OF HEALTH, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN
SERVICES, ACCOMPANIED BY JOHN 'MARSHALL, DIRECTOR,
NATIONAL CENTER FOR HEALTH SERVICES RESEARCH ,

. Dr. BRANDT. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. It is a' pleas-
ure to appear before you. today to discuss Public Health Service`ac-
tivities in medical technology assessment.

Let me preface my remarks this morning with a briesummary
of the Primary responsibilities of the National Center 'for Health I
Services Research. It is important to establish that there must be a
link between medical technology assessment and hea4h care deliv-
ery research. Medical technologies cannot be evaluated effectively
anless they are examined Within the environment in which they
are used.

It is also important early on to recognize that there 'are a
number of different definitions of technology. In my own mind the
term "technology" includes not only the drug, device, or medical
Ovedure under consideration, but also the knowledge and profes-
sional competence needed to apply that drug; device, or procedure
safely and effectively on behalf of patient care. The facilities, per-
sonnel, and health delivery systems needed to deploy complex med-
ical procedures have too,often escaped consideration. in the assess-
ment process.

It is the study of these system' that health services research is
all about. The NCHSR is the focal point within the Federal Gov-
ernment for research on the health care delivery system. It sup-
ports both an extramural research,grant program and an intramu-
ral research program. One of its more popular and better known
activities is the User Liaison 'Program, through which the NCIISR
provides timely research results, written to meet the real time
problem-solving requirements of both State and Ideal officials.

Within the National Center, the Office of Health Technology As-
sessment is responsible for providing.Public Health Service advice
to the Health Care Financing Administration with respect to medi-
care coverage of medical technologies that are either not presently
covered or lhat may no longer be considered' appropriate. In my
full statement, Mr. Chairman, I have outlined the process that we
follow in accomplishing that advice to HCFA.

Technology assessment within the Public Health Service, howev-
er, includes much more than providing advice to IICFA on medi-
care coverage issues. Activities. include pl.iniary data collection, sec-

tridary data analysis and synthesis, the development and continued
evaluation o et vi4) di ation dissemination'. I have
given a.suit eign set e complete statement.

12



I. believe the Pub flealt4 Service provide valuable services. in
three areas: first, in rimary`data collection fr use 'by others doing
technology assessment; second,, in the development, validation, and
continued evaluation of methods for assessing 4technology; and,
three, in continuing to provide *CFA 'with assessments of health,
care 'technology. Thy assessment activities, however, ar.e circum-
scribed and should be supplernenttd-sirtdeed, :must be supplement-
ed,--by professional associations and others.

Over the past' yeir we have been reevaluatial the rote of the
Public Health Service in'technology.assessmenCQUesitons we have
asked are, one, should we assume ft ll responsibility for technology
assessmept in this country? We have. rejected that responsibility.
Should we assume greater regulatory authority over. the use of new,
technologies? Ag'ain.'we think %it.. 7 t

In angwer to that second quetioh, the Public Health Service is t.
not, in a position to make'decisions aboWt who should receive a par-
ticular technology,. who should provide that technology or where
that technology 'Should be provided. It is our.responsibility to pro-
vide.thebest clinical and scientific information about new medica
technologies to HCFA and to the public. We have.that responsibil-
ity because of the need for the,Federal,Govertithent to maintain re-
sponsible stewardship -over the medicare trust funk,

We also have a,respansibility to administer faitliflilly the regula-
tory laws over druip, and devices but, beyond that, I believe that it

f is the responsibility of the private sector to make its own decisions
about.the purchase and Use of new technology. In my. judgment,

'technology assessment; would be best served by some kiirate/public
partnership.

We have been working with the Inititute of Medicine with re-,
spect to Ai plan for a consortium within the private sector to accom-
plish this assessment. Such a partnership would take advahtage of
important work already being done by such groups as the Ameri-
can College of Physicians, the AMA, the American College of Car-
diologyall of whom you will hear from later today. The continued,
participatio'h of these organizations in technology assessment. is
critical. We, the Public Health Service, :cannot and should 'not du-
plicate the valuable and important role that these groups play: A
heavy handed Federal tole, whether perceiveor real, has not
worked in the past and would hot be accepted in Me futOre.

We have also reviewed your bill, Senator Quayle, S. 25'04, and we
have pointed out .some. of our concerns about that bill' in our testi-
mony. In particular, we would pqinti out to you that although the
bill was very specific in some instances, it does not pro ade-
quate guidance in others. For example, there is no men on of who
would be erripo*ered to direct. the Institute to examine a rticular
technology,

On the basis of the reasons outlinc;c1 in the testimony, th admin-
istration does not support the - approach offered by S. 2504. it is
determined that legislation for technology assessment is to be pur-
sued, we would prefer the general approach contained in II.R..5496,
which einvhasizes more strongly the rdle of the NCIISR.

T at concludes' my Znternent, Mr. Chairman. We will be happy
*IV you may have.tf)

IT Kepi e nt.dt Dr. Brandt follows:I

13
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EDWARD N. BRANDT, JR., M.D.
ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR HEAL/H

DEPARTMENT OP HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee

it is a' pleasure to appar before you today to discuss the

Public Health Sirvice(PHS) activities in medial technology

assessment. I am accompanied by the Director of the National

Center for Health Services Research (NCHSR), Dr. John Marital.

I woulelike to preface my remarks this morning with a

briefsummary of the primary responsibilities of NCHSR. Such a

smimary is important because Of the link that must exist

between'meAcal technology assessment and health care delivery

research. Medical technologies cannot be evaluated effectively

unless they are examined within the environment in wpich they

are used. I should aution, however, that any description-of

an agency's role in echriBlogy allsesement is complicated by the

many different d initions of "technology.'; in my -own mind, 4

the term "technology" includes not only the drug, device, or

medical procedure under consideration, but also the knowledge

and professional, competence needed' to apply thatdrug, devicd
'

or procedure safely and'effectively on behalf of patient care.

The facilities, persohnel and health deliver systems needed to

deploy complex medical.procedures have too often escaped

A
consideration in the assessment: The study of these systems is

p
exactly what health services research is all about.

So,

)4
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NCHSR is the focal point within the P ederal,government for
4

researci on the health care delivery system. It provides

information that is used. to improve the effectiveness,

efficiency and distribution orhealth care services in this

country. The Center supports an extramural research grant

program based on peeLxeviewof investigator- initiated

research. It seeks to develop the knowledge bade for future,

policies, as it. did for example in the developmental work on

many key features of our modern health care delivery system.

4

A

NCHSR also conducts an intramural research program that

provides the basip for estimating the cdst of medical care, the

extent of insurance coaperage, and the effects oCtreating

employer ppvided health coverage as a non-taxed benefit.

NCHSR has also developed methods for predicting the need for

long-term care. The'Hospital Cost Utilization Project data

base will prove useful in the Department's evaluation of

cmpleMentation of prospective payme,t and its effects over the

next five years.

Through its User Liaison Program, NCHSR provides timely

research results written to meet the real-time problem solving

requirements of State and local officials.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Within NCHS4 the Office of Health Technology ssessment '

(OWTA) is responsible for providing PHS advice to.BOF.A with
. ..)

respect to Medicare cover gp of medical technologies thilt are

either not presently icon red or that may no longer e

considered appropriate. IBriefit Mated, the process works as -

wa

fdilows: When i,pquiries regiar hg the coverage of .Medical
,

. .

technologies cannot be resolved by Medicare contractors and Are
.

, . .

forwarded to HCFA, a physicians' panel, established by H
_

A,

reviews the issue. This panel includes' a representa fro
',

OHTA. The panel may quake a determination regarding the

d assent of the safety and efficacy)le

co

;

rage of the.specific medical technology,. or if the panel

termines that a formal as

of that technology is required, it may refer the qUestion to

SR. .CHTA staff consult with appropriate scientists and

erts from PHS agencies, review the available scientific
ta

literature, solicit views from relevarlt medical speciality and
)

sub-specialty groups, and provide an opportumity for the

developers,of the technology to supply additional,information

they wish to have consideVed. A preliminary assessment

document is prepared and sent to PHS agencies for comment. The

final assessment is then forwardea to HCFA which is responsible

for the decision as to coverage.

'once the actual coverage decision is made, HCFA notifies.

its ccnractorz and fiscal intermediaries of its decision by..

InstrAtons in manuals. State medicaid agencies also refer ,to

3 JHATAVA Y903 re3a
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.
HCFA manuals because some agencies base their determination

\ .

.foe coverage on HCFA's pOsition.. In addition, NCHSR

13

disseminates its assessment'to insurance companies and other

interested groups. OHTJ% assessments are also reported in the
et bog

)4". Annual TechmologyGuide.published by thelkmerican.Hospitar .. .

40sociation.

TechnoltgY assessment within the PHS includes much more

them providing avide to MCFA on Medicare coverage issues.

Activities include prilary data collbction, secondary data

:anaaysis and synthesis, aevelopmient and continued evaluation of

methodologies, and information dissemination. These activities

ariksurmarized below:

. A

4 o Primary Data Collvtion: Tse activities are
.

Af
. donducted'and supported primariLy through -research

activities,.of.NIH and ADAMPIA,.in particular through the

support of clinical trials. M6ISR does-not support

clinical tr.ials but does support technology assessment

research including the assessment of specific

technologies.
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An alysiso Secondary Data Anal,ysis and Synthesis:- These

activities areponducted.ptimarily by the NCHSR in ifs

support of health services research and in the

'development of guidance or' recommendations regarding

. 4
MedicareFiii-verage issues, by tlie,NIH Ln its consensus

development conferences, and 1* FDA in the figulation

of 4gugs and devrtes.

o Development and Continued Evaluation of Methodologies:

"NCHSR has primary responsibility to conduct research

into refining the methods of assessing technologies.

o Information Disseminations All PBS agencies -engage in

information dissemination, the'largeat single

institution with this fOction being the Motioned..

Library of Medicine.
.

I I '

I believe that the PBS provides valuable services in three

areas,: (1) in primary data collection for use kr others doing

'technology assessment; (2) in the development, validation

andcontinued evaluation of methods for assessing technologies;

and (3) in continuing to provide HCPA with assesspents of

health care technologies. The technology assessment activities

that .I just described are rather circumscribed,.however, and0t

should be supplemented by, professional associations and others.

3.18AJLAvit ytico Ta3s
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Over the last year we have been reevaluating what the role

of the FSS should be in technology assessment. Questions we

: have asitod are: Should we assume full responsibility for

technology assessm kn this Tntry? I think not. Should we ti

41O
.

assume gieater regulatory authority over the use of new

technologies? Again, I think npt. 1.

In response to the first question, new ioforIttatton is

being developed at too great a $les and over too wide a

spectrum of clinical medicine to lest'e the assessment process

solely to the Federal Government. I also believe that the

medical professiort, manufacturers and hird-party private

payers also need to'participate.

.

In
0 answer to the second question, the,FHS is not in a

position co make decisions about who should receive a

particular technology, or who should provide that technology,

or wherrthe technology should be piovided. It'is our

responsibility to provide the best clinical and scientific

information about new medical technologies to'HCFA and to the

public. We have that responsibility because of the need for

the Federal Government to maintain a responsible stewardship

over the medicare trust fund. We also have a responsibility to

administer faithfully the regulatory laws over drugs and

devices. Beyond that, I believe that it the respdnsibility of

the private sector to make its own decisions about the purchase

and use of new technologies.

118,4_11AVA
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I believe technology assessment tin this country would be

best served by a private - public partnership. We have worked

with the Institute af Medicine with respect to a plan for a
.

consoftlum within the private sector tq assess medical.

technologies. I haye net with thePresidenbof,thl IOM to

discuss possible implementation of the recommendatlns

contained it, its final report, enkspntinue. to be `optimistic

that such a consortium will emerge. We look forward to

cooperating in such a venture.

A public-private partnership in technology as essment

would also take advantage of the important work already being

done by such g oups as the AmericaniCollege of Physicians,

American Medical soci ion, and the the American College of

Cardiology. The continued participation of these organizations

in technology assessment is critical: The PHS cannot and

should not duplicate the valuable and important role of these

croups. A heavy-handed Federal role, whether perceived or

real, nas not worked in the past and 1t will. not be accepted
ti

for the future.

Mr. Chairman, S. 2504 would establish an Institute for

Health Care Technology'Assessment, within the private sector,

to promote the development and application of approvea

technologies, as

2()

0
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well as promote the elimination of obsolete or inappropriate'

technologies. Major responsibilities of the Institute would be

to verve as a clearinghouse, collect and analxze'data and make

_recommendations concerning spbcific health care technologies,

stimulate,,coofdimate and undertake health care technology

assessments, ident4fy needs in ,the 'assessment of health care

technologies, develop and evaluate criteria and methodologies

for health care Iechnology assessment, and - provide education

and training programs in the use of health care technology

assessment methodologies and results. A Board of Directors

would be selected from organizations representing heLh,

provvier, manufacturers, third party payers, and consumer

groups. Finally, the bill would provide for a $2 million line

of credit from HHS to remain available for seven years.

I would like to take the opportunity to point out several
g

provisions of the bill that are of Major concern to me.

Overall, the bill is very specific in some cases, but does not

provide adequate guidance in other areas. An example of this

latter problem is that there is no mention of who-would be

empowered to direct the Institute to examine a particular

technology.

Further, it is unclear what the Depar.tment's financiall

involvement in this endeavor would be and if the credit

extended Is to be repaid at some point in time, where the

i
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Institute would derive the revenue to do this. We are opposed

fa to a line credit approiata Much as proposed in the bill since
.4

distorts the normal appropriations pcocess. legislation

leading to-Federal match nds is inappropriate.0 L. \
I am also concerned about the !authority for the Institute

.

to determine which devices,'druv or other treatments are
. ,

obsolete or inapatacriate. To carry.this,authority. be.y9nd .
. 1.

disseminating information about medical technologies, will

quickly embroil the Institute in counterproductive
.

.,,.

Alcontroversies that may well prove destructive. We know from

past experience that industry and providers of care_will not

accept any entity that has proscriptive. authority over the

appropriate'uses of spelfic technologies.

Another concern relates to the compositiOn of the proposed

Board of Directois as called for in the bill. I believe that

it is too specific and would preclude membership on the Board

of persons with a legitlmate interest in participating.
#

Second, statutory ,requirements specifying,board membership

might well conflict with the governance' requirements of

university-based or other son-profit organizations which could

effectively develop the Institute. We have alsotound that it

is very important that persons on this kind of board must

represent a balance of viewpoints--not only those with a

financial interest in medical technologies, but also persons

with scientific and medical competence.

For these reasons, we do support the approach offered by

S. 2504. if it is determined that legislation for technology
.

4(6

assessment will be pulsued, we olrd prefer the general

approach contained in H.R. 5496 hien emphasizes the role of

the NCHSR. That concludes my statement, Mr. Chairman. I would

be happy to answer any questions you may, have..

32,1\ ItAVA Y903 I-338
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Senator QUAiLE. Dr.-'Brandt, I.certainly agree-v4h some,of the
the es that -you noted in your statementon page 7, where you
said the PHS cannot and mould not duplicate the valuable and lin-
portant role of these groups; other groups that had been involved

- in technology assessment; also, where you' indicated and stated that
a heavyhanded Federal role, Whether perceived oar real, has not
wormed in the past will not be accepted in the future. I
concur with,that

My interest, if you look at the appr oaches ob. how we are going
to get this public/private partnership,. you find basically the two
approaches. The Senate approach and the House approach. The
Senate approach is far more toward the privateas a

ematter of fact, almost in totale Tate2dboard members, are all from
the private sector. The Government's role is initially extending
grant or a line of credit, plus ex-officio repreientation, of OTA, and
also the Secretary of We left a '16t of flexibility because we
are not exactly sure where that board ought to o. I notice that you
talked about the lack of adequate `guidance.. Welt, that was done

dpurposefully.
We didn't want to give a lot of guidance

dedness that you talked aboUt
because we

didn't want to get into the heavy
in your statement.

I think we need, however, a little bit of amplification on'hoW this
public/pitrate oughto work. The House bill- goes much more
toward the public 'aspect. It has the private participation in there
but there is much more involvement by the publieSector as, for ex-
ample, with the actual appointments. I don't think you want to go
back and recreate the Center but in some respects I think that par-
ticular approach does. In fact-with only a few changes, it goes back
to where we were befdre, in 1P81,,before we phased out the center
because of political considerations one being budget, others being
effectiveness and whether it was really useful or not.

Therefore, I wonder if we might get into a discussion on how this
public/private participation is really going to take place. Let me
just say this at the outset: I think if you look at trying to get
maybe an equal balance, even, that ours is very slanted and, I
think, for good reason slanted to the private sector. I think that
they've got to be involved. They are the ones that deveroped the
technology. They are the ones that will implement it in most cases.
We oversee it. We obviously pay for some of it through Govern-
ment programs. However, I wonder if you might be able to expaild
a little bit on this, how we are going to get this public/private par-
ticipation?

Dr. BiArtur. Let me say at the beginning, Senator, that I would
commend you for this hearing as well as bringing this issue up for
discussion and debate because I think it is important. It seems to
me that there is a whole continuum of issues related to technology
assessment.

First, to begin with, the development of technology itsrlf is large-
ly, hopefully, based upon good; solid basic research which the
Public Health Service has supported traditionally through the NIH
and ADAMHA and other programs and would continue to support
and ought to continue to support. Second is the aspect of attempt-
ing to make sure that new techAlogy, as it comes down the pike, is
in fact integrated into the whole health care delivery system. I
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think perhaps the best example of that is the whole immunization
issue, where it has been necessary to do t e kind of research and
do the kind of work that made it possible e late seventies or
midseventies to irfltiate a massive immunizatio rogram in this.
country that has worked very well.

Then, third is the issue of looking at specific aspects of technolo-
gy and trying to determine .whether or not that technology is of
value on the one hand and is of more or less value than compara-
ble techndlogies that may already be available. We agree complete-
ly that that is something that requires a private/public kind of re-
lationship. In the first place, the Federal Government has to be in-
volved because we are paying for a lot of medical care through
medicare and medicaid, Indian Health Service, VA, Departnint of
Defense, and so forth. The Federal Government is investing a great
deal of money.in the payment for health care'and has to be con:-
cerned and interested and a full participant in any kind of technol-
ogy assessment that takes place, so I don't see any way for the Fed-
eral Government to get out of this completely because of, if nothing
else, our own vested interest in the problem.
'On the other hand, it is also very clear that the organizations

that are.eurrently doing, thisL-ther, the American Fol.lege of
Physicians, the American College rdiology, a number of others
that are involved' to a greater or lesser eXtentare theixperts.
They Are the people.who are out there on the front line. They are
the -ones that are delivering the health tare. They are the ones that
must also be involved in the assessment.

I think the fundamental issue is, how do we bring everybody to-
gether, including the third-party payers Arho should have a great
deal of. interest, the professional 'groups and the scientific'compu-
nity, into some sort of relationship,TIt is why we worked with
the Institute of Medicine, to get thein to pull together a committee,
to draft this report. Now whether or not you agree with or like the
report, I thitik it is step one toward bringing everybody together to
begin to debate the issues.

The House bill, as you know,' provided specific authority to
award grant money td such an entity, such a private entity, for
purposes of startup costs and other kinds of things, to get it under-
way, so I don't think they totally ignored it. The important princi-
ple, in my judgme.pit, and the one hat we have to keep in front of
.us, is that this has to be some saFt of private entity that has full
Mress to all of the private organizations that have a commitment,
and that 'also involves the Federal GOvernmentt

I think that progress is being made toward getting everyone to
work together and to begin to address this issue,- and I think this
hearing today will help elucidate further some of the things that
we need to know.

Senator QuAvi.F., Let me take a couple of those thoughts. First of
all, the report of IOM that you said is a good first step. We basical-
ly, in trying to give some guidance but not restricting the Institute
too much, took I think five of those elements right out. of the studs
and Yeport because we also felt that that was a good step forward.

1)r. BRANOT, Yes.
Senator QUAYLE. I think that-our approach is the.same as your

approicli., in that we want to figure out an entity to bring every-

24
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body together, we don't disagree on that. We dOn'tdisagree that '.

the objectives that were laid out in the -IOM report are solid. ilt
ought to be .followed up. I do not disagree that we ought to figure

,out the best, way to get everybody together.
Now, my question is, how do we do that?, That's where it comes

down to, to a matter of detail. You used the words that the Federal
Government ought to be a "full participant." I would presuthe you .
woulci say that the private sector should. also be a full participant,
too. ' ., ..

Dr. BRANDT. Well, I meant to imply along with all the other par-
ticipants, obviously. I guess what I. am saying is 'that the Federal
Government has to live up k its own responsibility in this issue.
Along with all the'dthers that I talked about, one of its responsibil-
ity is clearly to provide high quality medical care or to see that
high quality medical care is provided to its beneficiaries. That
means that we must participate in any kind of entity thatioxists,
but it should not be a Federal entity. I mean, we are not the only
'player inbthis game, by any stretch.
I Senator QUAYLE. OK, and I also believe 'that yott should be a full 1

participant and the private sector should be atilt participant. My
question is in trying to get this balanced participation between the
public Sand private. I think you would agree with me that we don't
want to go back and sort of recreate the Center for Heplth
Care-- .

Dr. BRANDT. Health Care Technology. ....

Senator QUAYLE. Thiink you. The Center for Health Care Tech-
, nology that was phased out in 1981. I don't think we want to go

back.and recreate that.
Dr. BRANDT. Absolutely not.
Senator'QUAYLE. Absolutely not. (K, we don't want to do that

because ofthe problems you had, the political problems. It was just
basically a Government program. The private input to that was not
taken seriously or as being meaningful, so we don't wapt to go
back to the,c.fnter approach. We want to come up with a new, a
more balanced approach, and we do agree, I think, that we need
Some entity to perform an additional role and responsibility for
technology assessment. Is that fair?

Dr. BRA DT. Yew, sir, that is certainly fair.
Senato QUAYLE. Now it seems to me that perhaps the di pute, if

you take e Senate approach versus the House approach d you
can answer thisis basically on the selection, of the board. You
used the statement that in the Senate approach, that there wasn't
adequate guidance. I presume that you, feel there is more &dance

. in the House approach.
I wonder if you might delineate where there are differences be-

cause I think that there are also three or four objectives we just
outlined, where there is no disagreement.

Dr. BRANDT. Correct.
Senator QUAYLF.. What we

,
are coming down to is forming this

entity to achieve the philosophical or principled ideas that we have
advanced thus far. I wonder, maybe you can outline for me how
this be improved over the etity we presently have in
the origina draft of the Senate bill. /

25,
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Dr. BRANDT. Frrtit I think that the inipottant principle is that
technology assessment as an activity not be tliyorced from this
may be too strong a wordnot-get too far afield from health serv-
ices research. I think that one of the problems with the 'National
Center for Health Care Technology was the fact that it ignored the
environment in which. technology was going to be used. 'Thatis, it
looked at technology kind of de novo and separate, rather than to
try to put it into the total perspective, so I. think that we have to
keep the techriology assessment activity within tlie-total frame-
work of health services research, evaluation, et cetera.

Second is that I would, my own druthers Would be to say to the
private ,organizations that are out theremany of which, again,
you will be. heating from today, including third"party, payers and so
forththat they 'ought to get together, And come in to the Federal
Government with a proposal and that clearly,the Federal Govern-
ment ought to invest ift some entity for this pUrpose. I don't have
any problems with that, but we need to come in with something
that will allow us to determine the extent \to which the 'Federal
Government will participate as a partner. We could, through the;
Ntiaional Center for Health Services Research, begin to provide
some kind of funding that would allow it to get started. That is, I
guess, the basic approach that we would favor.

Senator QUAYLE. OK. If, in fact, the private sector could get tA?-
gether a consortium as such of people that are dealing in, the total
environment of health services or the health delivery system,
payers, et cetera could 'come together and sa , "OK, here is OUT
working group. Here is the board of dir: at we would like to
create,' then you are indicating that y. oul be wilting to ,take a
look at that and perhapS see what you cteciglo with the National
Center for Health Services Research to e a partner. Is that
what you're saying?

Dr. lift/v.1m. Well, I think technically it .would be HCFA that
would probably be the principal partner but yes, that is fundamen-
tally what I am saying. One of the considerations that I think we
have to look into, is that one whole mass of talent out there has
been kind of lost in much of the deliberation that is the university
system. There are a number of universities around the country
that certainly have the capacity or, with minimal change, could de-
velop the capacity to perform this kind of function--.bringin
again, all of these other organizations throudt a whole route of a
ministrative.ped other mechanisms to accomplish this activity, so
that I don't want to exclude them from consideration. That is one
reason why we would prefer leaving the nature of that private/
public activity somewhat vague, until we see what kinds of organi-
zations it is possible.to put together and come in and address this
problem.

Senator QUAYLE. However, to get these organizations together
and perhaps the universities should be more well represented than
what the Senate approach has outlinedbut to get these groups to-
gether, don't you think that there is some initial effort that ought
to be made by us, meaning theCongress and the administration, to
sort of get this off the ground? We have been discussing technology
assessment. It is certainly not a new issue. It has been around. You
have referred a number of times to the various groups that are al-
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ready doing it, and I have found that if there isn't some additional
element superimposed upori the various. grdups out there: that
says, "Come on, people, we're going to get together and try 'to work
this outthat the tendency is for them to sort of go their own way.
One group says: "Well, we've got perfectly good technology assess-

ck. mant. We don't need any others. Do it Our way and a will be fine."
That's not what we're trying to do because we want to get back to
your words and what I believe and detect, and that is ---how do we
bring everybody together. That was our desire in this Ipstitute and. I am-open to suggestions.-ion ,how we can expand or attract the
makeup Isf the board of directors, how it is appointed, et cetera.
This is rough. It's the first shot out of the box. That's why we are
having these hearings today:

However, the way I hear you is that the approach that we took
in trying to grapple with this issue, is certainly not counter to what
we have done; that this was a mewls to try to get these various
groups together. You know, IOM took the first step and we took a
lot of what they said in their.report. Don't, you, think that we are
going to have to take the next step in ord0 to bring everybody to-
gether?

Dr. BRANDT. 'Well, let mequst try to describe for you briefls'irhat
we have done.Jini the .first place, ore did participate with the IOM
activity, including paying what was determined by them to be our
fair share of the cost of that activity, and we I think rtfiegnized.
that although this is an IOM document, we,did participate.

Second, I think we have recently reorganized the TechnologYV)o-
Ordinating Committee, and I think I am going to ask Dr. Marshall
if he can give you a summary of what, that. committee is doing and
who is on it and that sort of thing.

Mr, MARSHALL. Yes. Basically, under the National Center for
Health Care Technology there was an advisory council, but then
there also was internal to the department a Technology Coordinat-
ing Committee. This committee was intended as a body to try to
cross not just the Public Health Service and the Department but
across all organizational elements that were involved with technol-
ogy, including the Veterans' Administration and the Defense De-
partment. It meets periodically to discuss issues and to try to co-
ordinate approaches so that folks were doing things that were com-
plementary rather than duplicative.

We decided sevral months ago that one of the things we should
do as we looked at the I0111 report and as we considered the'vari-
ous congressional actions that were pending, was to establish that
committee as a revitalized, more broadly based organization. In
fact, we did that and yesterday had the first meeting 'of the group.
What we did was to add to the Federal membership the participa-
tion of organizations that have a great deal' of interest in these
issues. In fact, it was sort of a preliminary to today's meeting be-
cause we had the first meeting yesterday afternoon, and I see that
a number of the witnesses were people who represented their orga-
nizations at that meeting yesterday.

What we did was added representation from the Health Insur-
ance Association of America; the Blue Cross-Blue Shield; the
Health Industry Manufacturers. Association; the National Electri-

* cal Manufacturers Association, the part that deals with much of
)k.
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the edical technology development; the American Medical Asso-
ci o ; and several other groups. We have established subcommit-
tees that have been charged with specific tasks. One is a committee
that will begin to look at the question of imaging techniques such
as nuclear magnetic resonance and other imaging techniques that
are coming along that hold a great deal of promise but that also
areclearly going to be very expensive, and where we have a re-1
sponsibility and are ourselves working on an assessment for that.
VVe will be using that suMommittee as a way of coordinating what
a variety of groups are doing in that area so that 9 to 12 months
from now; when we are prepared to go to the Health CareiFinanc-
ing Administration with some advice for coverage, it clearly will be
advice that recognizes what the activities'are of othbr people in
those private sector groups.

We have also established a subcommittee that will be dealing
with the methodologies that we need'ofor the future for looking at
assessment of technology, including some cost , benefit analysis,
which is an area that is very weak right now. The man task, I be-
lieve,, of that subcommittee will be to try to develop for us a re-
search agenda of activities that are promoting the development of
methodology for technology assessment, that can be funded,
througK our extramural research grant pr m.

. Finally, we agreed yesterday as a resu
largely the non-Federal members of that up, to establish a task

of the suggestiong of
a

force that in 60 days will take a look at what our current technolo-
gy assessment process is from the perspective of the people who de-
velop and merchandise the technologies, and try to look at what
advice they for how we might improve our processfor`getting
advice to Care Financing Administration 'in a more
timely manner. /

That kind of activity, I think, represents the sort of functional
relationships that we need to see develo-. As I wa,s thinking
about the question you asked Dr. Brandt a ut what the difference
was, my reading of the House bill was that the committee had a
clear-cut advisory role to the Government and to the industry,
whereas my reading of the bill that we are discussing todey almost
suggests that ths.Council is more representative and that what is
more the objective, is the representativeness of it rather than what
its actual functions would be. While I understand it is useful to
keep it somewhat non-specific at this point, it they be perceived in
a way that would ,be quite different and that would then make it
difficult to function effectively, in the relationship with the Govern-
ment, or at least with that part of the Government that has the
responsWility for making coverage decisions.

Senatoi;QuAvi.E. Well, I can just tell you the intent was to leave
it rather vague on what the functions and What the authority; et
cetera, was going to be, because I have always beenli great believer
that if you are going to ask for a contribution of time from the pri-
vate sector or from anybody and also ask for money, that you
shouldn't be too proscriptive on what their function ought to be.
The board of directors will contain capable men and_women that
can sit down and they can harnirner out their decisions/and the di-
rections with the participation ofthe Secrptary of IRIS and ()TA.
Maybeand ,,,think what you are saying when you talked about
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this interrelation group is that you are also trying to cultivate
more of this private involvementyou are a little bit fearful that if
you do not involve them, they would just sort of go their own, y
and their activities -would be completely private and lack res n-
siveness or communication with the public officials. I certainly
don't want that. That would be the, extreme on the other side. That
would not be workable, so I am not trying to get there. Is this what
you are 'Sort of saying to me today, that you fear this a little bit?

Dr. BRANDT. No, I don't. I am not really all that concerned about
that' aspect of it, Senator, because I think if that were much of a
risk, we wouldn't. be having' a hearing today. There would be'a
technology assessment activity going on out there in'-the private,
sector that would satisfy ail of our needs.

The only point that I -an') trying to make is that I think that the
reason flit- continuing to_push the public part of the public/private
partnership is that the Federal Government also has a legitimate
and majot interest'in the outcome of technology assessment.

Senator QUAYLE. I do not dispute that.
Dr. BRANUI. Furthermore, we have a feedback loop that I think

is important'because as you carry out technology assessment, you
also identify deficiencies. Those .kinds of deficiencies have to be fed
back into the research priority aspects that we are also responsible
for, so all I am really trying to say is that the Federal Government
has a legitimate interest in and an absolute responsibility to par-
ticipate in this. I am not afraid of private activity and would have
full confidence, as a matter of fact, that they would meet all of our
needs. However, at the same time I think that is kind of in a sense
an abrogation, if you will, of some of our own responsibilities.

Senator QUAYLE. What major change except for the line pf credit
aspect would you recommend in the Senate approach -on the forma-
tion of it? I am looking at just the formation and the way that it's
set up. What kind of major changes would you suggest to make this
more palatable to your thinking?

Dr. BRANDT. The line of credit funding thing is not something
that am competent tu talk about.

Senator QUAYLE. Yes, let's just skip over that. That's a minor
thing, anyway.

Dr. BRANDT. Welt, I think again that the goal or the major thing
that we would like to see is much closer ties with the total technol-
ogy assessment activities that are carried out under the National
Center for Health Services Research. I think that's our major con-
cern and we will be pleased to submit to you some additional ,de-
tails, if you would like.

Senator QUAYLE. OK. That is your `maj r concern, then, and if we
could correct thatparticularly the w king group that Dr. Mar-
shall talked about putting together i very representative of what
we have put into our instituteI think it is just a matter of some
adjustments that may be necessary. We will be more than happy,
after we finish with our other witnesses, to sit down with you and
maybe come up with something that you would deerh to be more
workable than it presently is in the law.t Thank you very much, Dr. Brandt and Dr. Marshall. We do cer-
tainly look forward to working with you.

Dr. BRANDT. Thank you, Senator.
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Senator Quxvi..r.. Senatot Kennedy has some written questions

for both of you that will be submitted to the record for your re-

sponse. Also, I have a statement from Senator Kennedy )hat *ill 4.

be inserted in the record' immediately following my opening state-

ment and before Dr. Brandt's statement. I am also informed that

Senator Hatch will have some written questions for Dr. Brandt and

Dr. Marshall and others, and Senator Thurmond will have a state-

ment that will be inserted in, the record appropriately.
The next panel is Donald Young, Lawrence C. Morris, and Ian

Rolland. Also, I understand that Dr. Leaf would like to be on this

panel because he has a scheduling problem, so Dr. Leaf may join

that panel as well.
-/Gentlemen, I am going to ask if in .order to expedite things, you

light restrict your opening statement to 5 minutes if at all possi-

ble. If you can summarize in 5 minutes, it would be most helpful to

all of us so we can get into some of the questions. I will have this

dock going and you can watch it. I won't slam the gavel down or

anything, but when it turns to red that means that you are in the

danger zone or you 'have passed the danger zone and it is about

ready to go off.
Dr. Young.

STATEMENT OF DR. DONALD YOUNG: EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR.

PROS7tXTIVE PAYMENT ASSESSMENT
COMMISSION WASH -

INGI'dN,INGT( N. DC

Dr. YOUNG. Good morning, Mr. Chairman. I am Donald Young,

executive director of the Prospective Payment Assessment Conimis-
. sion. I am pleased to testify before you today to describe the re-

sponsibilities and activities of the commission, often Called ProPAC;

particularly as they relate to technology assessment.
As you know, ProPAC_ was established under the Social Security

Act of 1983 as an independent commission to advise and assist the

Congress and the Secretary of the Department of Health and

Human Services in maintaining and updating, the new Medicare

prospective payment system.
. The formal responsibilities of ProPAC are mandated in the law,

with the work of the Commaision centered in two primary areas:

First, recommending annually to the Secretary of HHS the appro-

priate percentage change in the payments made under medicare

for inpatient hospital care; and, second, consulting with and recom-

mending to the Secretary and reporting, to the Congress, necessary

changes in the diagnosis-related groups, including advice about es-

tablishing new DRG's, modifying existing DRG's, and changirig the

relative weights among the DRG's. Our first report on these sub-

jects is due April 1, 1985. -

The 15-member Commission, appointed by the Directon of the

Office of Technology Assessment, is assisted in its work by a staff

of not More than 25. Provision is also made in the law to enable

the commission to utilize and collect existing information where

possible, and to contract for new data and carry out analyses neces-

sary to make well informed recommendations if needed. The Com-

mission and its staff plan to utilize existing data and information

from Government and nongovernment sources to the maximum
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extent pible. In areas where information is lackinglhe'Commis-
sion will use its statutory authority to award grants and contracts
for data gathering and analytic studies that are clearly focused, on
its direct responsibilities.

In order to meet its responsibilities to keep the new prospective
payment system accurate and up to date and to maintain appropri-
ate financial incentives, the Commission will need to- assess
changes in the nature of hospital care, carefully reviewing changes
in such areas as productivity, new and existing technologies, scien-
tific advances, length of hbspital stay, differing patterns of resource
utilization, changes in nursing and other staffing patterns, and .

quality of care.
The changes occurring in medical- and hospital-services delivery

must be identified and reflected in the DRG classification and
weighting system and the recommendations we are required to
make regarding the appropriate -update factor. Our findings may
lead to adjustments needed because of new technologies which may
be costly but quality enhancing or adjustments may be needed 1?e-
cause an existing technology is becoming obsolete and its cost may
exceed its value.

This work will require review of a great deal of information on
systemwide changes in the provision of hospital services, as well as
specific data on the nature of care being delivers 1, including infor-
mation concerning scientific and technological advances. We will,
therefore, need and have begun to solicit data from a large variety
of public and private sources. We see ourselves primarily as users
of information at this point but we are in the process of developing
the capability to sttplement existing information with our own
data-gathering activities, evaluation, and assessmentiwhen neces-. sau..

Clearly our information needs and our work will focus on
4hanges in the delivery of hospital services to medicare patients
Related to this, however, we will be examining chans in the site
of service delivery. For example, -the movement of ceitain\purgical
procedures from an inpatient to an outpatient setting is an impor-

. tant technological change which the Commission may wish to ex-
amine as part of its overall responsibilities.

The Commission. believes 'there is need for additional efforts in
the area of health-care technology-assessment, and we support the
interests of this committee and others in the Congress in carefully
examining ways to encourage technology assessment activities. We
view technology assessment in a broad wayas assisting in better
understanding of practices and procedures used in the care of pa-
tients, including considerations of safety, efficacy, alternative ap-
proaches to problems, and relative costs and benefit& The results of
technology assessment will be- valuable to many groups, including
the eommission, and in the long run should be a tool to help
achieve the goal of cost-effective medical care of high quality.

Currently the commission and its staff are developing working
relationships. with other groups involved in technology, assessment,
as we wish to prevent any'duplication or fragmentation of the ef-
forts already ongoing in this area. We do believe, however, that the
need for information is great and that the results of critical and
thoroug technology assessment's can and Elhould be used by both
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private and public decision-makers who struggle with the challenge
of providing high-quality care during. a time of ever-increasing
costs.

Our owniinformation needs for the Commission will be focused,
as I mentioned,. to those related to hospital services for medicare
patients. When these needs are not completely met with existing
data, we will gather data and conduct assessments to supplement
existing information to meet our specific needs. In any' event, we
anticipate that information generated for and usgd in Commission,
decisionmaking will be available to all parties who have an interest
in the area, and we look forward to making a meaningful contribu-
tion to the field of technology assessment within the mandate of
our responsibilities.

I will be pleased to answer any questions you may have.
Senator QUAYLE. Thank you very much, Dr. Young.
Mr. Morris:

STATEMENT OF LAWRENCE C. MORRIS, SENIOR VICE PRESI-
DENT. BLUE CROSS & BLUE SHIELD ASSOCIATION, CHICAGO,

Mr. MORRIS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Representing the Blue Crose.8z Blue' Shield Association, I am

pleased to have an opportunity to present-our views on the impor-
tant subject of health-technblogy assessment. I would like to note
at the outset that we tio support the general approach that is em-
braced by S. 2504.

From our perspective, medical technology assessment has more
than one components. An important one is the capacity of third-
party payers to make technology assessments focused on payment
and coverage issues; and, second,.there is a need for a capacity on
the part of the entire health-care industrythe provider, the con-
sumer, and the payerto assess medical technologies in terms of
their 'effectiveness, safety, and in comparison to alternatives and
longrun consequences of use.

With respect to third-party payers, we believe that every major
payer has a responsibility and should have the capacity to deter-
mine whether and under what' conditions it will pay for the appli-
cation of medical technology. Obviously there are limits to the car-
rier's latitude, but there are also areas in which .the carrier must
have the ability to makejudgments.'It must also accommodate the
needs and desires of its customers.

Our own organization has developed such a capacity, and we
would support the authoriiation of adequate funding for a similar
capacity within the Federal Government. We would leave to those
who manage, the medicare and _medicaid- programs, the selection of
the organization and the structure best suited to their own needs.

We do believe strongly, though, that the Government's "process of
making technology-pigment decisions should not be construed as a
mandate to other, nongovernmental, third-party payers, and con-
versely we don't believe that coverage decisions by private payers
should be construed as recommendations to the Government. 'Our
own technology-assessment process is geared to respond to the re-
Nuirements of Blue Cross and Blue Shield plans, which are adminis-
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tering their contracts which govern the coverage quite closely. To
help support .thin process, we have established an information net-
work with a number of medical organizations, and also maintain
close communication with governmental agencies which have inter-
ests in such activity. Staff from the Health Care Financing Admin-
istration and/or .CHAMPUS frequently attend our meetings and
participate in our discussions. The objective of this is to share in-
formation and to maintain a consistency,-or at least an understand-
ing of divergency between major payment programs.

Parenthetically, for several years in Dr. Young's previous posi-
tion at IICFA, was a frequent and very valued yisitor at our-
meetings.'

Another approach that we have employed is the Blue Cross &
Blue Shield Association's medical necessity program. Since its in-
ception in 1977, it has relied on scientific and medical technology
guidance from more than 20 nationally prominent, very expert pro-
fessional medical organizations. The program has three basic com-
ponents: First, there is the procedures list, which deals with proce-
dures that are considered outmoded or of dubious usefulness. We
are pleased, incidentally, to note that S. 2504 does directly address
the issue of obsolete procedures, which is something that certainly
ought to be considered.

ond, there is a hospital-admission-test battery policy which
has resulted in a steady decline in unnecessary hospital admission
testing. Third, the current focus is on ancillary care guidelines,
which are a series of guidelines addressing the inappropriate use of
generally worthwhile modalities in ancillary services such as respi-
ratdry care, diagnostic imagilg, cardiac care, and pathology serv-
ices.

Now, in addition to the individual capacities of third -party
payers, we believe that there is a critical need for a national entity
to provide a continuing, thorough, longer range view of technology
issues. Importantly, S. 2504 does recognize this need and makes
some provision for Federal assistance in meeting it.

Now we would recommend that you consider providing Federal
support in the form of a grant rather than a line of credit but, .as
you pointed out a few minutes ago, that is not fundamental to the
basic concept. The information and evaluations that should flow
from such an entity would serve many purposes. Those would in-
clude improving the quality of information upon which third party
payers make their-coverage decisions but, perhaps much more im-
portantly, it would support the best possible clinical applicatigots of
the technology. The function should be to detect, follow, and sup-
port analyses of new technologies long before they become coverage
issues. The central characteristics of such an entity must be compe-
tence and credibility.

We believe the need is less for an entity whose interests are fo-
cused on a single technology than for one which can, on a continu-
ing basis, deal with a broad range of clinical development. The
recent Institute of Medicine proposal to establish a-consortium
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offers a useful vehicle upon which to build such an entity. We
would be willing to contribute our share to such an enterprise.

Again, Mr. Chairman, noticing the red light, thank you for this
opportunity. [Lat..]ught

[The prepared sta ment 'of 'Mr. Morris and responses to ques-
tions submitted by Senators Grassley and Kennedy follow:)
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116 TESTIMONY

OF THE

BLUE CROSS AND BLUE skimp ASSOCIATION

I REALM CARE TECIIMOLIXIY ASSESSMENT

BEFORE THE

SENATE COMMITTEE 00 LABOR AND BOMAN RESOURCES

I sin Lawrence C. Morris, Senior Vice President of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield

Association. On behalf of our member Plans. I am pleased to have the opportunity to

present our views on the important subject. of health care technology assessment.

Before presenting our views ba technology assessment, I would compliment you, Mr.

Chairman, for recognizing, the need for an independent Institute for Health Care

Technology Assessment. We strongly support the esta shment of such an Institute and

I will elaborate an this later in my statement.

From our perspective, medical technology assessment has two components:

a

o Narrowly, the capacity of third-party payers to make technology assessments

focused on payment coverage issues; and

o More broadly, the capacity of the entire health care industry provider,

consumer and payer to assess medical technologies in terms of effectiveness,

safety, comparfson to alternatives and long run consequences.

Third Party Payers

We believe that every major payer has the responsibility, and should have the capacity,

to determine whether and under what conditions it will pay forthe application of

medical technology. Obviously there are limits to the carrier's.latitude. But there

are also areas in which the carrier must be free not only to 'fake its own judgments, but

to accommodate the desires of its customers. Our organization has developed such a

capacity, which 1 will describe later. Based on our experience, we would support the

federal government's strengthening its own capacity related to Medicare, Medicaid and
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other federally financed health Bare programs., Therefore, we support the authorization

of adequate funding, for such a federal capacity. Those who manage the Medicare and

Medicaid prograans should select the organistation and structure best designed to serve

their needs, since those coverage decisions need to be responsive to the objectives and

financial capacity of the buyer. But, the government's technology payment decisions

should not be construed as necessarily' affecting other (non-government) third-party

payers. Similarly,. we do not believe that such coverage decisions by private payers

should be construed as recommendations to the government.

The Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association's technology assessment process is geared

to respond to the requirements of Slue Cross and Blue Shield Plans. For Planes the

decision. to pay or not to pay for a service-tdepends, upon contract provisions that specify

the scope of benefits, This requires the designation of procedures as either generally

accepted medical practice or experimental/investigative. Such designations often change

with time, as the application of procedures evolves. In addition, in recent years, we

have focused considerable attention on the elimination of coverage for outmoded or

inappropriate health care technologies.

Our form_of assessment begins when a member Plan receives a claim for a procedure

that is not already recognized as either' generally accepted medical practice or experi-

mental/investigative. The Plan then either makes its own determination, using locally
4

available advisory resources, or asks this Association to evaluate the new procedure.

In these eases, the determination needs to be made quickly because an outstanding claim

requires a decision.

Frequently, sufficient objective information is available on which to base a response.

. ,Where a more judgmental response is required, the data and available studies are

-2-
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presented to our national mediCal advisors. These advisors analyze the data and evidence

1

and make, recommendations back to the Blue .Cross and Blue. Shield Plans: The reeern-

mendations'are then weighed by each P1n against he unique circumstances in its area.

In the typical assessmentiothe approach .is to analyze the information to determine

whether, and under what conditions, the new procedure results in predictable and

desirable outcomes. phe analysis may show that the procedure can be used successfully

when the diagnosis is "x"but not "y." Thus. the tirocedure may be considered generally

accepted medical practice, but only under, specified circumstances.

To support the process of technology assessment, the Ellue. Cross and Blue Shield

Association has built, an information network with a number of medical organizations.

Aiong these, the American College of Physicians and'more recently the American

Medical Association ha'e established technology assessment' programs of their own that

respond to inquiries from interested parties.,

,

We also maintain close comniunication with governmental agencies with interests is such

kg

1.4. activity. The Congressional Office of Technology Assessment, the National Center for

Health Services Research, the Center for Disease Control and the Food and Drug

Administration provide information and analysis. Staff from the Health Care Financing

Administration and OCHAMPUS frequently attend our meetings and participate in our

discussions. The objective, obviously, is to share information and maintain cobsistencY.

or at least an understariding of any divergence between major payment programs.

I would like to briefly describe another approach to assessing medical technologies, the

Filue Cross and Hlue'Shield Association's Medical necessity Program. This program grew

in large measure froin the information network I mentioned earlier. Since its inception

-3-
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in 1977, it has relied on scientific and medical technology guidance from over 20
nationally prominent professional medical organizations and societies such ss,the American
College of Physieiar, American College *of Radiology, American College of ..1i,..._irgeorits,

Amer; Can Academy 'Of Pediatrics andthe College of American Pathologists, to name just
a few. in the early years of the program, the focus was on outmoded technologies.
In recent ,years its focus has been on useful but inappiopriately utilized medical
techdologies. Currently, the Medical Necessity Progiam includes three components: the.
Procedures List, Hospital Admission Test Batteries Policy and Ancillary Care Guidelipes.

The Procedures List, the original component of the program, addresses medical and-
surgical technology procedures which are considered to be outmoded or of ,ithblous
usefulness. Since'the Procedures List was released and implemented, with 42 procedures
in 1977, it has been expanded to 85 procedures. Moat Plans will not pay for these'.
procedures without specific justification. But equally important, they will pay if.clinical
circumstances support their use. Thus, responsive administration is critical in the
success of the..prOgram. There hils been a dramatic decline in the utilization sit these
procedur. es.

The second component of the Medical Necessity Program. addresses the unnecessary use
of routine'hospital admission tests such as blood hemoglobin, urine analysis, bio-chemical
blood screens, chest x-rays and electrocardiograms. Plans ordiharily pay fori:titese tests
only when a physician specifically requires them. Following the 'release and
implementation of this policy in 1979, there has been a steady decline ,in the use of
routine hospital admission' tests.

The third component and current focus of the Medical Necessity Program is on the
inappropriate utilization of inpatient ancillary care, technologies. The Respiratory Care

-4-
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Guidelines were the first in this guideline series. Preliminary indications are that the

Respiratory Care Guidelines,. whirh were developed in conjunction with the .American

College Of Physicians, American College of Surgeons, American College of Chest

Physicians, American Society of Anesthesiology, American Academy of Pediatrics,

National Association of Medical Directors of Respiratory Care and the Academy of

Family Practice, have contributed to a, decrease in the inappropriate utilization of

respiratory card technologies in an inpatient setting. Shortly *e.will release Diagnostic.

Imaging Guidelines and we expect a similar dOtrease in the inappropriate utilization of

these technologies. Currently, we are working on guidelines for . cirdilic Care and

Laboratory and Pathology Services, both Of which will be released within the next year.

We are gratified by an increasing interest in these guidelines by hospital management as

a means by which expenditures can be reduced under prospective payment, vibile

Maintaining the quality of care at professionally determined' levels.

1

I vnuse point out, however, that while we have enjoyed the advice and cooperation of

the various Medical groups, when we reach a decision point with respect to coverage,

that decision is strictly a determination of the Slut Cross and Blue,Shierd Association

and its member Plans.

I

We are proud of the accomplishments of the Medial Necessity Program and, Mr.

Chairman, we appreciate your acknowledgement of the program's success in your

introductory comments on S. 2504 last March.

A National Capacity for Technology Assessment

In addition to the capacities of individual third party payers, and the provider and ,

-5-
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manufacturing communities, there is a critical need for a national entity to provide a

continuing, thorough, longer range 'review of technology issues. Importantly, S. 25 04
recognizes this need and shakes some provision for federal assistance in meetini. .

We believe. htever, that 'federal assistance in the forni of a grant would be more

appropriate than a line of credit. The Institute for Health Care Technology ASSeasmes.t

should be a national entity with permanent financial support-coming from both public

and private sources. The recent institute of Medicine proposal to establish "A Consortium

for Assessing Medical Technologyv offers a useful vehicle on which to build such an
entity and is not inconsistent with the approach embodied in your 'We

believe that the funding recommendations in that proposal a three year build-up, to
1 million annual level for core operations, with half the support coming from the

government and half from private sources is reasonable. We are willing to contribute

our. share to such an enterprise - and edge you to consider including a grant authority

to allow the federal governAnt to contribute its share.

The information and evaluations that should flow from such an organizatiek---iwOuld serve

many purposes, including raising the level of intelligence on which third-party payers4

make their coverage decisions, and, perhaps more importantly, supporting the best

possible clinical applications of the technology. The ,functions of theientitY should be

to detect, f011ow, and suppOrt analyses of new technologies Loh before they become

coverage issues. The central characteristics of such an entity must be competence and:,

credibility.. The entity must involve and include able representatives from many disciplines

under non-partisan, independent auspices.

Had such an organization been in place, ten years ago, it could have and should have

accumulated and evaluated the earliest information on organ Ansplants, identified

prospectively what data should be captured to permit ongoing and consistent evaluation,

catisaftmi4
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and perhaps have established a research agenda to acquire additional critical Information.

Clearly, other technorogies which are in their embryonic stages today' Wirl be confronting

us in s few years with problems of comparable importance. The need is less for an.
entity whose interests are focused upon a single technology than for one which is more

versatile read which, on a continuing Oasis, can deal with the broad range of clinical

development+ 4Further, reports by such an organization, supported 17 botherthe public

and the private sectors, would have a broader base of acceptance than similar reports
. --.........
issued Iliy third party payors, by the governdent alone, or by private organizations.

We believe that the need for an entity is both clear and urgent and merits the

support of the government and the private. sector.

Sumegsli ,

Mr. Chairman, in 'summary, we believe that every third-party payer should have the

ea:raeily to atermine what medical technologies it will pay for and under what conditions

and circumstances. We Suppert funding for such a capacity within the government for

its financing programs so long as decisions flowing from the organization or agency

performing that function are not to be construed necessarily as precedents for the

private sector. We also strongly support the creation of a national entity to perform

a continuing and lOnger range review of medical technology questions and issues along

the lines proposed by the Institute of Medicine. This should be a public-private ,-

partnership with a fixed financial contribution coming from the government and the

private sector.
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1. It -appears from t imony of several witnesses, yourself included, that there is
.quite a bit of new ort in this technology assessment area as a consequence of
heightened consei ess Of the relationship between technological changes and
health care cost. Are we going to see still more of this, and, if so, do we need
a federal effort, a federally inspired effort, direeted.toward the private sector?

o We do not believe we need a new federal effort. What is needed is joint
-public- private coordination. The implications of a federally inspired effort
directed toward the private sector are not Wholly clear to us. We reiterate
our position that federal efforts shOuld not- unduly influence private efforts,
although they should support private deeisionmaking.

2. You take the .position In your statement that the federal government should
strengthen its own capaCity in health care' technology assessment related to

*N. Medicare and other federally financed health care programs. Dr. Brandt, I think
it's fair to say, on the basis of his statement, argues that whatever additional
capacity the federal government needs can be met by the results of private sector
efforts. Would you agree with this, and if not, why not?

o We took the position that we would support strengthening the federal
government's capacity. Tllis could mean additional resources, or it could
mean re-orientation of existing resources, as is being done with the Technology
Coordinating Committee under NCHSR. The extent and degree of strengthen-
ing federal espaeity is basically .an administration decision. We infer from
Dr. Brandt's statement a need, for sypergism between federal and Private
efforts, which we support. We think the umbliilla organization that we
recommended would move in this ,direction.

3. Both you and Dr. Brandt mentioned the Institete of Medicine's plan. You mentioned
that their plan ls not inconsistent with S. 2504. However, Dr. Brandt seemed to
support the IOM plan, but have reservations about this bill. From your point of
view, what are they key differences between the 10M plan and the program the
bill would establish?

o The key differences between the IOM' plan and the bill"are governance and
line of credit v. direct financial support. It As our understanding, however,
that these provisions have been recently .ed by Senator Quayle. In
the amended version, the National Academy of Sciences (HAS) would receive
a $2 milliorigrant for the development of a health care technology council.
Of this amount, $500,000 would be to establish the council and the remaining
$1.5 million would have to be matched by private sector funding. We support
this amendment.
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I. We are particularly interested in learning whether your °mutilation conducts
systematic empirical research such as clinical trials on the efficacy and
effectiveness of medical technology and procedures.

o We do not conduct clinical trials. although Plans typically pay the
hospitalization costs related to clinical trials, ,even though they might not
pay for the procedures under investigation. We have had oonversations both
with Dr. Perry's old center and with a private sector coalition about financing
clinical tries.. We are open-minded about expanding our role in this area.

__However. there are some significant problems to be overcome, including
administrativeleanhIlity, give% 300 million-cialsoper year for-
camellias building am payers in such expenditures; theTnettirtna
implications of voluntary organktetkets, allocating a market to specific
researehenu the authority under subscriber contracts to pay only selectively
for procedures; the need to develop a critical mass of payorvAlledicare
carriers in order to prevent the technology from and - running the clinical
trial; equitable spreading of the costs between classes of gayonq and the
development of a recibrocal commitment by the medical profs ton to withhold
billing for unproved technology pending the outcome of the trial.

2.. now do you establish priorities in determining topics for investigation?

o While we do not ,cionduct original emplcical Investigations on medical
technology, we do perform secondary analyses of the medical technology
literature in conjunction with our medical consultants and the professional
specialty societieei The LW= that we analyse are recommended by ow
member Plans. Contractual payment --lioneerne typically underly these
recommendations.

Senator QUAYLt. This, has a lot of power, dnesta it?
Thank you very much; Mr. Morris.

. I might tell all the..witnekses that your entire statements will be
inserted in the record.

Next is a very special witness for me, who'has been a long time
and dear friend from my second hometown, I guess you might say,
Huntington, IN, being my first. From Fort Wayne, IN, it is a pleas-
ure to have you before the committee. He has given me a lot of
advice privately, and I can't wait to see what he is going to say pub-
hely. Mr.eolland.

STATEMENT OF IAN ROLLAND, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, LIN-
COLN NATIONAL LIFE INSURANCE CO., FORT WAYNE, IND.,
REPRESENTING THE HEALTH INSURANCE ASSOCIATION OF
AMERICA

Mr. ROLLAND. Thank you, Senator.
My name is Ian Rolland. I am president and chief executive offi-

cer 34 the Lincoln National Life Insurance Co., Fort Wayne, IN. I
am also appearing on behalf of the Health Insurance Association of
America. I appreciate this opportunity to comment on S. 2504,
which we believe addresses in a constructive way the serious prob-
lems involved with health-care-technology assessment.

The introduction of new medical technology is one of the major
factors in rising health-care costs. We are, of course, concerned
that the traditionally high duality of care in the United States be
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maintained. At the same time; however, with health-insurance pre-
miums rising at about twice the rate of inflation, we are concerned
that an organized and effective' effort be made to evaluate technolo-
gy, both old and new, to determine its cost effectiveness.

Our corporate health-insurance clients, who are paying' a large
part of the total bill for health care, demand that this be done. As I
understand S. 2504, it would seek to create a means to order prior-
ities and to coordinate iformation developed by all who are en-
gaged in assessing medical technology. Your Institute would give
the private sector a position of potential leadership in this area

At Lincoln National we adjudicate medical claims involving use
of new drugs and technologies on the basis of their agproval by the
Food and Drug Administratioli- and, to a lesser extent, other public
and private entities. This is useful as far as it goes. The FDA- and
others are concerned with safety and efficacy. We are not, however,
able to base our coverage on sound &Rena involving long-range
cost effectiveness. We are further hampered by4biphe lack of coordi-
nation existing among the many public and pr. ate organizations
which are involved in 'health care ,technology' assessment. We be-
lieve S. 2509 is an important part of the needed revamping of the
assessment process.

It would appear that you have modeled your Institute for Health
Care Technology Assessment after the Medical Technology Assess-
ment Consortium designed and recommended recently by the Insti-
tute of Medici,* The HIAA was involved in this laudable effort by
the IOM and endorsed in principle the establishment of a consorti-
um. Further, thi HIAA recommended that its member companies
give high priority to this area in budget and contributions.

I support yotir initiative as a constructive part of a larger effort ,to bring greater cost and quality discipline to the field of medical
technology assessment. Let me nevertheless comment on two of its
aspects which4e think could be strengthened. l

first, S. 2504 calls for a line of credit for $2 milli& for 7 years to
be provided .by the Federal Government tg,,the ,Ingitute. The par-
ticipants in the .10M project broadly supported the idea of a 50-50
partnership, between the public and private sectors. We weiuld ask
that you consider amending your financing provision to take ac-
count of this important concept. We fear, first, that Federal sup-
port could dry up before your Institute has been able to mature
and become effective; and, second, that therefore it would become
wholly private in nature and suffer a lack of credibility thereby.

Second, we prefer that the makeup and selection of the govern-
ing board of your Institute be handled as recommended by the
IOM. For example, the board could be appointed by the president
of the National Academy of Sciences on recommendation of the
president of the Institute of Medicine, following appropriate consul-
tation. Board members should represent an array of expertise
that is, financing of health care, provision of health care, manage-
ment of health care institutions, and research, development, and
marketing of health care technologies, from both the public and
private sectors. It should not be representative of specific organiza-
tional entities.

In summary,' the II1AA supports the proposed legislation to fa:
cilitate the establishment of the Institute of Health .Que Technolo-
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gy Assessment for two major reasons: One, we see the Institute as
being a vehicle for the implementation of the Institute of Medi-
cine's Technology Assessment Consortium, an entity that has the
strong support of the HIAA. Two, your Institute could compliment
a vitally needed enhancement of Federal activities in the area of
medical technology assessment embodied in H.R. 5496 and in Sena-
tor Kennedy's bill, S. 2452, bills that also have the support of the
HIAA. In fact, we would like to encourage you to work with Sena-
tor Kennedy to achieve a compromise similar to the one reached by
Congressmen Madigan and Waxman.

The HIAA recommends .that your legislation 6e amended to
strengthen the Federal role in support of your Institute, so that the
need for private/public partnership on a 50-502 financial.share of
support basis can be put-into place to its long-term viability.
We also recommend that the governing board provisions reflect
recommendations of the IOM.

We hope this presentation will help in your consideration of this
. matter, and look forward to answering questions.

Senator QUAYLE. Thank you very much, Mr. Rolland.
Dr. Leaf?

STATEMENT OF ALEXANDER LEAF, M.D., CHAIRMAN, DEPART-
MENT OF PREVENTIVE MEDICINE, HARVARD MEDICAL
SCHOOL, HORTON, MA.

Dr. LEAF. My name is Alexander Leaf. I am dmedical doctor and
a certified specialist in internal medicine. I currently am professor
of medicine and Ridley Watts professor of preventive medicine at
Harvard Medical School, and chairman of the deptIrtment of pre-
ventive medicine and clinical epidemiology there. Before assuming
these positions in 1981, I was for the preceeding 15 years the Jack-
son professor of clinical medicine at Harvard and chief of medical
services at the Massachusetts General Hospital. I have served in a
professional relationship to that hospital for the past 40 years. I am
member of the IOM and a member of our National Academy of Sci-
ences. It is a pleasure to express my views to your committee.

Since I have submitted a written statement, I am going to ex-
cerpt just a few points from that for the sake of time.

I think we all appreciate that there is an increasing implementa-
tion of new technologies into the practice of medicine. Some of
these will be expensive, some inexpensive, some safe, some not so
safe, some efficacious and not so efficacious. The question is, how
do we determine which new technology or old technology falls into
the repsective category? When I talk about technology, I am not
talking about just the high technology of NMR/imaging or CAT
scanning. I think we are talking about all the procedures physi-
cians use, diagnostic tests, the drugs, the special facilities that are
used and the decisions that are made about usirrhese technol-
ogies.

Once a new technology is reported, physicianswho are always
seeking means to expand their diagnostic and therapeutic arma.
mentarium, are quick to apply it. It is estimated that of the tech-
nologies which physicians use today, perhaps only 10 to 20 percent
have undergone the kind of rigorous evaluation to determine the
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efficacy, the safety, and the cost of. those decisions. Since third
party ,carriers generally pay for what is acceptable and customary
practice in the co unity, the physician gets remunerated for the
introduction of innovations. There are no incentives first to
establish the eff , the cost, or the safety of most of the proce-;
dures and techn es which are introduced into practice.

Today, when the number of diagnostic and therapeutic proce-
dures are legion and ever-increasing,- I think we can no longer
afford to take a laissez-faire attitude toward what is being done. I
say this not because physicians are frivolous in their use of tech-
nology. Almost. all physians are very concerned about doing the
best possible thing for their patients. However, when there is no
clear evidence from careful evaluation which of-the many possible
diagnostic or therapeutic modalities is best for the patient, you
have to make ad hoc decisions as best you can, and these decisions
determine often the utilization of expensive, redundant, or even
harmful technologies. Unfortunately, much of practice today must
be based on such inadequately informed decisions because the data
needed is simply unavailable.

We do have, on the other hand, today the encouraging point,
well-developed techniques for randomized clinical trials and other
control tests utilizing statistical methods to demonstrate the effica-

: \. cy, safety, and cost of new procedures, and these I should think we
o would apply to new technologies and in time to currently used

technologies before allowing these procedures and technologies to
be introduced widely into practice. Therefore, I think what we need
is some national facility with Government support to encourage
and support research in technology assessment and to did in dis-
seminating the results of such studies, making them available to
the medical profession, the public, and third parties. Physicians
will change their behavior when the knowledge is available, and
the third party payers can notify the medical profession and the
public that they will no longer remunerate for technologies which
careful testing has shown not to be effective, not safe, or redun-
dant.

Now I say this because I don't sense that a consortium of-private
enterprises is going to do the job. The private sector is in this to
make profit, and it seems that only if the consumer, the public,
through a Government agency is most strongly remoented in eval-
uating the technology,, will there be significant ructions in the
misuse of the technology we have today. I would think that some
beefing up of the capability of,the National Center for Health Serv-
ices Research might provide that outlet.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Leaf follows:1

a
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Today an ever increasing number_of_new technologies procedutea.

diagnOstio and therapeutic measures are being introduced into the

practice of Medicine. Somewill be effective and even inexpensive, some

will be effective but very expensive, others may be ineffective but

expensive, and a few may be both ineffective and inexpensive. How will the

medical profession and tie public know into which category a new technology

will fall? There is no problem recognizing which are expensive, but Which

accomplish the goals claimed for them is often not readily evident.

.The Food and Drug Administration regulates drug usage so that new

medicines are carefully evaluated for safety and effectiveness before they

are released for geheral use by the public, and then often only by

physicians' prescription for:specific indications. We have no comparable

requirements before a new surgical procedure or diagnostic procedure is

introduced. Once a new technology is reported, physicians, always seeking

4
means to expand their diagnostic and therapeutic armamentarium, are quick

to apply it. Since the third party reimbursement system will...pay for

whatewer is accepted and customary practice in a community, the physician

is generally rewarded fiscally for such innovations. There are no

/1

incentives first to prove effect.iveness or need for use of the technology.

Thus in t_me physicians may be performing excessive numbers of coronary

angiograms, endoscopic examinations, coronary artery bypass graft

operations, cholecystectomies, tonsillectomies, etc. A surgical procedure

or diagnostic prpcedure gradually has the indications for its use expanded
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over time by well meaning physicians. The history of Medicine is replete

with diagnostic and therapeutic modalities which flourish even'for decade ,

supported by devoted adherents, only fiaaally to be shown to lack

effectiveness or even to be harmful - such.as blood letting and use of
.

purgatives which survived until a generation ago. A few decades ago there

were few things physicians could do to and for their patients. Today, when

the number of diagnostic and therapeutic procedures are legion and ever

increasing, we can_aa longer- afford a-Ialaiez-faire approach to the problem

- the risks and costs of continuing to ignore the problem are too great.

Let us consider the situation for a moment from the point of view of

Othe third party payer. When a new technology that increases medical costs

is introduced into practice the insurance companies that pay for the

additional costs simply pass those Costs on to the consumer through higher

insurance premiums. Since the increases, divided over many subscribers,

have been relatively small, the subscribers until recently have oat

objected to the premiums and there has been no incentite for the insurers

to examine the products which they are buying. That the employer pays much

of the health insurance costs has further buffered the rising costs, from

the consciousness of the subscriber. Butlhe high cost of many new medical
lt

technologies and their impact on national health costs make it imperative

that we scrutinize carefully what we are purchasing both for effectiveness

and for cost. None of us manage our personal finances by accepting

whatever the salespersons recommend.

There are now well developed techniques for randomized clinical trials

and other controlled tests utilizing statistical methods to demonstrate the

efficacy, safety and costs of a procedure. These statistical methods can

reriwie the probability that a seemingly beneficial effect is simply due to

chance. We should insist that new technologies are subjected to such
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rigorous evaluation before being released for general use. Remuneration

for use of these technologies should not be provided until evidence of

acceptable assessment is forthcoming. This means that when a new dignos is

procedure, like computer aided tomography or nuclear magnetic resonance

tomography, is proposed for general use the indications for its use, its

diagnostic effectiveness, what older technologies it will replace that can

be phased out, its safety, its cost.haxe_all_been evaluated. This means
~--.-..

that grants be available to support the applied research necess y for such

evaluation and that controls be provided to prevent purchase and

'4,issemination'of the technologies before adequate testinghas been

completed. There are many existing medical. practices that have

uncritically slipped into general use which need careful assessment, as

well, but as a first measure all new technologies should be carefully

examined.

We don't know what savings such scrutiny might produce. Various.

estimates bf 20 to 40 percent of what physicians do for their patients may

be ineffective, more expensive than equivalent afternatives...or even

harmful. This is particularly the case for the terminally igl elderly,

spatient. One published study reported that 36 percent of medal

admissions to a major hospital suffered from some iatrogenic illness

physician. induced untoward reaction - and in.9 percent of all persons

admitted the malady was life threatening. It seems that investing one

percent or less of our national health expenditures to assess medical

practices, with the. likelihood that the saving in medical costs would be

Many times the costs for such testing, would be prudent business as well

as medical practice.

Steel K, et al. latrogenie illnesA on a general medical service at a
university hospital. N Eng J Med 304:638-642, 1981.
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Senator QUAYLE. Dr. Leaf, don't yogi agree that the 'private
sectoritrr spite bf their profit motivecan make a value e contri-
bution? They don't all come from the same pers f you get
insurance people and hospital people and docto in the same room
and you ask them what to do about health , I'll tell you, they

. won't all tell you the same thing. As a matter of fact, they'll be all
over the ball park. L think that one of the problems that we had
with the old Center for Technology Assess/bent, et cetera, was that
it was just the 'Government, that there wasn't private participa-
tion. Therefore, I understand what ypu're saying, but don't you
.agree that there certainly is a role lb-U..6n be played by the pri-
vate sector as we look "Eit-teehnoldgy assessment? I mean, they've
got a lot of expertise out there and believe me, they don't all sing
the same'tune, as we are going to find out today.

Dr. LEAF. No; I certainly agree that one would like to have the
private sector contributing very heavily to this. The only point I

,would make is that this has been going on now fob some time and
there is quite inadequate evidence of a sincere effort on the part of
the private sector to make a significant control on the introduction
of new technologies.

i

You have to remember that when NMR or CAT scans are intro-
duced at enormous cost, that these do result in large profits. I am
nsitagainst profit. I think that the assessment as to what the-condi-
tionsIfire, how many of these we need,' whether they are safe or
not, is something that only the consumer is going to really Jae con-

cerned about. f

Senator QUAYLE. Well, I think that the term consumer has a
broad definition. I mean, everybody is a consumer to some extent,
and I suppose there is a difference between consumer and con-
sumer activist, so to speak, or Government and private consumer

on the other hand, but I really think that we're missing the boat,
particularly with the diversified opinion that the private sector can
bring. We really need them for credibility. I don't think that the
problem has been-the lacjc of attention on technology; I think that
the problem haA been that there hasn't been a Very good process by
which we have gorie through and analyzed where technology has
gone or where it should be going, in looking at the safety, efficacy,
efficiency, et cetera, et cetera.

However, if you are going to do it only within Government, then
I can hear already a lot of people in the private sector: "Well, there
is another Government program, another lovernment bureaucrat
spouting off." Really, to get legitimacy and if
het a handle on it, I think it is absolutely perative that there be

we are really going to

a very important, vital role for the private sector.
I 'would like to ask a couple of the other panelists about some of

the specifics that Mr. Rolland brought up in his recommendations
on perhaps changing the Senate version on 2504. He noted that the
line of credit really wasn't an exceedingly meritorious idea, and
suggested perhaps a 50-50 funding formula would be preferable to
ensure the participation of not only the Government but also the
participation of the private sector. Is this feeling shared by you,
Mr. Morris'?

Mr, Mots. Yes, Senator; 'it is. I said in my statement thtatal

didn't think it was fundamental 1,0
that

11171T,113
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the concept was the important part. However it is clear that if the
. program is to be maximally effective .it's is

However
to have to have

Federal participation and also if it is going havt an effect upon
the introduction of technology; the identification and phwing out
of obsolete technology, importantly the understanding on the part
of the clinicians of some of the implications of the technology, posi-

, ` tive' and negative, then it is going to have to be understood by. the
whole range of paying, educating agencies and the whole of

. patients. Government will be a major beneficiary of this kinsTsDeac-
tivity and should be a participant in the cost.

Senator QUAYLE. Dr. Young, do you ahare-that concern?
Dr. YOUNG. The commission has not examined the issues of orga-

nizational structure, finance, and, therefore, has no position on
those specific issues. ,

Senator QUAYLE. What 'about, Mr. Morris; the point on the ap-
pointment process that.Mr. Rolland raised? He said that, instead of
having it by groups as such, that they could be made by the Presi-
dent upon the advice of the Director of the National Academy of
Science. In other words, what you're saying is that rather than par-
ticular groupsalthough the groups would obiiously have to be
consideredthat we ought to focus more on the expertise of indi-
viduals and trying to get that balance. Do you share that concern,
about the original bill? We have done it by groups because when
you get down'and you start draftipg a board of directors, et cetera,
you have to make these judgment calls. We came down and said,
"Well, the best way to make sure that we get diversification is to
specify the members." That's the reason that we went with that di-
rection, but he has said that he would prefer more of a tilt toward
expertise rather than the various groups. I wondered if you shared
that same concern. .

Mr. MORRIS. Well, I would hope there would be some connection
between the groups and the expertise. As you point out--

Senator QUAYLE. I would, too.
Mr. MORRIS [continuing]. There are various kinds of expertise

that ought to bitting at that table. It is a pretty arbitrary selec-
tion as it now stands. Perhaps it has to be. As I understand your
intent, it is to get something up and going that can eventually take
over its own self-govence and, as I recall the bill, it does provide
absolute latitude for who may sit on that board after 5 years. .,I would not particularly disagree with Mr. Rolland 's point that

hthe categories of people might be as acceptable, pe aps even more
acceptable, than specifically named institutiSns, but I think the
fundamental point is to be assured that there is finical expertise,
there is financial expertise, there is expertise in the evathation
processes themselves, and that there isas Dr. Leaf has suggest-
eda point of view of the purchaser and the patient as well as the
provider and the manufacturer and the payer. I think the mix as
contemplated in the bill is a good mix. I think there are two or
three possible alternatives to getting at that mix, and perhaps the
specific is less important than the intent of getting the thing up
and running with the intent of its taking over its own governance.

Senator QUAYI,E. Before yotir testimony, I asked Dr. Brandt a
question on what changes he would suggest or what bothered him
about, the Senate approach in S. 2504. He responded that he felt
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that it ought to be located,in or that there ought to be more of a
connection with the Health Services Research Center in HHS,rather than the way that we have it structured. My feeling is that
we'd° need to have participation from the Federal Government, al-
though I don't want to just have the effort get over there and
become dominated by people in Government. 'I think that perhaps
the funding formula, 50-50, is a better balance,. although I don't
know the amount of money that we are really talking about. How-
ever, say we could adequately finance it at 50-50 or whatever, what
about this objection? Now you know where they're coming from.
They have been over there at HHS and they bray want to make
sure that things go along in sync with what they have bin doing.
They want to have an input. hvant them to have an input, too, but
I think that in the past what has happened is that they have sort
of said that yes, the private sector ought to be involved, but then
there is not any real meaningful participation or sharing of infor-
mation. The exchange with the private sector became more superfi-
cial than substantive, I know froth an experience working on the
Job Training Partnership Act, we went through essentially the

...same thingtrying to get people involved on that private industry.
council that was passed. Participation was more superficial than
real. We made participation real and meaningful this time and we
got a better turnout and a better product. t

I wonder if you might comment, Mr. Rolland and then Mr.
Morris, on Dr. Brandt's concern on the location and its connection
with the ongoing Government activities?

4Mr. ROMA/VD. I guess we don't think that the concept in your bill
. is incompatible with what is going on at HHS or what is contem-

plated in the House bill for, as I understand it, strengthening that
effort. We think the two can operate together. As we see it, the re-
search activities in HHS would 'be aimed at actually doing the eval-
uations, looking at the procedures, the technology, and producing
the information about the efficacy, the safety, and the cost effec-
tiveness of these procedures. Therefore, we would support that idea
and support the strengthening of that effort. We see the institute
envisioned in this bill as being one of disseminating information,
acting as clearinghouse, providing information to the parties that
will use it, private payers, to medicare. We also see your institute
as maybe providing information on which procedures ought to be
evaluated, particularly what are the interests of the users of this
information in having certain evaluations done, so we can see a co-
operative relationship between these two efforts. We don't see
them as being in conflict: at all. I think they could exist side by
side.

Senator QUAYI.F. Mr. MOrris?
Mr. oasis. I agree with what Mr. Rolland just said. It seems to

me at it is important for an entity of this kind to have independ-
ent_ . The coordinating council is not and I suppose should not be
wholly independent, but the functions as spelled out in S. 2504 are
somewhat different from the functions as I understand them of the
coordinating committee. You have put emphasis upon training in
assessment. You have put emphasis upon criteria for assessment,
what constitutes a good assessment process. You have put consider-
able emphasis upon secondary assessment as against primary as-

. 1
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sessment, synthesis,' and I think that these are things which re-
-quire not only an independent point of view but perhaps a full-
time, dedicated staff, which I. am not sure the coordinating council
has. I don't see them in conflict. I see them as complementary, and
I don't think the existence of one deprecates the need for the other.

Senator QUAYLE. Let me just ask two other quick questions: One,
it has been said by some that we really have enough technology as-
sessment out there right now. I think I have heard the statistic
that there are 40-some entities that are doing technology assess-
ment, and this is just going to be another institute or another vehi-
cle to do technology assessment and it is really not needed. Would
you, care to comment-on that? That is one of the criticisms I have
heard of this bill. Mr. Rolland first, and then Mr. Morris, and
maybe Dr. Young, if you would comment on that, the need for a
vehicle like we are trying to do to bring people together.

Mr. ROLLAND. Well, I think we very definitely see the need for
this. One of our problems is in our own organization, as we try to
.evaluate the implications of all the technology developments that
are out thereand, by the way, we do have on our staff a medical
director that is very deeply involved in trying to keep'abreast of all
of this, and we have people in our health insurance claim operation.
that try to do the same thing. One of their frustrations is all the
array of data that is there, all the groups that are involved in it, so
they are clearly there.

I gtiess we have several concerns. One is that none of these
groups that are involved in assessing technology focus on cost
effectiveness of the technology. They are more concerned, tightly
so, with safety and efficacy. We are also very much concerned-with
the cost effectiveness of various procedures, and we find it very dif-
ficult to get information in that area. We also find it difficult to
gather information because it is so dispersed, so we can see your
institute as being very helpful to us in focusing on the issue of cost
effectiveness and also bringing together and coordinating the infor-
mation, putting it into a sensible forni so we can assimilate it and
efficiently use it in our operations.

Senator QUAYLE. Mr. Morris?
Mr. MORRIS. Senator, if the bill contemplated another entity to

do technology assessment, I think I would agree with the criticism.
I don't read it as contemplating that kind .of entity. Doing the as-
sessment is one of the options that the committee has, but I don't
read it as being its prime purpose. I think it involves itself in spme
policy questions which can't be addressed unilaterally, Who, for ex-.
ample, bears the burden of proof in the introduction of a new tech- "
nology. something that really isn't terribly well understood today.
When does a technology become substitutive instead of additive? If
sou do this. what should you not be doing, and in what seequence
should you be doing these things to get. maximum cost effective-
ness

130th kinds of questions are not technology assessment in the
classic sense but they are the kinds of questions that have to be
asked and addressed and addressed by a variety of interests if we
are going to get maximum .cost effectiveness, which is one of the
things that I understand this bill to be trying to achieve.
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Therefor, I Think it is pursuing a false premise to say that it isanother entity to do technology assessment. I think it is an efitityto involve itself in the management of technology assessment, withthe understanding that it will continue to be done by a whole vari-ety of organizations because it has to be done by a whole variety oforganizations that can't walk away from it, but the coordinatingpoint and the asking of some questions and the focusing of atten-tion on some of those questions in a research agenda can be a veryimportant contribution which, in my opinion, is not being handledas well as it ought to be today.
Senator QUAYLE. Dr. Young?
Dr. YOUNG. The Commission has very broad responsibilities. Thehealth care system is very complex. It is changing rapidly. Thereare significant variations in medical practice, hospital practice, andsignificant differences in cost, and there is more than one way todo things, yet the information necessary to examine alternative ap-proaches, to examine the change that is occurring, to make appro.priate adjustments both'from a financing and a health care deliv-ery and a qualiti, point of view, is lacking. The commission is in-creasingly aware, as we start our work, of the lack of informationto make the judgments, so the need for further research, furtherunderstanding in the area of technology, its application, its cost, inthe area of patterns of service delivery, is great. The Commissionfeels that there is indeed a significant need for more information.It recognizes that there are a lot of activities currently in the pvote sector, and we will be looking to those and working witthem. It recognizes the need of the Federal Government, andhas to go both private and is generally supportive of moving for-ward and learning more about technology.

Senator QUAYLE. One final question to ask Mr. Morris and Mr.Rolland: However we structure the entity, there is going to be afinancial contribution expected from the private sector. Do you seeany problem with that? I mean, are we going to be able to get fund-ing from the private sector and a commitment for a 2- to 5-yearperiod of time? I wonder if you see any problem with that?Mr. MORRIS. I don't know that it is without problems. We havecommitted to pay a fair share of the cost of establishing such anentity.
The basic question, it seems to me, is whethei there can beenough promise of stable funding for a long enough period of timeto recruit a good staff and assure that the confidence to execute thefunction will be put in place. I suspect that involves advance com-mitments from a number of organizations. I don't think that thereought to be a dependence upon any one piece of the private sector.It is One of the things that probably has not been explored to theextent that it has to be. "4It is my own dpinio that there are enough organizations thatsee value in this kind o approach that the funding at a reasonablelevel will be forthcomin , but I don't think we can proceed on thebasis of first-year COMM tmcnts only. We have to think in terms ofa longer period of time.

Senator QUAYLE. Mr. Hand?
Mr. ROLLAND Well, I think it is indicative of ,the support thiswould get in the private health insurance industrY that the board
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of the filA has alfeady acted to say that they view this as a priori-
ty item, that thiti sort of activity ought to be supported by member
companieq. So, I think if we' can work this out so that it does pro-
vide tahe kind of benefits that 1 think it will provide to private in-,
surance carriers that, as Mr: Morris says, it is never easy to collect
contributions, but I think that the support will be there. I think
very clearly and I think the leadership of the industry will promote
it.

Senator. QUAYLE. OK. Gentlemen, thank you very much. I have
some written questions for this panel and there will be questions
from Senator Kennedy.

Our next p4nel Will be Dr. Edwin Maynard, Dr. Roy Schwarz,
and Dr. Suzanne Knoebel.

We will also have a statement to put th the record.
Dr. Maynard?.

STATEMENT OF DR EDWIN P. MAYNARD, CHAIRMAN, HEALTH
AND. PUBLIC POLICY COMMITTEE, AMERICAN COLLEGE OF
PHYSICIANS

..

Dr. MAYNARD. Mr. Chairikan,. the American College of Physi-
cians is pleased to have this opportunity to appear before you today
to outline our views on technology assessment and the roles of the
public, and private sectors in its performance. My name is Edwin
Maynard, chairman of the college's public health and policy com-
mittee. I am an ipternist in active practice at the Massachusetts
General Hospital and associate .clinical -professor of medicine at
Harvard Medical School. With me today is Dr. john Ball, the asso-
ciate executive, vice president for health and public policy of the
ACP.

The statement we present today outlines 'the views of the Ameri-
can college of Physicians on the roles of the Federal Government
and the private sector in medical technology assessment and re-
flects the college's own long history and extensive activity in as-
sessing the procedures and technologies used in internal medicine.

Our written statement, submitted for the record, focuses on four
questions we see as ceptral to the technology assessment debate;
The role of the Federal Gbvernment, the role of the private sector,
appropriate activities in technology assessment that are not now
adequately carriefl out, and the functions of the public and private

\, sectors.
Tlie need for t chnol assessment. is not at issue. The Amer--

Tan College of P sicianso, as do others, strongly Supports technolo,
gy assessment. T ere ate, nevertheless, k'veral issues related to
technology a. ssment that are not now adequately addressed.
Among those re: 'methodology, priorities, coordination, informa-
tion dissemination, and funding.

In methodology, to state of the art of technology assessment is
still young, and additional methodolgies of assessment may profit-
ably be discovered and develop&I. Among priorities, assessments
today are by and large being driven by the reimbursers. There is a
need to examine to a, greater degree the needs of the practicing
physician making clinical decisions and to be more responsive to

.those needs. In cogrdination, we believe better coordination of the
4 .
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activity would provide less of a duplication of effort and would help
the producers of assessments, be more responsive to the users of as-
sessments. Undbr information dissemination, it is essential 4at in-
formation on safety, effectiveness, and efficacy.as well as valuable.
data on cost effectiveness and indications for appropriate utiliza-
tion of the technology be disseminated broadly.

The practice of medicine is enhanced not harmed, by valid infor-
mation from whatever source. it

In funding, although the priorities of technology assessment
have, to a large extent, been determined by reimbursers, both
public and private,. those same reimbursers have been strangely
loathe to pay a share of the cost of the assessment. As it stands
today, many of the producers of technology ,assessment fund the ac-
tivity. For example, the American College of Physicians, using this
year, over $150,000 of membership dues for the purpose, while the

,users sustain the benefit.
Turning to the 488a8 of.structuring technology assessment, the

Institute for Health Care Technology Assessment, as proposed by S.
2504, would be an important step in enhancing 'both private and
public sector .activities and enhancement of the dissemination of
the results of assessments'. However, this legislation would be
strengthened or could be strengthened in two important ways.

Firsts the line of credit of $2 million is most probably insufficient
W support the institute until' it is able to become self-sustaining.
We support the concept that the institute eventually be self-stis-
tiiining. However, seed funding shotild be sufficient so`that the in-
stitute take root, and grow rather than be allowed to wither.

SecOnd, the board of directors should be revised to call for indi-
viduals within categories of expertise, hot individuals who repre-
sent organizations. Such a change ih the proposed legislation would
enhance the probability that the institute would benefit from the
best substantive advice and strengthen its chances to be a vigorous
enterprise.

The American College of Physicians supports enhancing the roles
of both the private and public sectors in technology assessment.
Where there are gaps in those actiirities, the provisions of S. 2504
are likely to be quite helpful. The college supports'the functions of
the Institute for Health Care Technology Assessment provided by
the proposed legislation.

Thank you for the opportunity to appear before you. I would be
pleased to respond to any questions.

. The prepared statement of Dr. Maynard follows:]
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STATEMENT
OF

THE AMERICAN COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS
BEFORE THE

SENATE COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES

June 7, 1984

MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE:

The American College of Physicians (ACP) is pleased to have this opportunity

to appear before you today to outline our views on technology assessment

and the; roles 'of the public and private sectors in its performan'ce. My

name isl'dwin-P. Maynard, III, MD, FACP, the Chairman of the College's

Health and, Public Policy Committee. I am an internist in active practice

at the MassachusettS General Hospital and Assistant Clinical Professor of

Medicine at Harvard Medical School. With me today is John R. Ball, MD, JD,

the Associate Executive Vice President for Health and Publa Policy of 1.4e ACP.

The-College was founded: in 1915 tgoophold high standards in medical education,

medical practici, and Medical research. Today the College represents over

60,000 doctors ofrinternal medicine, Oecialists in related non-surgical °

fields,and physicians -in- training. Approximately one-tk)d of our members

are Fellows of the College (FACP), a designation:based upon their having met

standards of scholarship and contribution to the science and practice of

medicine beyond their eligibility for specialty board certification in

internal medicine. The ACP membership includes private practitioners providing

primary health care; medical specialists in such fields as gastroenterology,

endocrinology. oncology. and cardiology; medical educators; and researchert.

It is the largest organization of general ipternists and allied subspecialistS

in the world.
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The statement we present today outlines the views of the American College

of Physicians on the roles of the federal government and the private sector

in medical technology assessment and reflects the College's own long htstory

and exteesive activity in assessing the procedures and technologies used in

internal medicine.

Our statement focuses on four questions we see as central to the technology

assessment debate:

1. What is the role of the federal government in medical technology

assevment?

2. What is the role of the private Sects in medical techndlogy

assessment?

3. Are there appropriate activities in technology assessment that

armbnot now adequately carried out?

4. How may the fwgctions of the public and private sectors best

be structured to be most productive?

Let me begin by outlining the kind of activities in technology assessment

that it would seem, from a professional medical society's perspective. to

constitute an appropriate federal role.

Role of the Federal Government in Technology Assessment

On a conceptual level, government has several responsibilities to the public,

that it serves, among which are the protection of the public purse and the

assurance of the free flow of information on which people can make more

informed choices. From this conceptual base, it seems valid that the federal

government have a role In medical technology assessment. Functions within

that role would appropriately be three: (1) determining, to the extent

0.9
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.possible, the safety and effectiveness of the technologies for which govern-

ment pays, directly and indirectly, so that the federal government -- the

largest single payer for health services -- may itself be a prudent purchaser;

(2) supporting the production of information, most specifically the basic

science of technology assessment methodologies; and (3) disseminating informa-
.

tion on the Safety and effectiveness of medical technologies.

The issue of the federal government's role as prudent purchaser of health

services, particularly of technologies, is one of which thisthis subcommittee

is weV aware, but it is worth a moment to review cert n historical points

in the evolution of that role. From 1965, marking the enactment of MedZare,

until about 1977, the federal government had no structured process for

deciding what technologies; new or old, it paid for under the Medicare

program. Medicare reimbursement, for the first dozen years of that program,

was based on a rather pragmatic, albeit unwritten, interpretation of.the

law: that is, that if sufficient billings were received bx tie program

for a technology, that technology became, in essence, "reasonable and

necessary," and thus eligible for reimbursement. , There was no internal

process to assure that the technologies themselves were of value, and,no

working process to deterdine the appropriatenesS'Of their application.

Beginning early in 1971, and culminating later that year in the formation

of the Office of Health Practice Assessmentin the Office of the Assistant

Secretary for Health, and in the development of written procedures for

giving medical advice to the Medicare program, at that point newly in the

Health Care Financing AdMinistration (HCFA), the Public Health Service
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began to structure the first step of a two-step process. Tryst process,

consisting of first, a medical decisionas to the value of a technology,

and second. a financigg decision as to its reimbursement, began to

rationalize the system of reimbursement decision-making for Medicare,

thus potentially starting Medicare on the difficult road to becoming a

, prudent purchiser.

Tile passage, in 1978, of legislation establishing the National Center for

Health Care Technology (NCHCT).set in statute the medical advisory. .

relationship of the Public Health Service to the Health Care Financing

Administration, thus enhancing the "prudent purchaser" function.. It

also established two other iAportent functions: the financial support,

albeit small, of the basic sience of technology assessment, and the

dissemination of technology assessment information. Three years ago, at

Congressional hearings on the reauthorization of the National Center,. the

American Collegeof Physicians supported the Ceoter's reauthorization on

.the twin bases that tts functions fostered an appropriate goVernmental

role and that its structure was appropriate to its functions.

As you know, the Center failed to gain budget support, and met its

organizational demise in late 1981. Since that time, its functions have

been assigned to the Office of Health Technology Assessment and to the

research grant authority of the National Center for Health Services

Research.

Although in a moment I will address the organizational structure of the

Wiyities in technology assessment, I would like to return to the

##EAJIAVA
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functions that constitute an appropriate federal role. The first,

'evaluating technologies in order tg better inform reimbursement decisions,

is critical if federal health programs are to restrain their own 'costs.

We should all agree that the reimbursement system should be concerned with

Plying for that which is appropriate in health care and not paying for

that whech.is inappropriate. The most reasonable way in which decisions of

this sort can be made is by utilizing information from valid technology

assessment. Without such information, reimbursement. decisions would be

based at best on the same tenuous foundation they were based on In the

first dozen years of the Medicare program: the pressure,generated by

provider billings. With good information, federal reimburSement.programs

can operate with at least minimal assurance that what is being paid for

is valid medically. In addition to the inflirmatiOn itself, the federal

goveryent needs to continue to have a defensible and open structure and

less for technology assessment -- one that ensures that all legitimate

7'F-interests are heard and that all relevant data are considered.

The second appropriate federal function As support for technology assessment.

This function flows from a central federal responsibility having to do with

information production.. There are two kinds of support that the American

College of Physicians views as valid: support for the "basic science" of

technology assessment, and support for assessments themselves. In the first

instance, the science of technology assessment is'young, needing support

for growth and for the development of additional and more refined mechanisms

by which to evaluate medical technologies. In the second instance,'present

federal activity in performing assessments is limited ,r limited in scope,
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in that it relied almost solely on the data and opinion provided without

tat to the government by the private sector, such as that provided by the

American College of Physicians' Clinical Efficacy Assessment Project;

and limited in subject matter, In that it addresses almost solely these

issues presented by Medicare reimbursement needs. Such limitations are

too narrow. Further, present activity to federal funding outside technology

assessment is severely constrained. As we understand it, grant support
4

for technology assessment flows.from,the available extramural research

funds of the National Center for Health Services Research, an institution

whose ex mural research budget has historically been severely limited.

In a time in which the kind of information that health services research can

produce is critically needed to form a rational basis for health services

expenditures, it seems unwise to add another competitor -- technology

assessment -- to the funding pie, without enlarging the pie.

A third federal function in technology assessment is the dissemination of

information necessary for making good clinical decisions. If technology

assessment information is valid enough for making reimburseilent decisions,

it should be sufficiently medically valid to inform clinical decision-making.

More extensive efforts deserve to be made to inform clinicians' of the

results -- both data and recommendations --'of federal technology

assessments. Such information would be most helpful in enhancing the

appropriate deilicatton of technology by clinicians aS it would be in

enhancing the appropriateness of reimbursement decisions.
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Role of the Private Sector in Technology Assessment

Techno)ogy assessment is not solely a federal role. The private sector --

clinicians, professional, societies, hospitals, and technology producers --

all have roles, and all perform some of a rang of functions. For example,

since 1976, the American College of Physicians has participated extensively

with the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Associatioes in the Medical Necessity

Project, a project originally designed to weed out medically outmoded

procedures that no longer were appropriate, either for ap ation or for

reimbursement. The Medical Necessity Project r ants both the kind of

cooperation and clear delineation of responsibility in the private sector

that can be mirrored by the public sect9r. Through the project, reimburse -

sent decisions are based on what is medically valid information. But it

is the medical profession professional societies such as the College --

that produce the medical data and determine its validity; and the reimbursers --

the Blue Cross and Blue Shield 4ssociations -- that decide coverage

(reimbursement) policy. By analogy, parenthetically, it would seem appro-

priate for the Public Health Service to continue to provide the medical

advice on which the Health Care Financing Administration would then make

coverage decisions.

The Medical Necessity Project, in which the American College of Physicians

has continued active participation, has had other effects. In 1978, it

recommended policy, based on medical input, primarily from the College,

that "routine" hospital admission laboratory tests not be considered

routine -- that is, not applied to every hospitalized patient unless

clinically valid in each individual case. Since 1978, the project has

. r
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expanded its scope to the examination of the appropriate clinical indications

for valuable technologies -- diagnostic imaging, cardiovascular techniques,

and common lahpratory tests, for eiample.

For the last three and one -balf years, the College, through its own Clinical

Efficacy Assessment Project (CEAP), utilizing a highly structured process

of literature review, subspecialty society and expert opinion polling, and

committee critique, has examined intensively over fifty technologies used

in the practice of internal medicine. The final products of these assess-

ments, publications two to ten printed pages in length, present the current

state of knowledge of the technology's ,safety, efficacy, and effectiveness, `r

and in many cases arso present the clinical indications for its use, its

cost, and its relative value against alternative technologies. CEAP

recommendations are widely disseminated to a variety of users -- our Min
Rio

membership through thp College's news magazine, the Observer; the membership

and other physicians through the College-published Annals, of Internal

Medicine, with a circulation of 100,000; Blue Cross/Blue Shield; the federal

government; and other reiMbursers.

The central purpose of the Clinical Efficacy Assessment Project is to

enhance appropriate use of technologies by the practicing internist through

orOvidinq the best available information on their medical value. Working

closely with sidt Cross/Blue Shield, the College has been able to help

rational rpimbursement decisions b0 based also on good medical information.

Such a partnership facilitates what we believe is a basic purpose of the

reimhurSemeht SyStPm: to Pay for medical procedures that are medically
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appropriate, and to refuse to pay for those that are not medically

appropriate.

In this stet nt we have focused on only two of the many private sector

institutions airing a valid interest in medical technology assessment --

,
the medical p fessional society, carrying out a responSibility we owe to

our membership and to other segments of society by assIssing the mediCal

value of what we physicians do with our patients; and the reimburser,

attempting to berresponsible to i;s beneficiaries by paying for appropriate

medical procedures, andOpprtantly,.by,mai aining its resources by

refusing to pay for that which is without medi I value. There are, of

course, many others who are interested in, and perform, technology assessment:

individual physiciafis, constantly re-evaluating the value of different

technologies in their application to greatly varying individual.clinieal

situatiois; researchers, performing detailed analyses of single procedures,
'-.

thus providing the baiic information on which clinical decisions can be

made; hospitals, analyzing the cost-effectiveness of harfare to determine

if its purchase will be prudent; manufacturers, evaluating both the

technology and the potential market, to determine if a neAtechnology

Nrepresents significant additional benefit clinically to be marketable; and

several others. Thus, there are in the private sector a host of activities

being performed by a wide range of institutions, often for differing

purposes. Now these may appropriately interact and how they may interface

with the public sector is the subject of the next two sections of this

statement.
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Technology Assessment Issues Not Now Adequately Addressed

There are several issues related to technology asse nt that are not now

adequately addressed. Among those are: methodolo , priorities, coordination,

information dissemination, and funding.

1. Methodology. Most present technology assessment activity relies

on a combination of user opinion and research studies. Although already

available data could benefit from collection and analysis:and although

available,techniques including epidemiologic studies, randomized controlled

clinical trials, cost-effectiveness and Cost-benefit analyses -- could
01-1

benefit by more rigorous application, the state-of-the-art of technology

assessment is still young, and additional methodologies of assessment may

profitably be discovered and developed.

2, Priorit es. Assessments today are, by and large, being driven by

'the refrmbursers, although in some Cases -- the Clinical Efficacy Assessment

Project of the American College of Physicians and assessment activity in

some other profesSional societies -- _there is internal priority setting
w...

in response to membership need. Federal activity, with thervaluable

exception of the consensus development exercises at the National Institutes

of Health, is carried out largely in response to the needs of the Medicare

program. There is a need to examine to a greater degree the needs of the
w

practicing physician in making clinical decis ns.and to be more respons$ve

to those needs. After all,'what technology as essment'should enable is more

informed, And likely more productive and more prudent, clinical deCisions.

6 6
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3. Coordination. Technology assessment presently is a set of separate

bilateral transactions: the Health Care Financing Administration And the

Public Health Service, the American College of Physicians and its membersDip,

researchers and the scientific community, and so forth. Better coordination

of the activity would pro \ide less of a duplication of effort, and would help

the producers of assessmen be more responsive to the users of assessments.

4. Information Dissemin Lion. For the most appropriate clinical

decisions to be made, there ar at least two prerequisites: valid infOrmation,

and appropriate incentives. For the reimbursers to make coverage deciilons

without the dissemination of .the ical bases for those decisions misses the

most productive opportunity for ena ling fdture clinical decisions to he better.

informed scientifically and medicall In tact, what the College has found

in its working with Blue Cross/Blue Sh4eld

of credible medical information is sufficien

changes in practice patterns. All of the pro

need to do a better job in disseminating the

that often the dissemination

to cause significant positivd

ucers of technology assessments

sults of assessments to the

ultimate users -- physicians and patients. The federal government should

not shirk its,responsibility as a producer of'relevant information to ensure

that information is widely shared. It is essential that information on

safety, effectiveness, and efficacy, as well as valuable data on cost-
.

effectiveness and indications for appropriate utilization of the technology

be disseminated broadly. Although others may argue that information

dissemination by the federal government represents an unwarranted intrusion

into the practice of.medicine, we would strongly disagree. The practice

of medicine is enhanced, not harmed. by valid information, from whatever
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source. To preclude the sharing of information that could potentially

better inform medical decision-making borders, in our view, on the

. reprehensible.

a-

5. Funding,. Although the priorities for technology assessment have

to a large extent been determined by reimbursers, both public and private,
.

those same reimbursers have been Strangely loaf to payvi share of the cost

of the assessments. That the Medicare program pays essentially nothing

to determine whether what it reimburseyofor is worthwhile is, on its

face, irrational. It would seem, on the other hand, altogether rational

for the federal government, and other reimbursers, to invest some amount

in art to be a prudent purchaser of health technologies. As it stands

today, many of the producers of technology assessment fund the activity --

foo example the AmeriCan College of Physicians, using this year over

5150,000 of membership dues for the purpose while the users sustain'

the benefit. .

-Assessing the value of new technologies rould seem to be in the interest of

.poth those who apply the technology and those who may ultimately pay for

it. Yet, although physicians clearly recognize an evolution tn the

appliCation of a technology -- from its use in experimental protocols.

,throwlp its'dse in highly sophisticated settings, to its general use by

the practicing phYsi6an reimbursers typically recognize only two

stages: experimentalAnd 'therefore not reimbursable; and generally

applied and therefore'reintursable. What is needed is recognition of. the

;*,

grey zone: that significant and ometimes long, period in which a technology

is neither experimental nor ready for wide application, but during which
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when performed in certain apProp46te settings the technology !bay clear,IY.

!bliefit.patients. While provying'som'efunding'Of the procedure under theSC

limited apfilications, the reimburser,c0O1d accubulate butte valuable data

1

that would make a later reimburse/not reimburse decision better inflrimed.

tructurin_i Technology Assessment

The public sector 7- the f edeial. govornMPnt 4'-'Should Continue technology

assessment for itsowm purposes to be a_prudmt purchaler) and for other

public purposes, principally to prodoce information on ivhith, in part,

clinical decisions can be made. The American College*of physicianstrongly

supports, the continuation and the strengthbning of thb fedO1 goveifnment's

activities in technology assessment.' Specifically, thP College supports
.1

the assessment of safety,. efficaCy, and effectiVenesi, apd vophasixes the

validityof the federal government -- princ1oally.'the Public Health

Service -- performing assessments that relate to coktiiiifeeti'veness and

appropriate use of technology.
t.

The private sector -- phySicians, hosplals, insurers, manufacturers,

patients, and others -- should continue, the itost of activities in

teanology assessment that are necessary for appropriate clinical decision-

making as well as for appropriate economic decisions. The Institute for

Health Care TechnOlogy Assessment; as proposed byS.,504 would be an

important stein enhancing both coordination of private and public sector

activities and dissemination of the results of assessments. The College,.

e, supports the intent of S. 2504, as well as the specific provisions

having t& do nctions of the Institute; This Committee is well .
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aware of the general Support of the medical community for the proposed

functions, as they reflect the consensus of an Institute of Medicine

Committee that last year prciposed a publici-private sector
consortium having

many of the same functions.,. The American College of Physicians was

privileged to haveseveral of its Fellows sit on the .IOM Committee, end

a former president of the College chaired it.

The College believes, however, that the legislation could be strengthened

it two important ways. First, the line of credit of $2,000,000 through the

Department orhealth and Human Services, available over a seven -year period,

is most probably insufficient to supporethe Institute until it is able to

become self - sustaining. It was the estimate of the IOM Committee,that a,.

minimal, first year budget would be
lipproxamately 51,000,000. We support

the concept that the
Institute eventually be self - sustaining, Howete.

Seed funding should be sufficient so that the Institute take root and

grow, rather than being allbwe-to wither.

Second, the board of Directors shbuld be revised to call individuals

4 j within categmtes of expertise, not individuals who represent organizations.

Such a change in therproposed legislation
would enhance the probability

that the Institute would benefit from the best substantive advice and

strengthen its chances to be a vigorous enterprise.
Although we recognize

that such a change would raise the problem by whom the initial appointments

to the Board would be made, we believe on balance ,it more appropriatelbn0

categories of expertise', rather thap organizations, be named. Other

70
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mechanism of appointment are available, as by the'Secretery, Deportment of

Health and Human Services, through the Institute of Medicine, or through a

combined process in which the Congress, the Department, and the private

sector participate.

Conclusion

The American College of Physicians supports enhancing the roles of both the

private and.public sectors in technology assessment. The federal government

should continue its own activities directed toward becoMin9 a prudent

purchaser of health care goods and services and toward'clisseminating

valuable assessment information. Likewise, the private'sector must continue

its own necessary activities in technology assessment. Where there are

gaps in those activities, 'the provisions of S. 2504 are likely to be quite

helpful, and the College supports the fUnctions of the Institute for Health

Care Technology Assessment provided for by the proposed legislation..

Thank you for the opportunity to appear before you today. We would be

pleased to respond to any questions you may have.

Senator QUAYLE. Thank you, 1)r. Maynard.
Dr. Schwarz.

ofSTATEMENT OF M. ROY SCHWARZ, M. ., VICE PRESIDENT, MEDI-
CAL EDUCATION AND SCIENCE P ICY, AMERICAN MEDICAL
'ASSOCIATION

Dr. SCHWARZ. Mr. Chairman, my name is M. Roy Schwarz, and I
am the vice president for medical education and science policy for
the American Medical Association. Accompanying me today is Mr.
Ross Rubin, director of our department of Federal legislation. We
are pleased to have this opportunity to testify beforb the committee
and to discuss this very important area of endeavor.

Mr. Chairman, the development and use of new medical technol-
ogies have revolutionized. the care and treatment of illpess and
injury. New diagnostic equipment provides better information with
less discomforture and risk to patients. Also, new treatment proce-
dures made available within the last two decades have provided
ways for improving the quality of life and increasing life expectan-
cy. New and improved medical technology' has been a principal
factor in achieving improvements in patient care.

In recent years, however, there has been a growing concern that
the Nation has not paid enough attention to formal review of medi-
cal technology. A great impetus for this concern stems from the in-

s
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creasing cost of medical care. In order to address these concerns,
numerous programs, both public and private, many of which we
have heard about here today, have been initiated. The AMA has
had a long history of active involvement in assessment and dis-
semination of new medical knowledge and the technologies derived
from such knowledge. The association's weekly Journal of the
American Medical Association, nine monthly specialty journals,
and its wide variety of scientific programs have been central to the
evaluation 'of new technology in medicine for many generations of
physicians. In addition; our Council on Scientific Affairs has en-

aged in reviews and evaluations of numerous technologies and has
made recommendations thereon to the practicing medical commu-
nity for a number of years.

The AMA is also committed to assuring that medical education
and medical practice are firmly rooted on a scientific base. In the
course of advising medical educators and in.designing our own con-

' tinuing education activities, the association places a heavy empha-
sis on identifying devices and medical procedures that mdy be obso-
lete, are newly emerging, or represent controversies in the medical
.field.

With respect to evaluation of specific technologies in cooperation
with governmental entities, the AMA and others in the medical
profession have participated in numerous consensus development
conferences sponsored by the National Institutes of Health and co-
ordinated by the Office of Medical Applications of Research of the
Office of the Director of NIH. The AMA's publications play a cen-
tral role in disseminating the important information generated by
such meetings and in heightening the cost consciousness' of both
practicing physicians, medical students, residents, and others in-
volved in health care delivery.

The AMA, in its commitment to technology assessment, inaugu-
rated its diagnostic and therapeutic technology assessment or
DATTA project in 1982. This was done in response to growing con-
cerns about the safety, effectiveness, indications for use, and costs
associated with a rapidly growing arsenal of medical technology
This program is designed to augment, not reillace, the AMA's tradi-
tional technology assessment efforts. The DATTA project allows
the AMA to measure the opinion and practices of physicians
throughout the country concerning a particular medical technolo-
gy. These opinions are routinely Published in the Joumal of the
American Medical Association. The details of this prograiii are con-
tained in my full stat6ment, and I would be pleased to discuss the
DATTA operation with you in the question and answer period.

I might add that the director of that project is in tke room and
could give us detailed answers if that is appropriate:

A number' of other medical technology assessment programs are
being conducted in the private sector, as you are aware. For in-
stance', as we have just heard, the American College of Physicians
has established a clinical efficacy assessment program which evalu-
ates the of of nonsurgical medical tests, procedures, and
therapies, and makes recommendations concerning their use. An-
other example is the medical necessity program of Blue Cross and
Blue Shield Association which evaluates diagnostic and therapeutic
procedures. In addition to these, theAmerican Hospital Associa-
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tion, individual hospitals and physicians, and others are engaged in
.such efforts.-

However, a number of Government entities including the Pro-
spective Payment Assessment Commission, the Office of Health
Technology Assessment of the Department of HHS, the Centers for
Dis ease Control, and the Office of Medical Applications of Re Search
of the National Institutes of Health are already conducting medical
technology evaluations. Leading private sector organizations, in-
cluding our own, are working closely with these Government agen-
cies.

The AMA believes that numerous technology programs currently
being conducted by the Federal Government and the private sector.
make S. 2504 and the technology assessment provisions of S. 2452
unnecessary. With huge Federal budget deficits projected for many
years, it is especially inappropriate, we think, to provide for dupli-
cation of existing activities. The AMA has further concerns about
the language in S. 2452 that would require the proposed center to
consider cost effectiveness and comparative effectiveness in making
its assessment of the health care technology.

The AMA believes that for most new and emerging medical tech-
nologies, the assessment of their safety and efficacy must be sepa-
rated from the issue of whether or not they are cost effective. This
is necessary because medical technologies often do not,become de-

- monstrably, and I would emphasize demonStrably, cost effective
until long after their safety and efficacy has been demonstrated.'

An examitle of premature cost effectiveness assessment was that
conducted by Federal health planners with computerized axial to-,
mography or CT scanning. In retrospect, had the planners succeed.
ed in greatly limiting CT Scanningin its first generation form, we
might not now have the improved equipment used so beneficially
in patient care today. CT scanning has, as the medical literature
will demonstrate, lowered costs demonstrably and has increased
quality in many areas of patient care.
. In conclusion, the AMA is actively involved through its DATTA
project, the Council on Scientific Affairs, and its various scientific
journals in the assessment and disseMination of information re-
garding medical technologies. In addition, we strongly support the
numerous voluntary technology assessment initiatives being con-
ducted in the private sector.

The AMA is, however, opposed to S. 2504 and the technology as-
sessmer4 provisions of S. 2452. The existing assessment activities
curre.ktly being conducted, in our opinion, in both the private and
publ iFsectors make them unnecessary.

I Will b pl .ased to answer any questions that you might have.
IThe prepare statement of Dr. Schwarz follows:]
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STATEMENT

Of the

AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION

a

to the

Committee on labor and Human Resources

United States Senate

Pr4sente4by

M. Roy Schwarz M.D.

RE: Medical Technology Assessment

June 7, 1984,

Mr.,Chairman and Members of the Committees,

My dame is M, Roy Schwarz, M.D. and I an the Vice President for

Medical Education and Science Policy of the American Medical

Association. Accompanying me is Ross Rubin, Director of the AMA's

Department of Federal Legislation. The AMA is pleased to have /his

opportunity to testify before the Committee concerning the AMA's ef4orts

in the area of medical technology assessment. We will also comment on

two pending proposals - S. 2504, the Institute for Health Care Technology

Assessment Act, and the provisions that relate two technology assessment

contained in S. 2457, the Omnibus Health Serv,ices and Health Services

Research Programs Act of 1984,-
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Backkround

Mr. Chairman, the development and use of new medical technology have

revoluticonired the care and treatment of illness and injury. New

diagnostic equipment provides better information With less.discomfort and

risk to patients. Also, new treatment procedures made available within

the laic two decades have provided wayi of improving the quality of life

and increasing life expectancy. New and improved medicall technology has

been a principal factor in achieving improvements in patient care.

1
In recent years, however, there has been a growing concern that the

nation has not paid enough attenti (n: Fo formal rev'Le%e'of medical

technology. A great impetus for this concern stems from the increasing

cost of medical care. In order to address these concerns, numerous

, \

programs, hoth,public and private; have been initiated.' The AMA has been

and .will continue to be involved in technology assessment in order to

provide up to date and valid information to practitioners and patients on 41!

,

medical techn6legy issues.

AMA Efforts

The AMA has a long history of 'active involvement in the assessment

and dissemination of new medical knowledge and the technologies derived

trom soch,knowledge. The Association's weekly Journal of the American

Medical Association, nine monthly specialty journals, and its wide

variet of scientific programs have been central to the evaluation of new

technology in medicine fpr many generations of physicians. In addition,

the AMA's cmIncil on Scientific Affairs has engaged in reviews and

evaluations of numerous technologies and has made recommendations thereon

to the practicing medical community for a number of years. Thlase and .

4 tee
ks%)
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other efforts to review n technology and provide information to

physicians are a vital activity of the AMA, and they are part of an

ongoing effort to provide the best analyses and information on new

technology to the practicing physician and the public.

The AMA is also committed to assuring that medical education and

medical practice are firmly rooted on a scientific base. In the course

of advising medical educators and in designing our own continuing medical

education activities, the Association places a heavy emphasis on

"identifying devices and medical procedures that may be obsolete, are

newly emerging, or represent controversy in the medical field.

With respect to the evaluation of specific technologies in

cooperation with governmental entities, the AMA and others in thelaadical

profession have participated in numerous consensus development

conferences sponsored by the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and

coordinated by the Office of Medical Applications of Research in the

Office of the Director of NIH, The AKA's publications play a central

role in disseminating the important information generated by such

*4 meetings and in heightenihg the cost-consciousness of both practicing

physicians, medical students, and others involved in health care delivery.

The AMA inaugurated its Diagnostic and Therapeutic Technology

Assessment (DATTA) project in 1982, ikKespoOse to growing concerns about

the saf"ty, .?ffectiyness, indications for use,'and costs associated with

a rdpidlv growing arsenal of medical technologies. This program is

desi.,red to anument, not replace, the AMA's tradi ion41 technology

1,seq,:mpnr pfforcq. The DATTA protect allows the AMA to measure the

):+inion and practices nt physicians throhghout the country concerning a

parft,!1.1r -leqt-11 technotoe,y.
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The DATTA pr olject is based to the sciences on which medicine is

f',unded. Its ex ert panels of physicians are asked to address questions

that are in conic yersy in the medical community relative to the safety,

pftertiveness and appropriate applications of particular drugs, devices,

or medical procedures. The AMA accepts request's for an opinion on a

particular medical technology from any source including third party

payors. The project's objective is to provide reliable and authoritative

iniormatiAl to interested parties as to the safe and effective

applications of a particular technology in medics lir practice.

A reterence panel of more than 600 .physicians representing a broad

geographic and practice spectrum of major specialties and subspecialties

has been appointed by the AMA's Council on Scientific Affairs. The DATTA

t
panel is a srlynamic and growing body. Nominees are solicited from all

4
4..,

k segments of Ameriran medicine, including state medical societies, medical

specialty societies, the AMA Section on Medical Schools, and other groups

represented in the House of Delegates and the Councils of the

Association. Panel composition is reviewed annually and additional

,I,m1,1ey i; specilitv 'r geographic needs arise. Physician

r,areifam dr, re,- recited !tom Al: areas and include physicians in active

4 f'ak

medical praric, medi-al education, and piomedical tesearch.

ueitions concerhingio particular medical technology are sent to a

,rep oi rtr.nce panelists who are selected based on fulfillment of the

`..r,;terid: (I) representatives of major beaching centers in the

Irrrf,r,rtlr, ,;r4,01 11[7 010 are roily conversant' with the state -ot-the-art

4.4
4si

I 1,.1 pert itiestion rald; (2) representatives of areal of

mdi. rHit may t!v occasion to use the device or procedure in
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their practice; and (3) representatives of primary care specialties where

daily decisions are made about. referring patients for the type of service!

in question. lcreach category an effort is made to reflect a nationally

geographic spectrum of diverse practice environments.

DATTA panelists are required to indicate in their responses to

questions whether in their experieJle and professional opinifthe

procedure or therapy under question may be classified as; established;

investigational; unacceptable; or indeterminant, that is, no consensus is

apparent to date. Panelists are asked to comment on the rigits and

benefits associated with age of the technology, to assess the value of

the technology among altanative modalities Available, d to identify

h\441subpopulations of patients and patient selection criteria to distinguish

thpse individuals for whom the gelieral rating assigned may-not pertain.
I \

The last aspect of the inquiry iseparticularly important because it

invites physicians to identify and describe subpopulations of patients

for whom special considerations, or special individual cost-benefit

analyses, may pertain.

Other Technology Assessment Activities

A number of other medical technology assessment programs are being

conducted in.the private sector. For instance, the American College. of

Physicians has established the Clinical Efficacy Assessment Program which

evaluates the effectiveness o; nonsurgical medical tests, procedures, and

therapies and makes recommendations concerning their appropriate uses.

AnWher eTample is the Medical Necessity Program of the Blue Cross and

Blue Shield Association which evaluates diagnostic and therapeutic

;41
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procedures. In addition to these activities, the American Hospital

Association, individual hospitals and physicians, and many other private

organizations are engaged in technology assessment efforts.

Moreover; a number of governmental)entities. including the Prospective

Paxment Assessment Commission; the Office of Health Technology Assessment

ofthe Department of Vealth and Human Servicei (HHS).'tbe Centers fer

Disease Control, and the Office for Medical Applications of Research of

the National Institutes of Health arealready'conducting medical

technology evaluations. Leadingpri to sector organizations, including

the AMA, work closely with these gove nment agencies.

With multiple operational federal entities formally advising the
A

Secretary of HHS on payment issues al ng with the largescale activities

DOW taking placed in the private sect r, we believe it is unnecessary to

establish another entity to cover the same concerns and issues. We

believe that this current mix of feder 1 and priVate sector activities

provides a proper balance to assure t t prudent decisions are made.

Proposed Legislation: S. 2504 and S. 2452

S. 2504 would authorize the establishment of a private, nonprofit

Institute foz Health Care Technology Rssessment (Institute). The

Institute would be composed of representatives of 12 national

, organizations zogetheiwith'-the Secretary of HHS and the Director of the

Congressional Office of Technology Assessment as ex- officio members. The

purpose of the Institute would be to promote the development of

appropriate" health care technologies, the use of 'approved"

tehnoloKies, and the elimination of obsolete or "inappropriate" health
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care technologies. **Secretary of HHS would be required to make a line

of credit of $2 million available to- the Institute for a period of seven

years.

Section 103 of S. 2452 would amend the Public Health Service Act by

establishing a Center for Medical Technology Assessment (Center) in the

Department of Health and Human Services. The Center would be required to

make r tions to the Secretary of HHS concerning medical,

technology issues and whether specific medical technologies should be

reimbursable under federal health programs. In making assessment', the

Center would be required to consider the safety, efficacy and

effectiveness of the technology hlong with the "cost effectiveness and

comparative effectiveness of the technology, as well as social, ethical,

and 'economic factors. The Center would be mandated to'undertake and

support, b9 grant or contract, research concerning technology diffusion,

methods to assess medical technology, and specific medical technologies.

S. 2452 would also establish A National Council on Medical Technology

Assessment (Council) which Wotild provide advice concerning the Center's

medical technology assessment functions. In addition, the Council would

review applications for grants and contracts the di?ect costs of which

exceed 550,000, and make recommendations concerning whether the

applications should be approved'. The bill would require $4 million to be

get Agid for each of fiscal years 1985, 1986 and 1987 for the medical

technology assessment activities provided under the bill.

AMA Concerns with the Proposedj.ezislation

The AMA believes that the numerous'technology assessment initiatives

,:urrentiv being rooducted by the federal government and the private

sector :r,11( S, :'S(;4 and the, technology assessment proVIsions of S. 2452

jiMIAVA Y903 T238
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unnecessary. With huge federal budget.deficits projected for many years
*

it is especially inappropriate to provide for duplication of existing

activities.

The AMA has further concerns about language in S. 2452 that would

require the proposed Center to consider "cost - effectiveness" and

"comparative effectiveness" as well as "social, ethical and economic

factor in making its assessment of a healthcare technology. These
A

wide-swd*ping considerations could be used to channel the activities of

the Center to achieve economic and budgetary targets rather than patient

care goals. It is not unlikely that the threat of a financial crisis in

the Medicare program could causelthe Center to emphasize restraint of new

technology and cost containment at the expense of desirable patient care.

The AMA believes that for mdst new and emerging medical technologies

the assessment of .their safety and efficacy must be separated from the

issue of whether or not they are cost-effettive. This is necessary

because medical technologies often do not become demonstrably

cost-effective until long after their safety and efficacy have been

demonstrated. An example of premature coot-effectiveness assessment was

that conducted by federal health planners with respect to Computerized

AX131 Tomograohy (CT) scanning. In retrospect, had the planners

succeeded in greatly limiting CT scanning in its first generation form,

vb.

we might no: now have the improved equipment used so beneficially in

patient care today. CT scanning has lowered costs demonstrably in many

Areas of oatient care. Also, this technology has greatly improved

'to

7,Atienr are hv eliminating the need for invasive, higherrisk diagnostic

nrocedures in many cases.
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We 440o question whether the Center would be capable of properly

evaluating the "social, economic, and ethical" effects of'health care

technologies. ,These are judgments on which society has not itself

reached agreement. For government to'attempt to maks such determinations

and to enforce them could result in federal decisions An many sensitive

areas with great inact on patient care.

Conclusion

The AMA is actively involved through its DATTA project, the Council

on Scientific Affairs, and its various scientificjourbale in the

assessment and dissemlnatton of information regarding medical

technologies. In addition, we strongly support the numerous voluntary

technology assessment initiatives being conducted in the private sector.

The AMA opposes S. 2504 and the technology assessment provisions of

S. 2452. The existing technology assess

conducted in both the private and public

Senator QUAYLE. Thank you, Dr.
Next we want to extend a very

who hails from that 'fine State in

1
p icularly, the place I was born,

st Hospital there.
r. KNOPEL. You didn't also

t activities currently being

sectors make. them unnecesary.

Schwarz.
special welcome to Dr. Knoebel,
the Midwest, Indiana and, more
Indianapolis, although not Meth-

know that I was born in Fort
yne.
nator QUAYLE. Well, I was born in Indianapolis, so we traded.

I aqy event, we are delighted to have you with us. It is good
seeing you again. Please proceed at your pleasure.

STATEMENT OF sIJZANNE B. KNOEBEL, M.D., CHAIRMAN, GOV-
ERNMENT RELATIONS COMMITTEE, AMERICAN COLLEGE OF
CARDIOLOGY

Dr. KNOEBEL. Thank you, Senator Quayle.
I am Dr. Suzanne B. Knoebel and Ellnora D. Krannert professor

of medicine, Indiana University School of Medicine and chairman
of the Government Relations Conimittee of the American College of
Cardiology.

.

Cardiovascular disease, because of its prevalence and importanceas a causl. pet .412d .4' of a considerable
portion of 0+41101er Ir particularly in an aging

P us, the American Co ege of Cardiology representing
providers of "costly technology" in terms of dollars, and ultimately,
the consumers of such technology, feels a particular obligation to
contribute toward the formulation of reasonable policy for technol-......
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.
.. ogy assessment, . We appreciate the opportUnity of participatin in

. this heari
tnerican Colley of Cardiology believe unless r -corn-

, .. prehehsive scientific, end g; equitable' flex' nology 1

assessment methodology is wi a ive theideyelopment,and/
,or maintenance of high cost or cost rising technologies, despite

. their possible critical importance for individual patient manage-
ment as well as for optimal utilization V our- national resources,
will be seriollsly in2paired, and the quality of medicine may be ir-
revocably compromised. .

.
,

.

' There are several levels of technoldgy assessment, some being
.,. presently well met and others being In tli beginning phases. The

first level involves the-question of whether a technology is still in
,-an investigative phase or whether fit represents accepted clinical
practice. Consensus on this question.for most technologies can be

' Tost easily achieved. The -American College of ,Cardiology, as well
as numerous other societies, has a ,committee charged with re-
sponding to such queries. Decisions are based on the senAtivity and
specificity of the technology and general consensus about the use-

... \ '
, fulness of the technology; in clinical decisionmaking. . ' .

A second level of assessment arises when the technology has
. Iren judged to beclinically Useful and to have widespread applica-

tion'. The question always arises, how widespread should the appli-,.
: cation be, particularly if the technology hap s -nsto be costly Mille

short term? In general, this second ilevel o hnology assessment
,ilso is' fealible by medical societies and addi nal organizations to.,
assesSat similar datit probably are not requi h re is Untinimi-,
ty among.medicalgroups on broad incl tions for mos rocedures'
and practices. .

, .

The third'level of technology assessment is the level of present
.

concern for-it involves cost. lt'is perceived that medicine is filled ,

, with medical technologies, the usefulnev of which i,undefined,
, sonic Of which are expensive and some have limited utility, bat :

.
.

i haveihad continuing lives rievertheless. Others 'provide valuable .

benefits. for clinical ,decisionmaking, the formulatiop ofilnanAge- ,,
rent plans and at' a reasonably Cost. .

Given limited resources, it has bin proposed that now is the
time that each new and eventually mbst (Alder tecWiologies shou;ld ,

he assessed as tti where they fit in the continuum from' ;not, cast ef-
fective,and'hot benefigial to cost effective and beneficial both for
the short and long terms. T this point. no one group has had the
resources or the continuing support to approach thia.path.,t.phtiol-
ogy askossinem at this level is fragmented, and, certainlyntifie
technology assessment methodologies have not.1%en influential in
pol forlyiulai ion. I lopetully. it is this 'concern' that motivated S.

- Formalizt4:clinical derision analysis may pruvidg the structure
'required to achieve finked niedical-economic_Abchnolot& assess-

.
merit One appeal :is that it simulatesihnical practice. Fach time a
pet ieitt veil. a .decision musf be made and the outcome of that
derisi.in is uncertain Decision analysis reflects the..Strategies, and
the' technologies that offer the greetest potential for a saltitory out-

'come' It would be difficult to argue that'a technology which. most. ,
leonotnically tAjnes. medical orvbaBility estithates for.,'Successful

,.

1
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therapeutic outcome or diagnosis should not be supported, and viceversa. It would be difficult tb argue that one that does not contrib-
ute should be supported. Physiciani understand this and would
accept decisions based on such analyses.

Because of the conflicting okiectives of the various participantsin such cost effectiveness programs, however, it is vital that the ul-
timatr outcome values of such analyses be cletir; that is, is it thequality of life, length of life, return to productivity, cost contain-
ment, or other values which are the goal? The potential for resolu-
tion of conflicting'objectives may be one of the strengths of the In-
stitute for Technology Assessment proposed in S. 2504. To prqperiypursue level 3' technology assessment, professional, academic, in-dustrial and government leaders- will need to find mutual 'areas ofagreement and understanding. '

In summary, technology assessment methods are needed which
preserve, advance, and encourage the development of ,those tech-nologies which are beneficial and cost effective and which identifymarginal .technologies. The bill, S. 2504, -through its consortiumconcept, provides a beginning balanced approach, although there is
some reservation concerning the propmed representation in theconsortium. In addition, whether the Institute proposed can becomeself-sustaining remains an unknown. If it can, however, mach will
have been gained because a commitment will have been rfade.by
diverse groups with different goals to forward medically necessaryus well as cost effective technology utilization.

I would few( that its.Most important charge would be to act as acatalyst for the development and evaluation of criteria and meth-odologies for' technology assessment,.
Thank you for your attention.
(The prepared statement of Dr. Knoebel
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STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN COLLEGE OF CARDIOLOGY (ACC)

ON 5.2054

THE INSTITUTE FOR HEAL* CARE. TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT ACT"

Presented by

Suzanne 8. Knoehel, M.D.

June 7, 1984

I am Dr. Suzanne 8.Knoebol, Herman C. and Ellnora 0. Krannert.

Professor of Medicine. Ihdiana University School Of'Medatine end'.

Chaiman of the Government Relations COMmittee arid.Past.ftleident.'
,

.ofthe American College of Cardiology.* Our, College is made up

9f.eome 0,000 physicians and scientipts.,

The American Collie of. Cardiology, representing "a relatively

high technology utilisation subspecialtt of Internal, Medicine,

appreciates the opportunity'to participate in this, hearing:

Cardiovascular disease, because of its prevalence and limportance
. f

as a cause of depth and disability, is a consumer of a
1 .

considerable portionpf,the available health dollars particularly

.

in -an aging population. Thus, the ACC representing providers of

".costly technology," in terms of dollars, and ultimately, the

consumers of.such technology; feels a particular obligation to

rontribu's its expertise tOward the formklation of reasonable

fop, technology assessment.

Mbdical technology has been defined in various ways: by the
0

offtce t f Technology Assessment_ as the set of techniques, drugs,

equipment, and procedures used by health -care professionals in

Thimric,en C,)1Lege of Cardiology (ACC) is a.non-profit pro-
fi:ssional medical society dedicated to ensuring optimal care for

Del suns velt,t, or the, potential. for developing oardiovasehlar
iisease, and through e4uoation and socioeconomic activities,
pretrenticn of cardiovascular disease.

34311314VA3 02-Te30.
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'delivering medical care to individuals; and, the,eystems withiq

which such care'is delied: by the Committee to Plan a private

Sector Entity to Asspas Technology in Medical, Care at the

Tristitte of Medicine, as a.drug, deviCe, medical or sox-gleel

procedure, or combination of the above and the knOwledge

necessary for their appropriate use in the delivery of patient

care. The coverage is, indeed, broad. The concern of the
;

American College of Cardiology is that the'technologies utilized

for cardiovascular as well AS other health care. however defined,

be evaluated for their medical relevance and cost-effectiveness
4

in such a Fanner that policy decisions and/or regulations

impacting on their utilization Can be precisely and equitably

..assessed and applied. . The ACC,.as the patient's advocate,

believes that,unless a comprehensive, scientific, Amduring,
P

equitable and flexible technology assessment methodology is

.

widely operative, the.devoloptient and/or maintenance of sigh-coet

or co st-raising technologies despite their possible critical

importance for individual patient management and for optimal

utilization of our national resources.-- will be seriously

impaired, ,
f

;

There are several levels of technology assessment, some being! ,'
, I

presently well met and others being in the incipient phase only.
, , 400

The first level, the one with which we are all most familiar,

involves the question of whether a technology is still in the

experimental or clinical investigative phase OF whether it

represents accepted clinical practice. Consensus on this. ,

question, for most technologies, ca n be relatively easily'

achieved. The'American College of Caqdiclogy,, as w411 as.
4

numerous other societies, has a committee charged With responding

to such queries. The ACC committee operates in study-pection

format with indivillual committee members serVingps primary tnd

secondary reviewers, respectively. The review is based on the

;literature relatIke to the Nentitivity anespecificity of the

lizLIJ;A"A 'f.ciei 1238

t.
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technology, gathered data on the use of the technology by the

cardiovascular specialist, and general consensus abctut the

usefulness of the technology in clinical decision-making.

Problems arise only when th'e technology is highly' dependent on

the skill required to appropriately administer the technology

or interpret the moults.

A second level of assessment arises when the technology lies been

jugged to be clinically useful and to have widespread
s.

applicability The question always arises --- hoer widespread should

elle application be, particularly if the technology happeAs to,be

costly in the short-term? What patients should be so treated?

What patients should receive what type of preliminary evaluatioh?

Is coronary arteriography always indicated if a patient 10 being

considered for 'coronary surgery. for example, or are there

variants which should be Evaluated`in addiioltto anatomy prior

to making a decision about coronary arteXTbypess'etirgery, such

as the presence or absence of iachemia?

In general, second level technology assessments altmke feasible

by medical societies and additional organizatiOns to assess

similar data and'brobably are not required. There is unanimity;

among medical groups on broad indications for most procedures and

practices. The ACC has worked with the American College of

Physicians and other organizations to assist.Slue Cropes/Blue

Shield, foreiample, in formulating guidelines relative to the
. .

clinical indications for some of the more costly and widespread

tphOOiOgles. Consensus was not difficult to achieve in most

cases. It is true, of course, that most physicians can iightly /

3 -
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point out the potential datAgente3 effects, for an individual

patient of .any restrictiVa tlintcal i,etslicat on .guideline*, Most

of these arguments are ietrospoOti4e,however; while medicine is

'.'probabilistic and, thus, prospective. An'additionol problem

arises in this harm of easespment when the agencies which 71194'
4 g

originally reigussted the information attempt to fUrther restAct

and refinathe guidelines. This results, in adverse and

destructive relationships as the physician grdos have in most

cases made the maximal concessions possible in the interest of
11.

relevant medicine. Further restrictions may,Itherefore, be

detrimentel to patient cars and are viewed aur being primarily

economicall motivated. Physiotians cannot adcept.economic.

coniiderations as the sole guiding" principle for health care

decisions.

The third level of technology assessment is the level of present

concern for it- includes cost considerations. It is perceived

that medicine is filled wits technologies thk efficacy of which

"ii undefined. gatiii:are expensive ang hive limited,utility Out.
have had continuing lives, °there provide valuable benefits for

,clinical decision-making,Athe formulationof management plans and

of a reasonable coot. Xliven limited resources, it has bees.

proposed that now is the time that each new and eventdalty most

older .technologies should be assessed as to where they lit in

the dbntinuum from not cost- effective and not bansficialto

cost-effecti0e.and beneficial both *for the 'short .and longItiorm.
.

In addition, the assessment should rein such al'ormat that thil

results are quantifiableand directly complemettary to

sidUltAnsous clinical'efficecy.evaruatiods so thatjthe

.1

4 -
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physicians, hospitals,, third party payers and policy makers. have

the information nodded to make appropriate decisions relative to
0

reimbursement whether direct or within a prospective payment

package. To this point, no one group has had the resources'or
411

continuing existence to approach this task. Technology

asseimment at this level is fragmented and, certainly, scientific

technology assessment methodologies have not Wen influential in

polio*. formulation. Hopefully, it is this concern that motivated

8.2504.

Formalized clinical decision analysis, with modifications es

needed& may provide the structuri required to achieve linked

medidaieconomic technology assessment. The utility ol'any

specific techilaogic application or management plan can be

quantitatively isolated by the tecbniqUe:of formalized clinical

analysis as each stop in 'the decision making process is

explicit in terms of the-probability estimate enhancement,

diagnostic or therapeuticiand the cost contributed by the

.technology. Other advantages of the process include the

potential for the development of:

guidelines for the ptacticing phksic,ian aswell as the third

h =party gayer and the government agency concerned with,

providing for quality patient care, but faced with a

solietimes betilderinq array of didgnostic tests and
4

thettapetitic regiimgrA"' Perhaps, more impOrtantly, the'public

coulA for the first timaloenderstand what impact teiVology

ItilizatIon has on of care they receive;

ilikanative Ota and medical efficacy to guile

,7ovr!rnmental and insurance agenci;s concerned. with

,
t..
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o explicit comparative data on alternative diagnostic.

methodologies and therapeutic modalites. It it diffioult to

argue againetthe principle that it is the technology Which .

most economically refines medical probability estimates for

a successful therapeuticoutcome or diagnosis that should be

supported.

Because of the bonflicting objectiies of the various phrticipants

in cost-effectiveness analyses. it is vital that the ultimate

outcome values of such mays,' beexplicit, i.e., is it quality

of life, length of life, return to productivity,

cost-Ocintainsent, shift in Lcicus of care, Of other valuds whiet
ehk

are the goal?. The potential for resolution of conflicting

objectives and/or assessing the impact of pursuing one value on

other coexisting values may be one thessetrengths of the

4nstitete.for Technology. AtiseseMent peAposed in 6.2564. To
0
properly pursue level three tabhnblogy assessment, professional,

academic, industrial and godernnent leaders will need to find

`areas of agreement and understanding.

It is obvioUs that all clinical decisge-makinq should not be
led

subjecteetd.flpal clinical decision'arMrses. That would 'hot
, ,. I ,

,

be cost-effective. It is qbite possible, however, that -4.

concentration on a few eoetly but less effective technologies
. .

might result in sufficient savings to al/ovemeaningf1:11 advances
t' .'

. .

in se 'entific medicine to continue. ,poOr or no information on

ltecinoloqy costs and effectivenessi h ,peqn expensive Pevause of.:

4 focused demand.,
a. .,

MIT I loqies which directly sesess anatomic alterlitions'of

c

over- utilization and imp

e; whicemeasure secondary mafestations of &seas; and

,
o
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contractile. heModynemic otelentrophysiological functioning, and

whichisiess myocArdiei and'peripherial perfusion,. metabolic
4

state and!celtbear viapility,are vital In order that'society can

deriVe benefit from new kniawledge relative to mechanisms of

disease-oe'it eywee. 'Ways must be found pi prOvidefor'such

develOpments:
qat,

In summary, technotogy asseimment methods which preserve, advancp
JO- . .

and encourage
,

the development .of those technologieskWhid6-4re

beneficial an44:coote,ffective an4 Which identify morginal

tAhnologies are needed. Long -term as well As thOrtterie'latins
,,

from specific technologies*, should be considered And thefocs.

must not he'pritttaily economic. 5.2504, through its consoium
4.0I

concept, providde a beginnings "balanced" approach although there
.

is some reservation concerning ttieadequAcy of subspecia4y.'

reprelentation in the oonsortiUm as,outlined Whether ,tile

IcOitute propoied inS:2504can become self*sustaining remains'';

an unknown. If it 'can, 110Weilatt, much will have been gairfed

because. a commitment will have been made by diverse groups with

diffeient goals to forward medically necessary as well as

cost- effective technology utilization.

ti
410

The AmeriCan College of Cardiology appreciates thip opportunity

to present its 'views. Thank you for your attention. I would be

happy
a

fcr answer any questions.

- 7 -
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°Senator QuAvi.g. Thank you very much, Dr. Knoebel.
You are absclutely correct that the primary reason for our inter-

est was an awareness, that there was this fragmentation of assess-
ment but there thaf ,what we are trying to do is to get a consolida-
tion and a better understanding and.'appreciation of the whole
issue, better knowledge, better data better interpretation. I
wonder, given that general outline, do you see that our approach
would in effect do what we think it. is going to do? How is this
going to work in an. operation type basis? Ilpw is this going to
work? .

Dr. KNOEREL. I am. not sure I am answering your.'question total-
ly, but I would think it would be' the understanding that' would
come From having to work together to develop a solid methodology
that 'would be important. I have found, for example, that physi-
cians don't always understand Blue Cross, and Blue Cross may not
understand physicians and neither may understand' other insur-
.ande agencies or the Government. If they all -had to sit down to-
gether and work on the goal for assessing a particular technology
understanding shoald result.

Senator QUAYLE., The example of the physicians and the insur-
ance companies, when you talk"about fragmentation, can you give
us another example of current fragmentation right now and how it
is somewhat confusing or that there is a lack of coordination?

KNOEREL. The American College of Cardiology, for example,
is approaching clinical decision analysis using the standard aca-
demic apprciach as promugated by the. Harvard School of Public
Health the technique is to determine whether a technology im-
proves the probability for a salutary outcome of a diagnostic or a
therapeutic program, so that it can be said that a technology con -
tributes to patient outcome in ems, of length of life, fpr example,
by "x" percent. It is not certai t insurance carriers understaal
that this is why physicians at the problem. Doctors- under-
Mend that; they will accept isions based on prpbabilitieti. They
will not accept a decision that is based purely on cost, That is, if a
carrier says we cannot afford a technology and, therefore we will
not pay for it, that is a fragmented approach. I don't think third
party, payers are understanding physicians and I don't think physi-
cians are understanding carriers. The result is unnecessary. con-
flict.

Senator QUAYLE. Dr. Maynard, it has been- suggested that the
private sector initiative boncerning technology. assessment be
housed within the Institute of Medicine, that that would be the
proper environment for it to get its origins. What would be your
comment on that, doing it within the TOM?

Dr. MAYNARD. I would state-, from the standpoint of the Ameri-
can College of Physicians, which bas been' very active in this area
for a long time that, yes, the priGate' sector must have an, ongoing
and 'important role with projects soch as our own clinical efficacy
assessment project,'but we see and believe that the focus of your
bill is to provide proper balance between the Federal and the pri-
vate sector. We believe, as others have said this fporning, that the

ly, within t pi 1'.t,..
miff ntozigOing rOle. Certain-., irFederal Govmr =:,

th tance, or coordination be-
tween these two groups can-be most propeily effected.
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Senator Qum' Li. Dr. Schwarz, let's just assume fdr the moment
that there would be. a disagreement on whether this would add
more duplication and perhaps more inefficiency. Let's just assume
that the 'Congress feels and the administration agrees that there
ought to be something done in the area of technology assessment.
What specific concerns would ypu have abort the Senate approach
anal the way we have set this Maybe you would like to com-
pare that to what the' House has done as far as a preference.

Dr. SCHWARZ. If I understood your question correctly, we don't
have any argument about the need. ,,,The question is method, and
your specific question is if this were fo.be implemented, what reser-
vations might we have relative to the way in which it would be im-
plemented.

We are not opposed to the form in which all groups who are in-
volved in technology assessment meet to comparenotes, strategize,
to participate in, creative thinking. We have, as I Mentioned in my
testimony, participated in such groups called consensus conferences
at NIH many times. There is a real value in it.

However, we would be very concerned if this Institute were to
become the sole and only guiding light in technology, assessment.
Why? Because, suppose our scientific experience, including my own
personal one, is that the best outcome when you have questions
about which there can be difference oftdpinion is that multiple
groups making the same experiment, tf you will, doing the same
assessment, and then comparing what the outcomes are. I think
that if this became a monolithic versus a multiple approach to the
analysis of a given new technology you might run the risk of get-
ting the wrong answer which would have far-reaching .adverse un-
plications.

I guess the second thing is that I would echo what we have heard
before and that is that $2 million, sir, will not go very far over a 7-
year period.*And I guess I would go further and say I am not opti-
mistic that the funds to make this run in the way it should run can
be raised with ready ease from the sources outlined, in your bill.
This year alone, the AMA is putting in in excess of $2 million into
technology assessment, both,clitetly into our DATTA program and
indirectly into our drug evaluation program which is a base fronf
which our DATTA program runs. The PROPEC budget proceed
for 1985 is $3.1 million. Hence, the amount of money in your bill I
think is simply not adequate for the magnitude of the undertaking
that you might like to carry out.

Third, I would go to a third concern and that is that if you have
such a panel, you want people on that council who have expertise,
who can make judgments, who have experience. I don't think that
necessarily excludes that they could simultaneously be represent-
ing the organizations which you have outlined, but I think that
that expertise is absolutely critical.

Those are three quick things that wqyld concern me.
Senator QUAYli.E. All right. I want to-Thank the panel very much.

We appreciate your participation and .input. We look forward to
working with you. Thank you very much.

The final panel we have today is Mr. Samuel and Dr. Eddy, and
we will have .some questions for the previous panel from Senator
Kennedy.
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Welcome, Mr. Samuel. Please proceed.

STATEMENT OF FRANK E. SAMUEL, PRESIDENT,. HEALTH
INDUSTRY MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION

M. SAMUEL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.. We. have a statement
wttletr I *assume can be put in the record for the hearing. I would
Pike to swinarize a few points quickly and emphasize Iv few points
that we tliit* ought to be taken into account when you are looking
at technology assessment overall. The points to be enlphaA.za,
relate to the extraordinary structural .changes that etre taking
,place in the health care system.

Page 2 of our statement -outlines the majorpoints that twe would
like to leave you with today. As it is now drafted, we think S. 2504
probably includes too much. To the extent that Congress thinks
that new technology assessment activities are necessary, we,,think
that the priorities ought to be more' clearly targeted in your bill.
Specifically, we feel that these authorities should be, at least in the
first few years of operation, limited to serving as a clearinghouse,
identifying assessment needs,, and developing and evaluating as-
sessment criteria and methodology. We think in each of those three
areas, there is a substantial role which is net being played now and
which could be played by some'entity.

The second point is that there are fundamentil changes under-
way in the health care system. They are drastically ehanging the
incentives of hosp pritals and other otriders to acquire and use tech-
nology. Frankly, this reduces the need for technology assessment as
a cost-reducing mechanism. In the past, the record may well show
that there has been too much utilization of technology. Fot the
future, however, we are concerned .that the danger may be that
there will be too little.

The last ppint is one which we offer for all those .who participate
in discussimis of technology assessment, and that is that technology
assessment means many things to many people. Fundamentally,
when you look at the estimates3,of health care savings which can be
achievedand those estimates rlin in the billions of dollarsthe
question relates to something that is not really technology. It is
really patterns of medical care, utilization, rates, and things, of that
nature, and even ethical values, which think are pretty far re-
moved from, if yoti will, a lay understanding of technology assess-
ment. It is very important that. we understand what technology is
and what assessment is before kve.set up mechanisms.

I am' going to focus now for just a few minutes on the structural
Changes that are in effect in the health care systim, because those
structural changes relate directly to the importance of cost effec-
tiveness analysis and to the frequency with which providers and
other groups are going to be doing their own technology assess-
ments. gasically, until a year ago,. the Federal programs said to
health care providers, medicare providers principally, we want
more, give us more. 'We will pay whatever it costs. fundamentally;
jusegive us more.

The signals are now drastically changed. They now say basically
give us less. The chief example of this, of course, is the hospital
prospVtive payment, systeM with its changed incentives for the
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providers. The. changed incentives will lead them tO lower. Their
costs per case, not incur additional costs per case.

Second, in addition tAthe hospital DRG systemn,- we see an effort
to avoid unnecessary liapital admissions in the first place. The
DRG system has its own way of doing that through the PRO. In.
the private sector, we see increased cost sharing, we 'see capitation
programs, and we see increased -use of alternate types of health
care. All three of these major phenomena contribute to keeping
people out of the hospital, so they never go in and never have the
hospital cost in the first place.

Third, we see a major societal interest in avoiding the necessity
for health care at all, increased emphasis on preventive care, such
things As the campaign of private citizens, and the Federal Govern-
ment against drunk driving, the awareness of the effects of smok-
ing, and certain other health and wellness programs.

In short, the combination of legiSlation and many 'other forces
are going to change attitudes toward utilization of medical care.
and utilization of technology drastically.

On pages 9 and 10 of our statement, we offer several quotes from
a for-profit hospital chain, nonprofit hospitaechain, and free-stand-
ing community hospital indicating that they are going to be taking
a much more critical look at technology, at its application and at
its utilization. If you look at the AHA's report of key trends in hos
pital adMissions and so forth; I think you can.begin to see a sugges-
tion that this is actually octuring. For example,. the I/list recent
available quarterly report from the ANA is that admITITons went
from-2.7-percent growth in fhe quarter ending February a year ago
to. a 3.1-percent decline in the quarter ending February of this
year.

Another factor is that admissions both for the over age 65 group
and the under age 65 group are declining. Admissions M. the age
group over 65 for the quarter ending February went from a 0.2-per-
cent decline in 1983 to a 4-percent decline in 198A. There is a de-
dine as well in the admissions for person§ over 65. It is unclear
whether those are atiributable to the winter or whether there is a
longer, more structutial impact.

Very significantly, I think, cost per case growth is slowing from
10.8 percent to 8.2 percent. Very significantly for our industry, and
I think for of technology utilization, noa-labor costs,
per case increases (inflation adjuited) slowed from 6 percent to 1.9
percent.

All of this suggests that the intentions of the hos'ital system to
use less technology probably will bear fruit. Consequently, technol-
ogy as a cost saver does not have nearly the same importance as it
did under the essentially cost plus system that we have had for
some time. Consequently, our concern is with promoting new tech--
nology, not in discouraging it, and we are Pleased that S. 2504 es-
tablishes that as one of its purposes.

In short, Mr. Chairman, we see the, health care system in a sig-
nificant period of pRofounq change. We think that affects the utili-
zaf ion of technology, its acquisition, the rate at which it is utilized,
"ana we hope that in,endoNing, in perpetuating any. federally in-
spired technology assessment efforf that this will betaken, into ac- .

.
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. STUNT, OW ricamp2S to4 ASSISSUBT .

Frank 5, Samuel Jr.
President

.8ealtb Industri Manufaciarers Association
N

Mm. Chairmen and Members of the Committee:

My name is Frank Samuel. 1 An President of the thoelthitedustryMenufacturers

reprasentiog;320 maolactersrA

a

3

Association (rmA), a esti:nal trade peSOMistion

od devict and diger:#*41 products.

I

IMODUCTIONpiti 61XASX: r

Let as liegin ibis* severti

In the! econouys

. .

( t.

chasecterietice of our industry and its role

o RIBA's membership **mounts foOkmore than 90 meant of dannaticilly eenu-
faceured devices and diagnostics and makme virtually every type of device and
diagnostic produtt on tie market today. Yet mast of our 320 members are

small. Tecoathirds have anneal sales of lei than $10 edllion.

o Developing medical products requires research investments --!nmestmente our
industry makes at a rats three times thi national average. dearly half the
respondents in a survey dens for the Food and DrunAdedniatration indicated
their company had introduced a significant innovation in the lett 10 yeass.1/
Reseac'th of this,kind pro es health cars products that, in torn, prodqcs
longer, healthier Livia fn., patients.

a '

o The industry's contributions eitend beyond health cars tt Small ampanies
create most new jobs in the *convey, V and this is pronounced in our Indus-
try,Nehere the FDA survey found thpt one-third of the reepondenta had entered

the market since 1976.

o, Finally, our industry is one of the few in the manufacturing sector that
generates a foreign trade surplus. The U.S. exports twine as many devices

and diagnnatic prBducts as it imports. This highly favorable balance of f

trade yields 15,000 yobs directly sod many more thousands indirectly.
i

1/ -"A Survey of.Madicel Device Manufacturers,'1 Louis Barris and Assedistes,

July 1982.
-

',).

2/ Between 1980 and 1982, small busineases generated the 984,000 net new jot*
in the United States (the 2.6 million new 'obi more than offsetting the 1.7

million slots lost by larger firms). The St to of Smell Business: Report

of the President, 1984, p. 25. And, accordidA to a survey by Dun 611red-
street, small companies will,scount for 2411 than half.the 3 m1111011 new
employees expected n6 be hired in 1984.
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The three points I want to leave with you iodaya4 chassis

ts AP'

A

t7,

. are skeptical of 04a necessity of $.2504. To the seat Congress author-
.

lies s technology essesaant institute, the $netitate's priorhies should be

targeted to complement notduilicate the current plUralletic isassammo

sdpieem This could km done by limiting tbo institute's authorities to amy-

l% as a claaringhouse\on existing infoiastioleon technolragy, identifying

assessment mods, and developing grad eveloirag assess criter4a and

sothodologies.

.

o Medicare pres;:ctive payment and private gectpr iraltiatifvel have tiiteftcally

changed the inpentives of hospitals, asking them mgre cost cousciouin the

acquisition of technology. This reduces the need for tissessms4p.t0 ftseisin

tethnology'o coste,srad brings Into sharp relief the necessity of limftiwg

assesseent's ',potential threat to iramtvition. "
v

.. I ..
o -ischnology,a0smissone ip many differsrat.things Jane by many different

k
x 1,

peoilerandgroups. The federal ggvartglet's.aosassmest prioritibould be to.
, . .

it help assure thet its own health cormynrchases Ito made wisely.- It should,

avoid a commitment tratec6nologyiessopssent that is open-ended and Ulnae-

9
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A. 0 ere Skeptical of the Need fot Lssisietiot f'
A- I al',

As .we explain later in our testimony, seeps 45 groups do Assessments.)
.

These.asaessole ranie front or to i tur2neas, tojevernsert aspen-

0 die.. t6. professional asseciatlous. HIM& believes $.2504s oriatian of

pn institute fbr Health Cars Technology Ass.ssment would *imply mark

the arrival of the 46th messes end enhance the Pospihillty'ofovalap

s
and duAlcaticis amnpg thos assessors,

'HIM also believes that if there is a true need for the Institute, if

could be formed by private groups (or a cevaluation of privsirand,

public groups) without legislation. 5.2504 would simply provide the

t
Institute with a 2 mill"on line of federal credit over tren years.

It in LeprobabIe that this level of federal financial support would

irdurg privae groups to do but they couldn't otherwfse do.
.

fs

The 45 assessors include Matsr 'neurone* ampoules that. finance

millions of dollars in health care benefits annually A $2 milli

liseiif federal &edit will rot be thelletermining factor as to .whather
.

private groups form a new sesessmentbody. If another assessment body

truly sakes sense, private groups could fora it now, without legisla-

j6111;jfil I,
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S. If an Institute is Created, Its Priorities Should be Carefully Targeted

.
If the Committee decides an Institute ii needed, the Institute-s

.

!ties ahoul,d he.carefully targeted. Specifically, the priorities

should coapleaent -- not duplicate -- the current plurtliscic ;seems-

mett system. They ihould try to sake he current system work better

'aZ more efficiently.

As currently drafted, 9.2504 would givir. the Institute biolui authorities

(Without direction as to priorities. HIP% believes the most woeful

authorities -- the ones chat yould do more to increase the current

system's efficiency -- are cohteined in bill sections 2(c)(I), 2(c)44

and 2(c)(5). These authorities should be the ;patience's prioirities,

and we discuss them below

k

.)o Section 2t (l) Information Clearinghouse

. -

Making existing information available on technologlea and technology

assessmenli could be useful. Disseminating this infompatige Ihgv-

larliand widely could help assessors learn of and benefit from the

....marklFttlieir counterparts in other organizations. (One potential

partner in this activity is the Motional Library of Medicine, which

has virtually every work on medical technology publisped in she

world.)

:.4v VOA ilqjlt
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O Section 2/90(4) -- Identifying Needs
.

From its clearinghouse activities, the Institute staff might /den-
.

tify needs in ;he. easessneen,t of technologies. This information, once

made available sio assessors, could encourage more productive

a
researoh altermativ4s.

o Section 2(c)p) -- Criteria andlethodologies

Finally, a potentially productive.function could belto delfelop and

evalwete assessment criteria a0 methodologies. This function

(which ha* been the subject. of OTA attention) could help assessas

'do a better job of assessment.

r

F.
a

For examLe, mcOq assessments putiort to measure cost-effectiveness.

But as the forme; head of OTA's Health end Life Division

heal noted, the techniques easel have "bignificant weaknedses," in

part, because they focus 'on factors that can be quantified, such as

death and financial cost, while tending to ignore nonquantitative

faceoNW, sue+ as @chide and equity." 3/ ,

Refining assessment criteria and methodologies might improve the

accurscy.of assessments and make them a more reliable gauge for

public and private decisions abby4..;echnologY.

t

By focusing on thee threpriorities outlined above, the Institute could

avoid duplicating the work of asseeaors.and -- at the same time --
a

ar
might,help make assessments more informed, relevant, and acavate.

3/ -t'sivg Coverage Policy to ,C 'Medicare Cost," by H., David Banta, page r0

137, from Proceedings of t Nerence on the Future of Medicare, House

Ways and Means Committee, 1
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II. THE RESTRUCTURED PAYMENT SYSTEM HAS REDUCED THE NEED FOR COST CONTROL
TECHNOLOGY ASSOSMEWS

Much of the current attraction of technology assessment Jelin-coot-saving

potential. But that expectation ignores major changes that are occurring

in health care financing.

In testimony threi years ago, HIMA told Magnets:

Many of the problems allegedly linked to the development of nem
sedical4echnologies -7 rieing health cafe costs, irrational
utilization of services, unallocated capital tquipment 1- are
symptom* of the current system for financing and delivering
care. These problems cannot be solved by regulating ?r assess-
ing technology; they require fundamental-agate= festructuring.

TRe restructuring is mall underway. Part of 'it is called Medicare pro-

.

sportive payment. Maw beginning to be a reality for many hospitals, it

seems around the corner for.physicians, long-term care institutions, and

.other providers. 4/
.f

/he point is that technology assessment shoOld not be directed to solving

yesterday's problems. Insteadum should focus on today's problemsF-

much as reconciling stringent cost controls wish tIs need for innovation

end quality health care.

4/ Nov financial incentives are not limited t904edicare. The private sector is
repleta,vith sechamisus that have effects bisilar to thosq intendedtfor
DEC., such preferred provider organisations and HMOs.

.
7
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A. N Incentives Kean Substantial Changes for Roepitalit

Prospective pirmeot's enactqent last April meant arees change for

hospitals, locus of 40 percent of health care costs end srajority of

whet can be termed1;medical technology." no matter the defini-

to?

Under the cos; reimbursement system now being s e out, hospitals

had po incent;ve not to delivsy eScelsive services overuse
'

p roduct and procedures. But prospective payment's incentives are

re

exactly the opposite.

By paying fixed prices for specified diagnoses, prospective payment

gives hospitals incentives to limit the cer provided to that truly

Peceolary to the patient. And the tendency to over-admit will be

monitored and controlled by Peer Review Organliations (PRO.),and, more

effectively, will be discouragekty the increasingly successful

efforts of payor especially in the private sector -- to avoid

hospitalisation altogether.

Inherent i these new incentives are strong biases against overuse of

products and. procedures and. more broadly, against products and pro-

cedures that raise' costa. Development and diffusion will also be

8
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affected, since procpectivs payment --

' .1,111 !Antrim* hospitals' decisions to,adopt new emdical,
products or procedures end say therefore alter the rate
eau direction of, technological chaage in lardicius. S/

B. Hosyits14s Are RempOwaiAg to the Nev System

;

irospectiva paysant's saaeage has not been lost on hospitals. _Meyrs

movrog aggreisively to respond to the new incentives.

5'

At the Si bOspit:Is_owcad by
limlana Inc., "tochaologlii will bd

selected rhich increase affitimpcy,
decrease coats, and are safe and

efficacious," according to Paulette Lankford, Ph.D:, until recently the
4

ti hospital chain's Director of Technology Assessment. Through its foetal
AV

, technology assessment program, Human% is looking
for products sad pro-,aw

cedures that are 4014 productive and
lass invasive and that reduce

lengths of stay and labor
expenses. Manufacturers 'most demonstrate

4
very clearly the cost eftectivenalm

of their productta," Lankford has"

not ad.

f.

Similar steps are uaderway at intersountein Health Care, Inc., a chain

of 23 non -profi hospitals that has established a.new department to

respond to prApective paympi.
Intermountaies President, Scott

(
.

5/ "Diagnosis Related Croups (IMMO and the Medicare Piogram: Implications for aMedicarTechnology; A Technical Memorandum,' Office of Technology Assess-
ment, July 19$3, p.6.
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Parker, has said that prospective payment's consequeaces "cannot be

minimised," observing:

[H]ospitals are realizing that in'the future, est
meet and higher test volumes w111 no longer be success-

ful formula .. It could'be the worst thing to o, to buy

that piece of equipment and increase the uumber,of
procedures.

IP*

Hospitals not associated with chains are taking similar steps to

satisfy prospective payment's bottom line demands. Providence Memorial

Hospital in El Paso, Texas, for example, is purchasing generic suc-..,

plies. Ctintrasting prospective payment with cost reimbursement, Provi-

dence Vice President Tom Lawson has 'Sid that today -all purchases 'asset

be characterized by not how etch revenue they will generate, as done

the past, but what it will cost the hospital.* 6/

Available ¢ats suggests these kinds of actions by hospitals are having

positi e effects. For example, the rate,of increase in the cost per

e inpatient case was 8.7 percent in the period November 1983 to January

1984c compared to 11.6 percent in the period qoveeher 1982 to February

1983.

die Alpo know that Annufacturers are restructuring the may they market

their.produets. Under prospective payment, manufacturers are increas-

ingly emphasizing cost - effectiveness backed up by hard data.

I

6/ Complementing the initiatives of the hospitals themselves is a technology
series published by the American Hospital Association. Drawn from more than

70 journals, the series reports assessments on new and existing technolo-

gies.
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Consider what the new incentives mean for c iiothonccic surgery. For

patients with appropriate indications, hpspi t als now have incentives to

encourage physicians to use coronary angioplasty instead of byilass

procedures. In this non-surgical proceiure, a pi Wan inserts

"balloon" catheter into the patient's.artery, steers the catheter to

Ow) obstructed coronary artery, theninilatas the balloon, opening the

bloc kage. On average, angioplasty costs $5,000, about a fifth of the
I

cost of the surgery, with a shorter recupereeion psriod'and fewer work,

days lost.
4

Hospitals are not the only ones with an interest in the cost-

effectivenessAfproducts and procedures. ,P1Cy supply another layer of

review, focue.ing in part on the one significant most- raising incentive

prospective payment gives hosplials: the incentive to increase :Weds-

stone: Newly constituted'and directed since prospective payment's,

enactment, PROs will also review procedures associated with higher

*dela/ion rates -- or otherwise designated for special scrutiny.

For example, PROs will review bypass surgery, the procedure Veterans.

Administration study said was overused. For many cases, the surgery

will not be performed on an elective basis unless a PRO first approves

the procedure as reasonable, medically necessary, bud appropriate for

.the patient. Other high-volume procedural will be out:jeer to PRO

review before an admission or before the procedure is performed.

p
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PROs will also try to contrortosts by reviewing physician practice

patterns, diagnostic information for randomly selected patients. "every

permanent cardiac pacemaker implantation or reispiantation prone.

dura," 7/ and cases with ertraordinaty costa or lengths of-stay.

'The sigoificant point is that prospective palmier is revolutionising

the way health cars providers approach product unit costs and utilisa-

tion rates. They are aggressively conducting their own costcontrol

reviews, reducing the mad for such reviews else:idlers as a seam of

controlling Medicare costs. And, as discussed below, prospective

payment is based on historical data that unless updated -- say not

allow new technologies to be integrated into the proeiectivi paysent

wires.

;

C. prospective Payment Rigklighte The Need to Limit Technology

AsSesseentrs Potentiel Threat to Innovation

innovation is a remarkably fragile process that spina from the thread,

of new ideas the, fabric.OT improved diagnosis and therapy. It can be

easily damaged by unnecessary obstacles.

4ft Manufacturers decide to produEe a new product -- and investors decide

to.back new producti -- only after weighing the research expenses

against the prospects for market acceptance. Premature, slay. or

7/ Request for Proposal (RFP NO. HCF/e44015), "Operation of Utilization and

Quality Control Peer Review Organization," p.,16.

r
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otherwlos inappropriate technology assessment can quickly have an

.impact far beyond the factof individual Gases. By adding time and

cents to the research and developeent process (a process already

extended by FAA review of products), technology issue:ant can compound

the technical, clinical, andcregu,latory battisrs firms already face,

adding to development coots.: Boos important innovations, particularly

those with small initial markets, won't be able to meet.those added

Costs. t (

.es

Wore importantly, technology assessment cap have. adverse effects on the

psychology of innovators because it can significantly 441foreais the

uncertainty of success fot a new product.

ProepActive payment brings all this into sharp relief. It has so

changed hospital incentives that today's problem is not one of J

rqgtraining tschndlogylo costs -- the major impulse of assesemen0 --

but of integrating new technology into the prospective payment system.

That is especially important for procedures and products whose benefits

are difficult for individual hoepitile to afford under the historically

belied prospective payant methodology, but which will achieve health

care system efficiency. -

An exempla of such a procedure is implantable infusion pump treatment
6

for cancer, cardiovascular diseases, and diabetes. Take the tr./anent

for liver cancer. An infusion pump is implanted below the skin to

13
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deliver seel,l, preset doses of chamotherapestic,drugs to this cancerous

tissue. gy targeting the liver through th'S hepatic artery, the pump
A

minimises the well-known s'UliNifect: and adverse reactions, such as

nausissa and ts'Air 1pss. commonlygeseociated With chemotherapy.

This allows gitients to work And lead more noreal lives.

- 4 1.

Not, only that, uselo, the pimp eaves money by redAtieg hospital &dais-

,

' *ions. After the pump is iaplaoted,, drugs oho be added to the pump on

an outpatient basis and thigictient need not return to thehosptial.

In contrast, Conventional t'resiment requires repeated and expensive

hospital stays. One study found that the averaj castoper day for

patients treated conventionally was $559, cdepared to $113 for p atients

treated with the pussy.
0 1

Deepite the new treatment's ecomasic advantages, hOwAr, prospective

payment disEourageehoepitals "from adopting it. Thislis because the

$3,000 price of the'pump could cause the coat of cars for any one
4 ,

hospital admission to exceed the relevant prospectiVepareent price.

Yet fever admissions and shorter stayi are Atactiy the b:nalits sought

by government and privet, cost control measures: But,'..becausse rele-

vent prospe ctive payment prices cause a loss for the hospital, there is

no incentive for the product to be bought.

1'
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This is a fundamental point:

of prospocrive payment not to

ceduree that,cost more in thr

. # 4

One of today's problems is the tendency

realise the long-term saving, of pre-

short term. And today's danger
*

toe much; that there will betheri will be too little innovation, not

too little ability to improve the quality of

beneficteries, not too muc' ability.

care for Medicare

Let mks make nee final observation about the infusioepump. Despite it*

medical advantages, it initially received ao adverse Medicare coverage
.411"

recommendation. Though it was ultimately recommended for !cars

.coverage, the treatment was deemed experieental to the Apiginal Public

tHealth Service evaluation -1- even though it had beau gpprovsd by FDA.

That is a telling *Ample of the delays and complexities of Ins

products and procedures. These factors can significantly, istpede inno-

vation and delay better quality medical care for Medidare beatific!-

cries.

And let's not forget tact bed, uninformed, or inaccurate assessments

seen patients will not be treated with those 418-proved products. Poor

assessments Oo not yield simply conceptual results; they tranaletennto

less care or fewer treatments for the elderly.
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"TSCHNDIfOGY ASSIfSinnT" in 03 SIMMS TRW

Underlying the comments we make above are several' fundamental points about

technology and technology assessment.

A. Wet is Technology

Technology can seen a Variety of things end processes. The tern hail at

least three definitions:

9 The Product Definition; A product -- whether or not novel that

' is used in conn.ction with a medical procedure. Some diecuesione

define technology more narrowly to mean a novel, stet's-of-the-art
4

product.

a

A

a
o The Procedure Definitions A radical or surgical procedure, includ-

ing the product.' usabut extending as well to the techniques of

the health cars professional in using products. Coronary7arte'ry

bypass surgery, 'tor exempla, could not be performed without surgical

instruments. But bypass technology is not simply the instruments

it includes use of the ibstrumente, training, and skill that ashes

:their use crestive.*

161
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The Medical Care Definitions The totality of products, procedures,
re- .

knowledge, and systems employed to diagnoss'and treat illness. pj

0 !'

It is important to delineate these definitional differences so that.

when we assess ,techoology" we know whether we are assessing products,

prdkedurss, orf usiacal ears,

S. What is

The definition of "ffssessumnt' is slim imprecise.

Assessment?

f.
.$ 4

.3-
,,

00
VeriOus people and groups need and U94 different kinds of

1 'wee

on msdicaOstochnologiss insurers for coverage in rsimbu

doctors for improving their practices,'Ind regulators for sada/ ring

%public programs. Assessment refers to the usthods,these pdopli and

groups ose'to gather and analyse information on technology

o First, therm are different kinds o-f'mssesspantk. They ranger' from a

.sinple search of the gterature On a tahooiOgy to -"comprehensive
I*

policy research.' 9/ Aliens 100.1, assessment is compiling a ing

information. At another, it is analysing the information is '

through anything from rough estimates to 'sophisticated

8/ The Implications of Cost-Effectiveness Analysis of Medical Technology,"
Office of Technology Assessment, August 1980, p. 191.

9/

411

"Technology Asigssment and Policy Making,' by R. David Rants, p. 23, from
Resources foirehlth; Technology Assessment /or Policy Making, 1982:

17
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coeputer-beeld maohematical programmIng.:410/ Finally, assessment

can includellactually collecting new data, such as through randemised

clinical trials.'

.ou

hone of those "kinds" pf seesmetms Gerry any pecific meaning as

to thew purpose7 of the activity.

o 'In"fa;1_, thing are.many purposes for assessments: floes

assessments determine whether Jocedure is part of the package of
4

service for,.hich Medicare will pay.- This is done by LA National
,

6anterfntimil.thgervicdtaascuratms10.Amongthe criteria used
Ste

by Wligg'fi such evaluations ere safety and effectiveness the

6 latter critprio defined to mean w*ptttvo procedure has medical.

value when tinder actual or overage conditions.

4

ti

Deterninillthe safety andoeffectivenetvofpriducts is the sole

purpose of"FDA evaluations, But for FDA purposes, "effectiveness"

mane something differeillt,.- whether a product perform as intended

by its-manufacturers under the intended conditions of use. To

clarify the analysis further, the term "efficacy" is sometimes used
-

to, mean "effectiveness" ip the FDA sense.

10/ "The 14plications of Cost -Effectiveness Analysis of:Medical Teahnology,'
OTA, p. 18.
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Soul aseesaments are designed only to evaluate coat effectiveness.

'Ihe Cost Effectiveness of Stopping Preterm Labor with Seta?

Adrenergic Treatment" is a recent exasple'of the many technolRgy

assessasnts reported in the New lIngland Journal of Medicine. In

1980,1the Congressional Office .of Technology Assessment (OTA) leaned

an entire report entitled ,"The Implications of Costliffectivenass

e .
alysis of Medical Technology" (which found tat methodological and

her limitations mean this fore of analysis should not be relied

upon too Really).

Another brand of assessment ittolves determining medical appropri-
.

stamp*. -- that is, stun certain procedures should be med. These

are conducted by physicians as part of the twain science of medicine

end communicated through health knots, symposines, and professional

journals.

Yet other assessments have wide-ranging intentions, life MI/ Vi

asetssment of the "pdtantial legal, ethical, social, political.

medical, and economic Leplications"of usi:Vicroprocassor+based

devices erW diagnostics. And s relesively nee type -- performed by

PRO. -- is aimed at assuring quality hospital care under proapective

p ayment., as well as guarding against excessive admissions.

a

19
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o Along with the variety of ainonsponF, and the varieti-of purposes,

there is myriad of groups.' lorganizations.A.end indivicla who con-

duct evaluation' of technology.
,

As the former Director of the National Center for Health Care Tech-

nology tilOked at a Congremionalphearing in March, 43 entitle"

assess &Analogy in one way. r another. ii

A 10°1°4
Who does ft? ,The Equitable Inessrance Cnmpany done. So do the FDA,

N.

the Anirican Medical Association, =SR, Alue,Croee/Illue Shield, the ..

4 .0

natio Inatitans of Health, the Americaullospital Mutilation,

''i1div7doctors, 'medical research centers, and a, host of. others.

.4
In fact, each Of what the multitude of medical journals publish are

reports of practitioners to their pears on assessmenel

procedures. The Now England Journal of Medicine, which I sent ed,

is among ohs most prominegt..

C. Federal Government Assesssents

As noted above, the'm ad,,,f groups that doss assessments incluWos the
.

itfears' goverment. H believes Tonal assessment risgurCes should be

II/ Statement by Seymour Ferry, M.D., before the House Select Coanittes on

Aging, March 15; 1984%

Y
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targeted to a key purposes Helping assure that the federal goveramena

makes its own health cars purchases wisely. .

To do that, priority should 4e accoried following areas where uhf

federal government has a direct financial

/ p Assessments incident to Medicare cove decisions -- HCIA decides
o vbr

some Medicare coverage issues on a na9ional baste. Before waking is

adaldecision on eome.cf" these issue., HCFA ask" MUSA for a raceme

tion 4n/whether the technology shIsuld be covered. MISR assesses the

S 4..

safety.nd effectiveness of the technology' incident to formulating

CIits recommends n.

o AmOssements dent to updstigg end rot/ail:mating #edica re prospec
.

give payment _prices and classificatiOns it.,;11MS Secretary, after

considering recommendations of the Prospective Paymeet Assessment

Coemission, must periodically update and recalibrete Medicare pro
.,

"potties parsont prices and classifications. In salting adjustments,

the Secretary and Coerission must consider (among *then things) new

technologies. A

o Assessments incident to other federal'purchases of health care --

The federal government also purchases health care under Medicaid,
../

Veterans Administration, CHAMPOS, and other programs.

te
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Tha point in all of this is to reinforce the fact that there is no

#ingle thing or process as technology assessment. Separating the

various components .o,f 414244141114ftt is essential in deciding what it is

want an Massosment body to do, %tat its qualifications'and powers

sbnuld.tm, what standards should maasurseiv oncosts, and what it's

going to cost.

Confusion over what tethaojogy assessment is contributes to the belief

pahacas for cost control. In fact,

ivies are *arcing assealmant lass important

41
4

by some that assessaant is

powerful(nsw financial ions

as a COot COntiimment tool.

46*
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IV. CONCLUSION: WC SHCHID Dgsios A SYSTEM THAT MEETS TODAY'S WEDS AND
TOMORROW'S CMALLENCES

4

As anvasociation of senufacturei:s, we Bei a changed i'nd changing world..
W. see prospective payment as.: significant step in controlling costs.' We

41.

sec a pluralist ealth care sector in lich assessments Sr. done by

myriad organ artona And we see also 'Waling over the very terms at
,-/

the basis of this discussion.

e

What ae need Its an evaluation Process that deals ',lib today's problems ar91

tomorrow's challenge., 'not the problems . world gone by. Let's not

duplicate what already exists or try so fix a probles that is no longer

t here. -./

allb
Today'a problems include aakiag prospettivs payment work bstt They

'
include aseunin that quality treatments are available to pa ents

include cocoas, gips not discouraging thelinnovation process that
. 6

pnaaisia great strides not just in quality, but in coat contains as
---

*

veil.

1
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ggDNS FROWSENATOR KENNEDY FOR FRANK E., SAMUEL.JE. .

,DENT, MALTS INDUSTRY MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION

1. We have heard that the halth industries should be primarily
responsible. for technology assessment and sponsorship. What

assurances do we have that the obvious confilit of tetereet

would not be reflected in reporting outcotaes and recomeendations7

A: We, ourselves, have not stated, and do not believe that thehealth
ppoduct manufacturing industry should be primarily responsible for

technology assessment. (As t technology sponsorshAD, however, if,

that means sponsoring the de lopmeni of new technology, then we.

simply don't know any other y of doing 13.1.

In the first instance, such of the data supporting anew technol-

ogy wall come from academia and other research centers. It will'

be used to convince a government regulatory agency, usually FDA,
thatthe new product in question is safe anteTfective for market
ing. Thereafter, and concomitantly, another,form of technology
assessment will take place -- directed essentiallyvat utilization
and proper conditions, indications or subjects for use. This is
an ongoing process for most technologies, involving parts of the
entire health provider community and reported in the medical and
health research literature, and occasionally focused on a formal
technology assessment process. 'Almost always these formal.tech-e
nology assessments are conducted by government or private payorsf.
not by product manufacturers. ,

Medicare prospective paPment and private cost control programs --...1.

significantly fhcresse the incentives to evaluate technology,ri'.
tically, perhaps tdo critically. %bat and private cost control.
mechanisms are making hospitals and other providers cost-conscious
in the acquisition and use of technology precisely the end_

technology assessment is intended to achieve.

On pages 7-12 of our statement, we discuss the new incentives, how
hospitals are respondibg to the incentives, and data suggesting
hospital actions are having positive effects. That part of the
statement also touches, on the important role of PROs in evaluating '

technology.
,

2. Can you provide us hth som instpnces when the producer pf a

Ls
health technology o the cr aYlr of a medichprocedure has rec-

ommended that it 'no longer used because of concerns shout its

economic cost, cost-effectiven s, efficacy or ethical reserxs-

tions?

A: Medical products are removed from the market continually because

of replacement by products that are more efficacious, less costly .,

or more acceptable to patients and providers. The proceed typi-

cally. is a joint one between developers and buyers whe through'

experience, decide the benefits are not worth the costs, or that

new substitutes provide iglatively greater efficacy or other

benefits.

119
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3. What incentives are there for manufacturers of health technology
. to asiestimla effectiveness, cost effectiveness, social impact,

etc. of its products as they are applied in the system and what
incentives do they have to disseminate their findings, especial-"
ly When they are negative?

A: When health care providers -- especially hospitals -- are ex-
tremely cosOconsciols, they put pressure on suppliers, including
health technology Bu pliers.

`The same incentives that encourage providers to look for cqpt-
effective products encourage manufacturers to developSthem. As
manufacturers develop products, they conduct, internal reviews to
ensure that the cost-effectiveness requirdeentaof patients anfl
providers are met. Similarly, manufacturers will conduct opeilse
tional assessments of effectiveness and othir criteria because --
again -- the product must satisfy the needs of patients and pro-

. viders.

pn page 11 of oup statement, we highlight the balloon'catheter and
its use in Cbtonary.ingioplaky -/ b cost-effective procedure that
can substitute fak eardlothoraelc surgery. And on pages 12-15,
we discuss the implantable infusion pump, which is a cost-effee-
tive alternative to traditional chemotherapy treatment for liver
cancer.

In the new cost-conscious environment, manufacturers increasingly
will develop products Like the balloon catheter and implantable'
infusion pump. And in the.processrof developing these products,
manufacturers will assess on thg basis of cost-effectiveness,
effeetiveness, and other factors important to patients and pro-
viders. And in the cost - conscious environment, the absence of
positive cost-effectiveness dr other important factors will be
obvious and have a negative impact on product acquisition.

h

4. When ivate industty does engage in health technology
assess nt, does it also share the results with competing
firms?

A: ManufaCturing firms do not generally share results of internal
assessments. To do so, would be at odds with notions of compe-
tition and innuyation ---,Witch fuel development of new products.
More significant, though, is what other parts of the health care
system -- providers -- 6 with the results of technology assess-.

ments.%

As I noted abov-Whealth care providers, especially hospitals,
have strong incentives to evaluate technologies and to adopt those
that are cost-effective.

Certainly hospitals within a system or chain share information.
fiur statement, on pages 9-12, speaks to the evaluation of technol-
ogy in such situations, using both a non-profit chain and a for-
profit chain as illustrations.

Particularly relevant is the footnote on page 10 on the American
4iospital Association's technology series. This series'reports to
hospitals the results of assessments of new and existing technol-
ogies,

, .
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5. If there is a sharing of research results industry-Wide, what
incentive is there for one company to initiate research? Why
would it not choose to wait for others to make that.investmentl,

A: Industry does not share certain kinds of research results (sharing
r this kind of information would blunt the incentive to Ahovate).

Of course, the scientific literature reports on much research that
underpins'and relates to HeveloOmental work of thie.kind. How-

ever, early success with an innovation requires haying information
of significant benefit for the technology in case early adopters '

idishlto use it. Typiearly, this information diffuses to potential
competitors soon after the product experiences early market accep-
tance. The potential for this rapid diffusion of information on

new technolbgies to result in competitive product development (and
the attendant,blunting of innovational incentives) is critical in
this prospective.payment enviroftmelet. Preserving the incentive to.

Lenotrate will mend that the prospective payment systems be flexi-
ble towards a epting new .developments and the DRC prices, kept as
current as po Bible. Technology assessmentJor Medicare coverage
anrconseque ARC recalibration must avoid deley.so the recall-
bration lags short as possible.

6. We have heard that technology assessmenit can retard innovation.

Is it not the case that objective, carefully implemented research
assessing technology can enhance the adoption of efficacious and

safe health care innovation?

I I

A: It is possible, but unlikely.

On pages 12-15 of our statement, we make a number of observatio0
about how assessment can affect innovation. As we point out,
assessment -- even if done as well as your question assumes --
compounds the technical, clinical, and regulatory barriers firms

already face.

Assessjent can do two things. First, it can mean additional de-
velopment costs -- costs some smaller firms may not be able to

bear. Second, and more significantly, assessment can cause an
adverse effect on the psychology of the innovator. s is

because it adds uncertainty to.a product's success.

So even if an assessment is performed as carefully as your ques-
tion suggests, it can still generally pose barriers to innovation.
For specific products, the right kind of assessment might indeed
be helpful. These products are likely to be those which increase
short-term costs, but achieve long-term posts or quality benefits.

Our final point is that itiois unlikely an assessment, will be per-
formed that carefully. The statement on page 15 notes that the
implantable infusion pump treatment for liver cancer was the sub -

ject of a faulty Medicare coverage assessment-- later corrected.
This is ansexample bf the delays and complexities of assessment
-- factors that militate against carefully performed assessments.

1.21
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A
7. Do you have any illustrations of how health technology assessmentsin the past, such as.acIivities of the NCHCT, undermined innova.-

tion of potentially useful products or procedures*?

A: I think the best example to date is noted on page 11 of our testi-mony relating to the implantable infusidn pump. Further, theauthority-of the NCHCT to compile an "emerging technology list"caused 0 good deal of uncertainty within industry regarding itspossible use as a barrier to entry.

R. Do you think that it is important for the federal government
to substeetially increase ite$ammitment to health technology
assessienT. or do you think it should beigonducted

11
exclusively

by the private sector?
.

A: The answer lies dmewhere betweet the alternatives stated in your
question.

e'er
A.145

The private sector plays a strongwrole in onducting technology
assessments. Private essessdts include such diverse groups as the'

tEquitable Insurance Company, American Medical Association, Ameri-
can Hospital Association, the American College of Physicians meth-
Leal research centersvand individual doctors.

The private sector's, role should be complemented by carefully
targeted federal assessments. Specifically, federal assessments
should be targeted to a key Putfmtset Helping Assure ,that. the.
federal government makes its own his th,care purchases wisely.

4To do that, priority. should be accor Ad the following areas Where
the federal government has a direct fAnancial stakes

.. .-A..

o Assessments incident to Medicare covtrage decisions -- That:
. Health Care Financing Adignistration-(HCFA) decides some Medi-

* care coverage issues on a national basis. Before making its
decision on some of these issues, UCFA asks the National Center
for Health Serviced Research (NCHSR).for a recommendation on
whether the technology (usually a procedure) should covered.
NCHSR assesses the Safety and effectiveness's:If the to logy
incident to formulating its recommendation.

o.40essments incident to updating and recalibrating Medicare
prospective payment prices and classifications -- The HMS Sec-
retary, after considering recommendations of qe Pr ctivc
Eayment AssessmenttCommission, must periodically tpt7N: and
recalibrate Medicare prospective payment prices and claasifi-
cations. In making adjustments, the Secretary and Commission
must consider (among other things) technological advances.

o Assessments incident to other federal purchases of health care
-- The federal govei'nment also purchases health care for bene-
ficiaries of Medicaid, Veterans Administration, CRAMFUS, and
ther programs.
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QUESTION PROM SENATOR CRASSL.EY FOR.FRANK E. SAMUMAJK:
FRES1OAT4NALTH 016DAWY MAWIlloActfURERS 4SSOCIATION

Some witnesses stated that the:federal government should be able
to make sound decisions with respect to reimbursement of various
health care technologies. I think xou also said as much in your
statement.

f;

.

Would you agree with the position token by Dr. Brandt, to tHe

- -effect that any edOitional need in this area of the federal gov-
ernmefit can be met through use of the results of private sector
assessment activities? Or would you say that the federal govern-

. ,swot's owe internal capacity in the technology assessment area
.needs to be enhanced?

A: We think fhat Congress should mostly enhance the federal govern-
, meet's authority to determine whether it *hould-parfor-technolo-

gies under its own programs -- such tas Medicare. We. support'

strengthened capacity for the Natiolal Center for Health Service*
Research (NCHSR) M#10.car,e coverage assessments go that Urge
assessments can ,e one promptly end openly.

To the extent yaur questi4 is directed toward assessments not
performed in connection wish federal programs, we do not see a
federal role. On pages 4-6 of our, statement, though, iris out

that if there is to be expanded,fediral support for ass =ants

not involved with gbvernment payment programs in this era; there
are three activities that would complement the current pluralistic
asseagbent systet. Those activities are serving as an information
clearinghouse, identifying assessment needs, and developing and
evaluating assessment criteria and methodology.

Senator QUAYLE. Thar* you. f
Dr. Eddy.

STATEMENT OF DR. DAVID M. EDDY; DIRECTOR, CENTERS FOR
HEALTH POLICY RESEARCH AND EDUCATION, DUKE UNIVER-
SITY

Dr. EDDY. Thank you, Senator Quayle.

lio have Ph.D in engineering,
First, I should describe my biases. .I

specializing t-ef-
m a physician trained in

surgery. I a
fectiveness a3lalysis and technology assessment. So, I suppoSp I p-
resent those who do technology assessments and who work with or-
ganizations such as those you have just. heard from, 'to help them
design policies. -

I prepared a written statement, but much of it has already been
covered by previous speakers. Perhaps the most useful thing I cart
do at this time is to address some of the specific, points that were
raised in previous discussions.

First, I want to restate the importance of technology assessment.
It is important we 41 understafid the magnitude of the problem we
face in medicine today. We all know that costs are rising. We all
know that choices will have to be made. In order to make those
choices, we must have better:information or we are gqing to jnake
mistakes.
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As I believe Dr. Knoebel 'said, a technology assessment is done
every time a physician thinks about the pros or cons of a particular
procedure for a particular patient, or renderS an opinion about how
a patient should be managed. There is no question that we are
doing and will . continue to do technology assessments. The only
question is how well.

Unfortunately, I do not think they are being done verf well.
There is a tremendous amount of room for ,improvement. Start
with the fact that we have very little information about just how
much a procedure can be expected to improve a person's health,
the procedure's 'risks, its costs, and so forth.

Beyond that, analyzing the value of a 'procedure can be a very
complicated problem. There are many different factorq that relate'
in complicated ways, and it can be extremely difficult to sort them
-all out. Unfortunately physfeians, who have traditionally been the
ones to conduct technology' iissesstnents, are in general poorly

. trained for this task'. They might be very well trained in surgery or
some othermedical.specialty, but they may not be well trained in
probability Theory, economics, mathematics, computer science, and
'other sciences that' are needed to assess medical technologies.

By and large we now rely on a consensus process for assessing
medical procedures. However I. do not believe this is nearly ade-

',quate. The consensus process is vulnerable to oversimplification,
errors in reasoning, and obvious such 10 financial and pro-
fessional biases.

I do not think there is any doubt that we do not yet have an ade-
quate system for assessing medical technologies. If you doubt thi
you c at ask the next physician you .see .about a perso
health, lem, to state the numbers that describe the v a
diagnost test ot treatment he or she is about to order for you.
Simply ask the physician how 'that particular. procedure will
change the chance of a cure or smile other outcome that is impor-
tant to you. 'Do not be satisfied with generalizations such as

impor-
tant
believe the test is valuable in cases like yours," ask for the num-
bers, and see what answer you get. All you will, probably elicit is a
severe sense of discomfort,because, in fact, most jghysicians don't
really know these numbersthe information simplir does not exist.
Sit in on any NIH consensus conference and listen to the informa-
tion that is being used as the basis for the decisions.

What all this means is that we are ptobably.rm.king some big
mistakes. Those mistakes, I fear, are translated into lost lives and
lost dollars. I do not believe that as a society we really appreciate
the magnitude of these mistakes.
'I personally believe thitt the loss is measured in the tens of bil-

liws of dollars and terse of thousands pf live a year. To medicare,
the. financial loss is on the order toof $5 $10 billion a year. ,

What does this mean for a Federal effor# in technology_assess-
ment? First, I think it means that the effort ought to be big. The

numbers I have heard are not nearly large enough. This may itot
be politically feasibl ut I believe this area easily 'deserves and
could support. an e on the order of $100 million a year. We
spend $;:? to $10 billi &Ong research and developing new technol-
ogiesp It unity makes sense to put some money ,into the last step in
the process which determines how that research information
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should be translated into an actual improvement in a person's
health. While the existing efforts in the private sector are lendable,
I do not betieye they are nearly sufficient to correct the problem.

With respect to Senate bill S. 25044 appreciate the concerns
that led to its development, but I see several problems that I think
you might want to consider. First, .1 am not convinced that the ex-
istence 'or a board of directors and the,existence of a line of credit,
or even a grant, is the 'major barrier to the creation gf a coordinat-
ed public-private sector enterprise. The people who are doing tech-.
nology assessments cane get together right now if they wanted to.
There-are a relatively small number of them. They all 'know each
other. They all have telephones. They, probably even meet on the
golf course every now and .then. Th9, could establish a board of di-
rectors in 3 days if they put their minds to it. (

I also do not think 'that $2 million is the stumbling- block. The
larger groups now doing technology assessments largel' by con-
sensescould.come up with that much money if they chose to` The
third-Rirty payers alone pay out billions of dollars a year in claims,
$2 million could be collected' if the motivation existed So my first
concern is that this particular bill does not address the main bar.
riers.

I am also concerned about the nature of the board. It should not
, .

. be composed of people who have a financial or professional stake in
the outcome. Representatives of the professional and corporate as-
sociations can sit on advisory committees, but the board ought to 'lb
be composed of representatives of the people who live or die by how
a technology is used, and 'people who know how technologies are
astiessed.

Finally, I believe the bill blurs the lines ,between `public versus
private control. The act stipulates in detail the Institute's govern-
ance and mission and even sets' the honoraria of the board, but
haves it up to the Institute to de the work and to raise the money.
I wonder, if the Board wanted to change the Institute's mission
'slightly, would it-have to turn to Congress to change the 'act?

Finally, I believe that the effort is too small.
In summary, I think we all 'agree that there are imports t roles

for both the private and public sectors, but I ain not convinced that
we need to think only in terms of joint public-private agency. If it
is coordination we want, that could easily exist without creating a
jointly 'funded agency. In fact, the public already sponsors many
private sector activities, and people in the public sector already sit
on the boards of private organizations. People in the private sector
sit on advisory boar4 for public ncies, and in fact do much of
the work, review proposals, appr e concepts, and in many cases,
move in and out of private sect jobs. So, tie coordination tetween
the public and private sectors is possible without a jointly spon-
sored agency. -

In terms of a new effort in the public sector I prefer creating a
new Federal agency comparable to. the National Institutes of
Health, Food and Drug Admihistration or National Center for
Health Services Research and Development. I frankly am not as
discouraged about the products of the National Center for Health
Care Technology [NCHCT] as others appear to be. If the main prob-
lem was that their analyses were divaced from the medical envi-
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ronment, then that is certainly not a problem with structure, mis-
sion or mandate of the Center; that's more a matter -of direction,
which could be corrected. However, if for same reason' it is politi-
'cally infeasible to resurrect NCHCT or create a new Center, I
would -.advocate a major increase in funding for the National
Center-Tor Health Services Research.

I would like to close by applauding you for taking on this prob-
lem. It is a huge one, and it is extremely important. Technology
assessment is the 'ast link in a long chain that starts with a re-
search idea and, we hope, ends up in an improvement in a person's
actual health. A 'weakness in that last link can destroy decades of
rime and millions of dollars of research, and can commit us to lose
millions of lives and billions of dollars in the future. I believe it
deserves majcirsopport.

Thank you.
Senator QUAYLE. Thank you, Dr. Eddy.
I can assure you that at least 14 and otheis perceive this to be. a

major problem, but I also can assure you That with certain fiscal
constraints, doing too much is just beyond the realm of political
possibilities. Therefore, I wonder if we might focus on what is
really possible and to look t our bill as a first step. You mentioned
t fit the people who are nvqlved in technology assessment have

ones hooked up 'and thermay even Meet on.the golf course peri-
ically, and they could come together if they vanted to. That may

be true, but I don't.think they will unlesi there is some entity or
some umbrella where. they can come together in a stru4ured way.
We an offer some sort of enticement for them to sit down at the
same table and for them to try to rationally discuss where we are
going to go on this.

Therefore, 'if yOu accept that we have to do something rather.
minor, that we are not goirig to be able to do something major with
the budget restraints we have, what do You think of the approach
that we outlined iri S. 2504? Would that be a good first step or not?

Dr. EDDY. I dm still confused about the relationship between the
public and private sectors with respect to the governance . of the
proposed Institute. The governance and mission of the Institute is
stipulated by an act of Congress, yet, as I understand it, the mis-
sion is to be carried out and the money is to be raised by the pri-
vate sector. I believe, this split leadership, split reporting relation-
ship, and lack of flexibility will compliance the accomplishments of
the Institute's mission.

I would rather see a program that is either primarily public
sector or primarily private sector, rather than a combination of the

.two. For, the public sector,' I prefer a large increase -in funding for
t National Center for Health Services Researchobi, better yet, a
n w i ependent agency. For the private sector, r would favor the
s ght a and approach of making a large-grant to the Institute
of Medicine or some other highly respected impartial body;

Senator QUAYLE. Well, the chain of command, the vra'y that we
set it out, is really dominated by the private sector. It was intended
to be that way. We felt that the private sector has a great dial of
the expertise and that they ;ought to be involved in coming togeth-
er to rationalize where we are going to go.. We left open the guid-
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once mechanisms and \the direction that they are going to go. We
wanted to leaye as much flexibility as possible.

The ,Government tried the Center for Technology Assessment
within HHS, and it slips phased out in 1981. It wag just simply a
Government program and it became bogged down with politics and
other things and simply wasn't workable. So, this is a different
type i of approadh. Dr. Brandt mentioned that he wished that, there
was' more coordittation, and a little bit better understanding. If
seems to me that what you are saying is that perhpas we ought to
put it, or at least the private sector aspect of it, in the IOM, if you
are going to, have tkprivate sector initiative. Is that correct?

Dr. ,EDDY. Well, I was going to ask you why, since Senate bill S.
V504 was modeled. after the report of the IOM, the IOM was not
designated in the bill as the appropriate place for the new Insti-
tute. I will just say that the politics that the NCHCT got bogged
-down in were in the private sector, as indicated in the hearings
that led to the demise of the center. I think that those politics still
exist, and would plague a public-private sector entity, such as the
Institute that is being described in the bill.

We should list the desiderata or criteria that should govern a de-
cision about where a technology assessment unit should- be. First, it
must do excellent studies. Second, it must be neutral,"xiot onlypo-
laically neutral, but capable of impartial reports.

Third, I think it requires stable funding, because that affects 'its
impartiality.- The continuance of funding should be based on the
quality of the products and the usefulness of the reports, not on
whether the recommendations please or displease a particular
group. If a new organization must rely on various organizations in
the private sector for continued funding, I believe it will continue
to be vulnerable to the same financial and political pressures'that
stopped e NCHCT. The Institute of Medicine is one of the few ex-
isting o anizations in the public or private or that might be
able to wi tand that pressure.'

Senator UAYLE. Mr. Samuel, on page 2 of your testimony, you
talk about limiting the Institute's authority to serving as a clear-
inghouse Or existing information on technology. How would that
work? What, in yaw mind, do you mean by that?

Mr., SAMUEL. Let Ate, first of all, clarify the pbint, Mr. chairman.
The clearinghouse is limited to three functions that we would sug-
gest are important for this entity. In addition to the clearinghouse
function, the assessment, identifying assessment needs, and work-
ing on assessment criteria methodologies are also important. But
let's go back to the clearinghouse.

We provide, on the bottom of page 4, a suggestion of how that
would work. Basically, our perception is that we have .a very large
number of assessment activities underway now. You heard about
some of those. The first thing that is needed, before we start going
off and doing_ more' assessment, is that all of those entities have
access to each other's work, that any of my-manufacturer members
would have the same, any. physician, any member of the public
would have sccess to the body of data and, conclusions about tech-
nology that have come out of this whole process. We don't have
that now. You can go to the National Libr.ary of Medicine and get
a listing of all the reported literature works on technology and, ob-
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viously, ,get some of, those that deal with technology assessment.
However, our penieption is that you can't go to one' place -and
really have a true.depository of all that is known about assessment
of technology, whether it be clinical, whether it be economic, ethi-
cal, yfr whatever. So, that seems to its to be a function that no one
else is going to do, even if they could get together on the golf
course or otherwise, and I think a lot of that could take place.
must say I agree with Dr. Eddy on that point. However, even if
they would do that, it would be hard fot them to establish some-
thing like the National Library of Medicine or like a centyal- depos-
itory of facts and figures that we think really must underlie all of
this.

Once that is in place, and once assessors, whether the Govern-
ment or the private sector, are used to pooling their research and
the results of their research Virough this entity, and this entity dis-
seminates and makes a prvdice of disseminating, thrOugh written
reports, conferences, what have you, then f think you have. a way.
of beginning to identify needs.

That is the next thing we think is important. Where are the
needs for assessment? Third, how do you do it? I think Dr. Eddy's
point about that is correct. I think right now we tend to underva-
lue qualitative benefits in technology assessment, long-term bene-
fits, quality of life benefits. We tend to overvalue proving clinical
efficacy in a clinical &nee or economic efficacy. Clearly, methodor
logical concerns are irnpprtant, too. .

All those are central functions. It is unlikely that any one asses-
sor, even as big as Medicare is, if it decided this, would be able to
do those central functions very well.

That got beyond the clearinghouse question that you asked, but
basically the clearinghouse we see as a very essential part of the
foundation of a .better, more efficient technology assessment enter-
prise.

Senator QUAYLE. OK, gentlemen. Thank you very much.
[The following information was supplied for the record:]
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5 June 1984

Honorable Orrin Hatch %.
Chairman

Committee on Labof and Human Resources
U. S. Senate
428 Pirkeen Senate Office building

5 Washington. D.C. 20510

7. Dear Seantor Hitch:

t z.

The following comments about S 2504 are offered am behalf of the '16,000
4 physician and scientist members of the American College of Radiology. This. c Coilege"apprectetes the opportunity to make these coaments and requests that

they oa made part of the record of public hearings on S 2504,

Radiologists Cr. physicians who era trained and who specialise in the uses
Of ionising radiation and other radiant energy forms for the diagnosis and
treuttmentof diseases. The scientist members of the .41 are radiologic
physicists, whose iscipllne underlies the development of modern radiological
technology. Ran i ogists are - directly responsible for the bulk of medical
Aiclgnostid imagin proredures end radiation treatments for cancer required
by americana at any time.

The field of radiology has boon a dynamic part of Modern medicine, with the
advent and rapid proliferation of pew technical edginess being almost
routine in the past two decades. From thesteple x-ray procedures of 940,
we hey* seen the introduction of radioisotopes, of ultrasound technisiggs,
of linear accelerators far high energy caner treaticants, of cmaguter
epillicatione, of ineging concepts such as computed tomogrephY. positron
emission tomography, sing4e photon emission tomqgraphy, and currartly,
magnetic resonance. Each of these modalities has added significantly
to the ability of the radiologiSt to identify ranges of disease and
diesbiliry. In recent yews, the use of catheter techniques to restore
Occluded blood vessels and.other'body channels, to remo44 stones or
foreign bodies and to carry medicines to specific disease sites has '

greatly cb.epped maidi,lei practice, reducing patient trauma. costs sod
.ompiications.

In many cases, the scientifit and industrial research -.eceslary to daeloa
the eodOment with which we underlake these orncadores has been both extensive
and expensive. The equipment ile7 supporting fa,11}ties are eamples and coetly
to obtain and to operate. hot all of our prmising technologlee passed our
own scrotLny sni sur-ivtd.

All of t,his emphasizes that the discipline of radiology has had 4,i
significant and sometimes vexing and frunteting experiences with prfiglous
public and private efforts at health planning end technology nt.
Hence, our observations about the process and our suggestions fOr specific
approaches .Sine frro thensiexpertences.

tine f the serious dilemmas of .past technology assessment effoao has been
a confilli,n between the stated objectiv.e and the imperative of the assessor
to save ,Innev .n come element of health care. To be sure, cost effectiveness
is one praper element of technology assessment. However, when it,i0 allayed
to become the dominant element, basic concepts and judgements about medical
needs are lost.
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In developing this point, we do not suggest that the Congress should detail
the way in which the proposed institute should carry out its studies. But we
do urge thit in the bill or in report language, that it be emphasised that the
purpose to to ske studies for the medical practitioner end the health care
facility, rather than for purposes of the host of other disciplines which
have demanded that medical practice be reshaped to respond to their oiterie.

A second dilemma in other technology assessment proposal' has been a
tendency by the assessors to ignore the entire ..00t and worth of the
experience of the medical community with a device or modality Clidicians
do not engage in the controlled studies favored by the 1' h community.
Their testing is pragmatic end meaningful tothem. Further: their judgements
are made in terms of the management of patter**, who present as individuals.

Again, the point is not to dictate fintEs detail to the institute, but
to urge repoit language reflecting the concern of the Congress that the
experience of the medical community be utilised in it. nt efforts and that
the iudgemeotelee couched to have value, to that cc:immunity, as well as to
poIicy maker".

This concern is somewhat occasioned in S 2504 by the proposed composition Of
the board of directors. Only three of 14 cited organisations directly represent
physicians, whose decisions, presumably, are to be sampled, analyzed and '

influenced. Nurses and hospital administrator' would bring health professicvls
up to five of 14, leaving the others concerned as suppliers or third Orirtiee.
All of those groups have isivolvoment and concerns with health.care. Perhaps
they 1.0.11 'appoint physicians to represent than. But in terms of contributing
to the analiticel process, their contributions say, be more political then
scientific.

At the same time, it seems talus that the. board, as outlined, would be an
Inefficient governing body, since its members have the potential conflict of
representing their organization at the llama time that they are to set
policy'for functioning structure. This would be more appropriate as an
advisory group, with a smaller number of physician and invsetigatore serving
as a management committee to work directly with the staff. The larger group
could be the 'Dilettantism to select the smaller management committee, with the
understanding that members of the smaller group should'hsve particular competence
in medical analysis and decision making and that those individuals should not be
representatives of any sponsoring organization.

These are the thoughts about S 2504 as reflecting the discussion within
the American College of Radiology. If we can be of any other assistance as
this receives further consideration, please call upon us through our
legislative consultant, J. T. Rutherford.

Sincerely,

L
Gerald D. Dodd, M.D.
Chairmen, Board of Chancellors

Senator QUAYLE. That concludes our hearings today.and the com-
mittee will stand adjourned.

[Whereupon, at 12:05 p.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene
subject to the call of the Chair.]
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